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Abstract

High resolution satellite imagery is more readily available and in larger quanti-
ties than ever before. It has become increasingly di�cult for researchers in the
planetary science community to manually analyse all of these images quickly and
accurately. There have been several attempts over the last decade to address this
by using image classi�cation techniques which structure and organise planetary
image datasets. However, these attempts have focused on the creation of the
method rather than the analysis of the results.

This thesis expands upon previous work by exploring methods to structure plan-
etary image datasets that will allow the structure to be compared with other
information about these images. The aim is to search for, and explore, trends
within the resultant structure.

A Context-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) system is created using textons, a
method to model texture as a histogram. These textural histograms are com-
pared using the Earth Movers Distance (EMD) algorithm and the relationships
between them are organised using Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS). A method
to analyse the structure is presented using Pearson's correlation coe�cient.

These methods were applied to images of lunar craters, highlighting the e�ect that
illumination has on the appearance of texture in these images. This is important
as it demonstrates the necessity for careful analysis of results produced by CBIR
systems, as the work conducted by previous researchers has failed to take this
into account. This thesis shows that if illumination is removed, or the data has
little or no variation, texture analysis can be used to provide potentially impor-
tant information about planetary features. In this study, once illumination was
removed, it was found that the resultant structure was highly correlated with the
depth/diameter (d/D) ratio of the crater, thus providing a method of predicting
the d/D ratio of craters from the texture model alone. To explore the strengths and
limitations of the proposed system it was applied to the di�erent, but challenging,
task of estimating grassland poaching damage from digital camera images. This
demonstrates its potential use beyond the planetary science community.

The work undertaken in this thesis demonstrates the use of CBIR systems within
the planetary science community and highlights that the results obtained must be
examined carefully. CBIR systems which report good visual similarity may appear
to be useful for scienti�c research but it is not until the results are analysed that
this can be established.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Aim

High resolution satellite imagery is more readily available and in larger quanti-

ties than ever. For example, the initial release of Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter

Camera (LROC) data on NASA's Planetary Data System totalled ∼50TB in the

�rst six months alone (Staab, 2010). Classically, planetary scientists who wish to

examine trends in large datasets must search and organise these data manually.

With the increase in image data there is far more information available for analy-

sis which means it is no longer feasible to study all available images (Fayyad and

Smyth, 1999). This is a problem that researchers who use image data have wished

to solve.

Machine vision techniques can provide advantages when exploring vast amounts

of image data. Context-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is a form of visualisation

and data organisation that has been an active area of research working towards

solving this problem. These systems attempt to understand the content of im-

ages and structure them in a meaningful manner. This allows researchers to ex-

plore the structure of these images e�ciently and address their particular scienti�c

aims.
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There have been several attempts to apply these methods to planetary datasets

(Burl et al. (2001), Hare et al. (2006), Mullins et al. (2005) and Gibbens (2008)),

however these have focused on the creation of the CBIR system rather than the

analysis of the results. It is very important to be able to analyse the resulting

structure created by a CBIR system in order to determine what scienti�c aims

can be addressed.

The aim of this thesis was to �nd a method of structuring planetary image datasets

that will allow the resultant structure to be compared with other information about

these images. This thesis will demonstrate a CBIR system to organise image data

as well as a method to analyse and explore trends in such structures. This will be

applied to various datasets to demonstrate its potential use within the planetary

science community.

Since the aim was to provide a tool for the planetary science community, the focus

of the data used within this thesis is of lunar crater imagery. The Clementine

UVVIS mosaic was used to make comparisons with the results presented here and

the previous work conducted by Gibbens (2008). Following this, the application of

the methods developed are applied to new high resolution digital elevation model

(DEM) data created using LROC stereo images. While the focus of this system is

to work with planetary datasets, the methods used throughout could be useful in

other �elds of research. To this end, these methods were applied to a dataset of

grassland images with a view to estimate the extent of poaching damage in these

images. This demonstrated the versatility and the limitations of the methods

discussed.

A model of texture is used in the majority of CBIR systems to assess the similarity

of images. While it was not the intention of this thesis to implement a new model
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of texture, it did explore previous implementations and make some improvements.

The speci�c implementation of a CBIR system should vary based upon the task

required of it. Texture modelling is used in existing implementations of CBIR

systems for the planetary science community. This method to assess similarity

may not be appropriate to compare all images for all tasks.

This thesis aims to create a method to allow researchers in the planetary science

community to explore large image datasets with scienti�c goals in mind. Previ-

ous work in this �eld has only tackled part of the solution with the creation of

CBIR systems. The analysis of the results have been largely ignored, but it is by

expanding upon this that a work �ow applied to Clementine UVVIS and LROC

data is presented in an e�ort to explore the morphology of lunar craters.

1.2 Thesis Outline

This section outlines the structure of the thesis with a brief overview of each

chapter.

Chapter 2 gives an overview of data organisation and visualisation concepts with

relation to how CBIR systems apply these concepts to image datasets. There is

also a discussion of work published that apply these methods to imagery used by

the planetary science community. This is followed by Chapters 3, 4 and 5 which

examine the implementation of speci�c elements of CBIR systems. These include

experiments which attempt to assess the performance of these elements in order

to make informed decisions in later chapters.

Chapter 3 introduces the idea of clustering data. Two types of clustering algo-
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rithms are introduced, partitional (see Section 3.2) and hierarchical (see Section

3.3). Clustering algorithms rely on a measure of distance between elements of data.

Several such distance measures are presented in Section 3.4. Various clustering

quality measures are introduced in Section 3.5 and are applied to an arti�cial

dataset in Section 3.6. The performances of both the clustering techniques and

the quality measures are assessed in Section 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8. The use of these

quality measures for predicting the number of clusters in the data is highlighted

in Section 3.7, with further reference in Section 3.8.

Texture modelling is examined in Chapter 4. Statistical and signal processing

methods of modelling texture are introduced, focusing on the texton method de-

scribed by Gibbens (2008). Various implementations of the texton method are

presented in Section 4.2, displaying various structural elements such as �lters and

N ∗ N patches. An entropy-based texture classi�cation method is also described

in Section 4.3. The evaluation of these texture classi�cation methods is presented

in Section 4.4, which involves using experimental data and a method of analysis

(see Section 4.4.1).

In order to present large amounts of image data, two methods of visualisation are

presented in Chapter 5. A method of taxonomic analysis based on hierarchical

clustering (see Section 3.3) is presented in Section 5.3. Multi-dimensional scaling

(MDS), a method of dimensional reduction, is examined in detail in Section 5.2.

This dimensional reduction method is applied to higher dimensional data to infer

broad patterns within these data that are not visible when exploring these data in

higher dimension form. This is applied to taste characteristics of Scottish single

malt whiskies (see Section 5.2.3).

Chapter 6 applies the most successful techniques described in Chapters 3, 4 and
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5 to the problem explored by Gibbens (2008), the classi�cation of lunar impact

craters. This chapter describes how the dataset used by Gibbens (2008) was recre-

ated using the Clementine image mosaic and the catalogue of craters presented

by Baldwin (1963). The creation of a CBIR system similar to the one proposed

by Gibbens (2008) is applied to the dataset using textons to measure similarity.

The MDS algorithm is used to visually assess the resultant structure and visual

similarity is observed between craters. However, further examination of MDS plot

shows that the illumination of the crater, caused by latitudinal variation in images

taken by the Clementine spacecraft, is the dominant feature when using the texton

method as a measure of similarity.

Chapter 7 aims to remove latitudinal e�ects by using a digital elevation model

(DEM). The same craters used in Chapter 6 are simulated using the LOLA64

DEM (Smith et al., 2010) and a ray tracing algorithm, described in Section 7.2.

Initially a texture classi�cation task is performed in order to assess the perfor-

mance of the texton method when applied to lunar craters. This showed that the

performance was similar to that which was achieved when applied to the CUReT

database in Chapter 4. The e�ect of illumination angle variation is demonstrated

in Section 7.4. The creation of simulated craters in Section 7.5, all with a �xed

view and illumination angle, clearly shows groupings of previously classi�ed craters

in the MDS plot. However, this demonstrates that craters do not fall neatly into

well de�ned classes, but rather a spectrum of classes. This is expanded upon by

application to a DEM of an area that was visited by the Lunokhod-1 in Chapter

8.

Using techniques described in previous chapters, Chapter 9 demonstrates the ver-

satility and limitations of this system when applied to other image datasets. It at-

tempts to assess expert visual estimations of poaching damage from photographs.
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Poaching damage is caused by cattle trampling grassland whilst grazing. It is

discovered that illumination conditions are again a contributing factor to texture

similarity in many of the images however, a correlation between texture and the

poaching damage estimate is still found. The texture similarity of images between

∼30% and ∼70% appears similar. This makes it di�cult to estimate poaching

damage accurately, which brings into question the accuracy of widely used man-

ual expert estimations when comparing images of similar damage from di�erent

sites. This information could form the basis for a future method to automati-

cally estimate poaching damage in grassland images. It also demonstrates the

importance of using images with similar illumination conditions when applying

the texton method to compare images.

Finally, Chapter 10 reviews the results from all previous chapters, summarises the

�ndings and presents the conclusions of the thesis.

1.3 Novel Aspects

This thesis introduces a technique to structure and analyse planetary image

datasets. The aim of this method was to assist researchers who wish to explore

large image datasets and analyse the similarity of images within the dataset. This

builds upon the work conducted by Gibbens (2008) who proposed a four stage

method to perform image set analysis. These stages include preprocessing, seg-

mentation, image modelling and visualisation using taxonomies.

In his work, Gibbens used this method to examine the visual properties of lunar

and martian planetary features from satellite imagery. Similarity between images

was calculated by modelling texture using textons. This thesis has demonstrated
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incremental improvements to the texton modelling method and improved the abil-

ity to compare the texture of two features analytically.

A taxonomy was used by Gibbens (2008) in an attempt to analyse parallels be-

tween scienti�c classi�cations and the visual similarity. The work conducted in

this thesis demonstrates that by using the multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) algo-

rithm, the visual similarity observed by Gibbens (2008) in the Clementine UVVIS

imagery was actually the illumination of the crater caused by latitudinal variation

in images taken by the Clementine spacecraft

To remove illumination as a factor when comparing crater similarity, a method

is presented to create simulated craters using a digital elevation model (DEM)

and a ray-tracing algorithm. When applying the above method to the simulated

crater image dataset, a correlation between the texture model and depth to di-

ameter (d/D) ratio is observed. A comparison between this and previous crater

classi�cations appears to show that there is a spectrum of crater types rather

than the traditional notion of distinct crater classes. Further examination of the

resultant MDS plots demonstrate that it is possible to predict the d/D ratio of a

crater.

While the aim of this study was to �nd a speci�c solution that can be applied

to lunar craters, this solution has the potential to be applied generally to other

datasets. This is demonstrated by its application to grassland poaching estimation.

To that end, changes in the implementation of the similarity method would result

in di�erent patterns found within the structure of the MDS plot. The methods

presented here outline a set of tools that can aid researchers conduct comprehensive

analysis of large image datasets.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

This chapter is the �rst of four which describes previous research relevant to the

work conducted in this thesis. This chapter introduces the key concepts of data

organisation and visualisation and describes how Content-Based Image Retrieval

systems apply these techniques to image data. This is accompanied by examples

of relevant work in the �eld of image data organisation and visualisation that have

been, or can be, applied to planetary and remote sensing datasets.

Data organisation and visualisation techniques aim to extract information or �nd

meaning within data. This is achieved by processing, reordering and creating

visualisations of these data in a variety of ways in order to present information to

the user. The exact implementation and methods used vary greatly depending on

the type of data.

Following this chapter, Chapters 3, 4 and 5 describe the various implementation

details used throughout the �eld of data organisation, visualisation and Content-

Based Image Retrieval.
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2.2 Data Organisation and Visualisation

The 2011 International Data Corporation1 (IDC) annual report announced that

over a zettabyte of digital data was created and replicated in 2010 (Gantz and

Reinsel, 2011). Every year, the amount of digital data created increases and this

is set to continue with the advancement of computing and digital technologies.

Hilbert and López (2011) conducted the �rst study to quantify humankind's ability

to handle data and examine how this has changed over the last two decades. When

the study was published in 2011, their �ndings indicated that humankind could

store at least 295 exabytes of analogue and digital information. Within these

data there is a great deal of valuable information which, must be extracted in a

meaningful way in order to be useful.

Despite the human ability to create and store information, our ability to analyse

large quantities of information does not scale well (Baddeley, 1997). Presenting

data in an appropriately structured form can help human analysis greatly (Ar-

mitage and Enser, 1997). Visualisation systems allow humans to o�oad the cog-

nition to the human visual system which has the capacity to process information

in parallel and at the pre-concious level (Munzner, 2009).

Munzner (2009) describes three kinds of limitations that should be considered

when designing a visualisation system: computational capacity, human perceptual

and cognitive capacity, and display capacity.

Computational capacity is often a series of �nite constraints, e.g. speed and mem-

ory. This is an important consideration if one wishes a visualisation system to be

interactive as the algorithms used must run within seconds rather than hours.

1A market research and advisory �rm who specialise in the IT and communications industry.
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The human memory is limited in both short-term working memory and long-term

recall (Munzner, 2009). A phenomenon known as change blindness has demon-

strated that humans store very little information in visual working memory. Si-

mons and Levin (1997) describe change blindness as the inability to detect changes

to an object or scene. This is demonstrated by introducing some form of disruption

between an original and modi�ed display (Simons et al., 2000). These experiments

revealed a surprising inability to detect large changes to scenes from one view to

the next.

The visualisation system is also limited by the display capacity of the digital

display (or even information displayed on a piece of paper). A trade-o� is sought

between the bene�ts of showing as much as possible at once and the cost of being

overwhelmed by too much visual information (Munzner, 2009).

In order to create a visualisation system, one must identify the data and select

e�ective visual encodings to represent these data. Heer et al. (2010) discusses

several methods to visualise di�erent types of data sets. This includes time se-

ries data, statistical distributions, maps, hierarchies and networks. Methods to

visualise these data all perform the same task; to map data properties to visual

attributes, such as position, colour or size.

The type of visualisation used is determined by the type of data it will be applied

to, along with considering the information one wishes to extract from it (Heer

et al., 2010). The use of one particular visualisation system over another can

change a user's perception of the data. This is known as graphical perception

(Cleveland and McGill, 1984). Siegrist (1996) found that user perception of the

same data presented using the same visual system, e.g. a pie chart, varied when

simply changing the design from 2D to 3D. Frownfelter-Lohrke and Fulkerson
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Figure 2.1: An example of relative versus absolute judgements, Weber's Law. Two quanti-

ties of slightly di�erent value are represented by the length of the bars. (a) Left: Unframed

and unaligned rectangles are hard to compare. (b) Middle: An added frame shows the

di�erence in bar size by the un�lled rectangles. (c) Right: Aligning the bars against a

common scale can also achieve the same e�ect. a) and b) are reproduced from Cleve-

land and McGill (1984) and is c) reproduced from Tamara Munzner's un�nished book,

"Visualization Analysis and Design: Abstractions, Principles, and Methods", due to be

published in 2014.

(2001) found the same distortions in the perception of graphs within the annual

�nancial reports of international companies. It was noted that these distortions

could in�uence the users' decisions based upon the information contained within

these graphs.

This phenomenon is described in the literature by Weber's Law or the Weber-

Fechner Law ((Cleveland and McGill, 1984), (Munzner, 2009) and (Dehaene,

2003)). Weber's Law states that human perception makes judgements based upon

relative di�erences rather than absolute di�erences. Cleveland and McGill (1984)

demonstrate this with a simple example using a bar chart. Figure 2.1 shows why

the judgement of length alone (Figure 2.1 (a)) is not as accurately perceived as

it is with a sense of scale (Figure 2.1 (b)). The same e�ect can be achieved by
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aligning the bars against a common scale as demonstrated in Figure 2.1 (c).

Heer et al. (2010) states that the underlying "DNA" of all visualisations remains

the same, mapping variables to visual features such as position, size, shape and

colour. The system of visualisation chosen should be appropriate to the data and

information one wishes to extract. This should also minimise distortions in user

graphical perception.

2.3 Content-Based Image Retrieval

Datta et al. (2008) describe content-based image retrieval (CBIR) as "any tech-

nology that in principle helps to organize digital picture archives by their visual

content". CBIR is a speci�c type of data organisation and visualisation which

focuses on image data. This is an active �eld of research with contributions from

many research disciplines. These include computer vision, machine learning, in-

formation retrieval, data mining, statistics, and psychology to name a few (Wang

et al., 2006).

Early research in CBIR systems focused on minimising the gaps between a real

world object and it's representation and use in digital form. Smeulders et al. (2000)

describes two gaps which are the sensory and semantic. The sensory gap exits

between an object in the real world and the objects' computational description.

This makes feature recognition challenging due to issues in the way images are

recorded. For example, images are recorded in 2 dimensions which causes di�culty

in the computational representation of occlusions and context. The semantic gap

is between the computational description of an object and how the user interprets

this for use in a real world application (Datta et al., 2008). For example, if one
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wishes to search for images of cows in a �eld, then the content of an image needs

to be interpreted. This proves harder for machine vision and learning systems to

interpret meaning from images when abstract queries are presented. An example

of this could be if one wishes to search for images that would make one laugh.

Feature extraction aims to close the semantic gap, and in some situations the

sensory gap (Datta et al., 2008), while CBIR systems address the sensory gap by

eliminating unlikely hypotheses (Marques et al., 2006).

Smeulders et al. (2000) considers feature extraction as two parts; image processing

and feature construction. Image processing techniques such as colour representa-

tion, local shape and texture processing are used to represent the image. There

are several feature construction methods discussed by Smeulders et al. (2000) and

Datta et al. (2008). These involve segmenting or splitting an image into partitions.

Some form of image processing or modelling is performed on the partition to rep-

resent a feature and these are then grouped to create a distribution of features in

the image. The exact implementation of this is an active area of research with

many variations. The key to meaningful retrieval is to ensure that the correct

features are chosen for extraction.

Once feature extraction of an image has been performed it can be compared to the

features set produced by another image. This is achieved using some similarity

function (Smeulders et al., 2000). Similarity is often treated as a distance between

images in Euclidean space (Torres and Falcao, 2006). This allows these images to

be indexed, organised, searched and relationships visualised in many ways. Several

of these CBIR implementations are discussed in the following section.
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2.4 Application to Planetary Datasets

As far back as the early 1990s, planetary image datasets have expanded resulting

in more imagery to analyse. The Magellan spacecraft which orbited Venus for

over �ve years produced over thirty thousand 1000 ∗ 1000 pixel images taken from

the satellite's synthetic aperture radar (SAR). This created a high resolution map

where each pixel represented a 75 m2 square on the Venusian surface (Fayyad

et al., 1996). This equated to almost 70 Gigabytes released on 100 CDs. More

recent missions such as NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (launched August

12 2005) and NASA's Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (launched June 18 2009) are

returning more data to Earth than ever before.

This section examines several CBIR and Data Organisation and Visualisation

implementations that have been, or may be, useful in aiding the planetary science

community when dealing with such large datasets.

2.4.1 Manual Analysis

Image datasets allow scientists and researchers to gain an understanding of the

geology of planetary surfaces. When these datasets were small, researchers would

simply search through the images looking for features that interested them or were

related to the �eld of research that they were involved with. The advantage of

this is that researchers are able to make very complex interpretations and consider

a greater variety of implications from the images. Despite this, humans have a

limited capacity for recall, as described in Section 2.2. Therefore humans can

only consider a small number of images at any one time. Humans can also su�er

from repetition and fatigue when analysing large amounts of image data. This
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can degrade the quality of analysis. As dataset sizes increase, both in the image

size and the number produced, manual analysis becomes increasingly di�cult.

Consequently, this prompts the need for new tools to analyse the large volume of

images e�ciently and completely.

2.4.2 Distributed Analysis

Crowd sourcing takes the "wisdom of crowds" in order to analyse large amounts of

data (Buecheler et al., 2011). The idea of distributing small parts of a large task

for processing has been practised for many years and is a fundamental concept

in computing. Citizen science projects have increased in popularity over the last

�ve years with GalaxyZoo being one of the most successful (Raddick et al., 2007).

Members of the public are invited to classify images of galaxies from the Sloan

Digital Sky Survey (Kent, 1994). An image is displayed on the screen from which

users must select the class that the galaxy belongs to, for example elliptical or

clock-wise galaxies (Lintott et al., 2008). The �rst dataset of almost 900,000

galaxy classi�cations by more than 100,000 members of the public was released

by Lintott et al. (2011). At present, over 25 scienti�c papers have been published

using GalaxyZoo data describing the morphology of galaxies (Bamford et al. (2009)

and Lintott et al. (2008)), identifying new supernovae candidates (Smith et al.,

2011) and even the discovery of a new type of object (Lintott et al., 2009).

MoonZoo is an addition to the `Zooniverse' (the combined name for several Galaxy-

Zoo like projects) in which members of the public can take part in the identi�cation

of planetary features from images of the lunar surface (Joy et al., 2011). These

images, taken by the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Camera (LROC) (Robinson

et al., 2010), are presented to the user through an interactive web interface. Users
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can then annotate the image by using several highlighting tools to draw around

planetary features such as craters, boulders or anything that they perceive to be

interesting. At the time of writing, more than 3 million LROC images have been

classi�ed1.

The LROC images are presented to multiple users, therefore each image is classi�ed

multiple times. This aims to ensure that the classi�cations are as accurate as

possible. For example, annotating craters involves the user drawing a circle around

the crater. Users undergo training to perform these annotations by completing

an on-line tutorial. The likelihood is that each image has been annotated several

times by di�erent users. This can present quite a challenge to �nd the correct

annotation. Possible solutions to this could include taking the average annotation,

the most common, or the annotation from the most experienced user (e.g. judged

by the number of completed annotations).

In earlier work carried out by Gibbens and Cook (2005), an interactive web inter-

face was created which was similar to the one that was later used for MoonZoo.

The aim of the interface was to assess the quality of a series of automated feature

extraction algorithms applied to 200 Mars Orbiter Camera (MOC) images. Dur-

ing the months that the web site was active, 78 participants from the planetary

science community took part (Gibbens, 2008). Of the 200 images, 172 were anno-

tated one or more times to create a collection of almost 7000 features. One image

that was annotated 14 times by various planetary experts was discussed in depth

by Gibbens and Cook (2005). From this image, 128 unique `interesting' features

were highlighted by the participants and it was found that the mean consensus in

overlapping `interesting' features was only 22%. Gibbens and Cook (2005) sug-

gests "that in the set of features indicated by two participating experts, on average

1http://www.moonzoo.org [last visited 12-03-13]
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less than one �fth would be found mutually interesting".

Crowd sourcing and citizen science projects such as those in the `Zooniverse' al-

low for greater amounts of image data to be analysed in a way that machine

vision techniques would struggle with. However, the implementation of this type

of project is not without its challenges, particularly the treatment of repeated

classi�cations or identi�cations of a single feature when participants do not agree.

This proves challenging as it requires intervention on the part of the researcher in

order to correct misclassi�ed classi�cations or resolve disputes in the users classi-

�cations. This can be a labour intensive process negating the positive bene�ts of

crowd sourcing projects.

2.4.3 Feature Detection and CBIR

Researchers in the �eld of computer vision and arti�cial intelligence have focused

on general purpose CBIR methods. There have been several methods to assist

researchers to identify speci�c planetary features such as craters ((Burl et al.,

2001) and (Hare et al., 2006)) and dunes (Mullins et al., 2005). These methods

require some form of model that is created typically by the user in order to detect

di�erent geological classes. The labour involved in creating these models often

outweighs the labour saved in searching (Gibbens, 2008).

There have been several attempts at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to

develop a system which would act as a tool to search for patterns in large image

databases. The re�nement of several experiments and studies to automatically

detect features in satellite imagery ((Burl et al., 1994), (Burl et al., 1999)) led to

the development of a general purpose system, JARTool.
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JARTool has two distinct phases: learning and production (Burl et al., 2001). In

the learning phase, the user indicates objects of interest manually across a number

of training images. Features are then extracted using a method of combining the

spectral signature of many objects from various view/illumination conditions to

create a proto-template. This is similar to feature construction as described in the

previous section. This is thought to deal with both illumination/view issues as

well as issues of scale. Based upon these features, the system attempts to match

images in the database that correspond to the training features.

Rubner (1999) demonstrates the use of the Earth Movers Distance (EMD) metric

as an e�ective measure of similarity between images. By summarising images as

distributions of colour, or texture, they can be compared with one another using

EMD. Rubner (1999) shows that EMD matches perceptual similarity of images

more e�ectively than other metrics. Using this metric, multi-dimensional scaling

(MDS) is used to display the distribution of images in two or three dimensional

Euclidean space so that distances relate to their similarity. The structure of the

image set when presented in Euclidean space allows the user to query the image

set by zooming into a portion of the image space that is of interest. This technique

is applied to mug-shot images of criminals in order to allow witnesses to navigate

through a large collection of images e�ectively.

Gibbens (2008) presents a method to perform feature classi�cation by structur-

ing large amounts of image set data in a way that allows for easy browsing by

humans. Images are preprocessed, segmented into image regions, compared using

texture analysis (using textons) and placed into a taxonomy. The taxonomy is

the complete set of images that have been autonomously formed in a hierarchy of

increasingly abstract groups based upon texture similarity. Subsets of images can

be viewed by the user and inspected in progressive degrees of detail. This serves
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to assist the recall of the user by grouping visually similar images. The particular

stages can be implemented in a variety of ways for further improvement or tailored

for a speci�c task. The feature classi�cation aspect is achieved by allowing the

user to explore the contents of the taxonomy. Gibbens (2008) applied this method

to remotely sensed imagery of the Moon and Mars.

2.5 Summary

This chapter has introduced the key concepts of data organisation and visualisation

and described how CBIR systems apply these techniques to image data. Section

2.4 presents previous attempts to apply CBIR and data organisation methods to

planetary datasets.

While CBIR, data organisation and visualisation research is highly active, the

application of these methods to planetary datasets is minimal. This chapter high-

lights the promising work by Burl et al. (2001) and Gibbens (2008) who discussed

the creation of the methods themselves, rather than the extensive demonstration

of their use. Chapters 3, 4 and 5 discuss three speci�c elements of the creation of

a CBIR system and possible implementation details. These include experiments

to judge their performance and merits that can be used throughout when applied

to planetary datasets in the remaining chapters of this thesis.



Chapter 3

Clustering

3.1 Introduction

Clustering is an important consideration when dealing with classi�cation tasks,

so much so that clustering and classi�cation are almost synonymous with one

another (Hartigan, 1975). Everitt et al. (2009) indicate that there is no universally

accepted de�nition. Despite this there are several `operational' de�nitions, e.g.

"...clustering as the grouping of similar objects." (Hartigan, 1975)

A cluster is "an aggregate of points in the test space such that the distance between

any two points in a cluster is less than the distance between any point in the cluster

and any point not in it." (Xu and Wunsch, 2009)

Examples of clustering can be found in many �elds of research, from biology,

((Gasch and Eisen, 2002); (Cusack and Montagnini, 2004)) medicine (Ye et al.,

2003) and marketing (Punj and Stewart, 1983). Clustering methods are now

commonly used in computer science and engineering for a variety of search

problems ((Fisher et al., 1993); (Vizine et al., 2005)).

It is useful to de�ne some terms in order to describe these methods:
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• An object : one or more points in N -dimensional space (x)

• A cluster : a subset of a set of similar objects (Ci)

• A partition: a group of clusters where each object is a member of exactly

one cluster

• A centroid : the central point of the cluster (ci)

In order to perform a clustering method on a set of M objects a series of decisions

must be made, based upon similarity, that group similar objects. Similarity can

be thought of as a distance between two objects. An object might be thought

of as a 2-dimensional point on a piece of paper. The distance between two of

these objects can be measured using a ruler. One could also think of an object as

several N -dimensional points which makes the method of calculating the distance

between two objects more complicated. A distance measure refers to the method

or algorithm used to calculate the distance between two objects. Choosing an

appropriate distance measure is important as this must suit the type of data to

which the clustering algorithm will be applied. This is further discussed in Section

3.4.

There are two types of clustering methods, namely partitional and hierarchical

(see Figure 3.1), each with various subsets within. This chapter describes some

examples of these methods, including details of implementation, constraints and

variations. A discussion of clustering would not be complete without an overview

of distance measures. This includes descriptions of distances between points, sets

of points and histograms. This chapter is concluded with a summary of clustering

performance and its importance to later chapters.
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Figure 3.1: A illustration based on the taxonomy of clustering approaches diagram as

described by Jain et al. (1999).

3.2 Partitional Clustering

Partitional clustering methods attempt to group a set of data, consisting of M

objects, into a set of k disjointed clusters. This is achieved by minimising a cost

function, or optimisation criterion, that has a cost function assigned to each inter-

cluster assignment. Typically, partitional clustering methods determine all the

clusters at once. The `k-methods' family of partitional clustering methods is widely

known, the most common being the k-means method (see Section 3.2.1).

3.2.1 k-means

The k-means algorithm, �rst created by MacQueen (1967), partitions a set of

objects into k classes based upon distance. Each class is represented by a centre,

ci, which is the mean value of the cluster Ci as displayed in Figure 3.2. A value

for k can be set arbitrarily, or estimated (see Section 3.6). The algorithm consists

of two main steps; selecting k initial values for ci and converging. The original
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Figure 3.2: A k-means partition of M = 20 objects where k = 4. The cluster centres ci
are the `average' points for each clustered set Ci

k-means method (MacQueen, 1967) selected initial ci values by randomly selecting

k objects from the set Ci.

As described by Manthey and Röglin (2009), the aim of the k-means algorithm is

to �nd a clustering, C1 . . . Ck, of a data set X such that the potential;

k∑
i=1

∑
x∈Ci

||x− ci||2 (3.1)

is minimised. The algorithm follows as:

1. Randomly select k centre points c1 . . . ck, from the population X

2. Assign each point x ∈ χ to cluster Ci where the centre ci is closest

3. Calculate a new centre ci = 1
|Ci|
∑

x∈Ci
x for each cluster Ci
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4. Repeat 2 and 3 until there is no movement in the centre values

The k-means clustering method is a simple solution to a clustering problem; how-

ever, it has a few shortcomings. The �rst is that like all partitional clustering

methods described in this section, a value for k is required. This implies that the

number of clusters in the data is already known in advance. This is often not the

case. Methods of predicting a value for k are discussed in Section 3.7. Also, the

initial selection of k values is an important consideration and the performance of

the k-means method is determined by this placement. The use of randomly se-

lected centroids to begin with is a simple implementation however it can produce

suboptimal clusters. This is further discussed in Section 3.6. As well as being

sensitive to outliers, k-means clustering has issues when clusters are of di�erent

sizes, densities, and when clusters are of a non-globular nature. This is illustrated

in Section 3.6.

3.2.2 k-medoid

The k-medoid method, also known as Partition Around Medoids (PAM), was

proposed by Kaufman and Rousseeuw (1987). The k-medoid method is similar to

k-means. Rather than calculating the average of each cluster, the medoid, which is

the most centrally located point within the cluster, is used (see Figure 3.3).

The k-medoid algorithm has the following steps:

1. Randomly select k medoid points from the population

2. Assign each point in population to its closest medoid

3. For each medoid, select a non-medoid and swap if it minimises the cost
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Figure 3.3: A k-medoid partition of M = 20 objects where k = 4.

function, or potential (see Equation 3.1)

4. Repeat 2 and 3 until there are now more swaps to be made

This method aims to go some way to improve upon k-means, as the medoid method

is less sensitive to outliers (Tung et al., 2001). However this method still has the

same issues as k-means (see Section 3.2.1) when dealing with clusters of di�erent

sizes, densities and when clusters are of a non-globular nature. It is also reliant

upon the selection of a k value as well as the initial placement of k centroids.

3.2.3 k-means++

The k-means++ is a variation of the original k-means method (see Section 3.2.1),

but di�ers in the selection of the initial centroids (Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2006).

Only the �rst centroid is randomly selected and the remaining centroids are se-
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lected from the remaining points x in the population X. A probability function θ

is calculated for each point x. The point x with the largest θ value becomes the

next centroid ci. This is repeated until there are k centroids. θ is de�ned as;

θx =
D(x)2∑

x′∈X′ D(x)2
(3.2)

where D(x) is the distance to the closest existing centre, X is the population of

points x.

The k-means++ algorithm completes the following steps:

1. Randomly select a single point from the population

2. For each point in the population calculate its distance to the nearest cluster

3. Sample each x centre from the population X calculating θx. Select the x

with the largest θ value and this becomes the next centroid c

4. Repeat 2 and 3 until k points are chosen

5. Initial centres are chosen, continue with k-means (see Section 3.2.1) algo-

rithm from step 2

The k-means++ method attempts to solve the issues associated with the initial

selection of k centres by only randomly selecting the �rst value, rather than every

value. This is followed by selecting the least likely points to belong to the already

selected k values. This is explored in Section 3.6.
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3.2.4 ISODATA clustering

The Iterative Self-Organising Data Analysis Technique (ISODATA) proposed by

Ball and Hall (1965) is similar to the k-means clustering algorithm described in

Section 3.2.1. ISODATA works in the same way as k-means however it has the

ability to split and merge pairs of clusters based on some user-de�ned threshold.

As well as the k value from the k-means algorithm (see Section 3.2.1), there are

several other parameters de�ned by the user:

• P - Maximum number of pairs of clusters that can be merged

• θN - Minimum number of objects a cluster can have

• θS - Maximum standard deviation for splitting

• θC - Minimum distance between cluster means

The clusters are either split or merged as the algorithm iterates based upon these

parameters. The ISODATA algorithm is more �exible than the k-means method

as the number of clusters is not �xed. When large inter-cluster standard deviations

are encountered the algorithm splits the clusters. Similarly, when the minimum

number of objects in a cluster is reached, clusters are merged. This �exibility is

certainly an advantage; however, the user has to choose many more parameters

than just a value for k. This poses a problem for a truly autonomous system.
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3.2.5 Partitional clustering considerations

There are several practical considerations that must be made when implementing

a clustering algorithm. The primary consideration is to decide when to cease

iterating through the algorithm. One way is to stop iterating when the centroids

stop changing. This agrees with Manthey and Röglin (2009) who state that as

the potential (see Equation 3.1) "decreases with every step, no clustering occurs

twice, and the algorithm eventually terminates". Even though proofs have shown

that it will nearly always converge upon a local minimum (Bottou and Bengio,

1995), it could require a large number of iterations. Many implementations have a

maximum number of iterations they will perform to prevent the algorithm iterating

for a long time.

Another consideration is the occasional situation where after the initial centroids

are assigned and one iteration is performed, a centroid might have no data points

assigned to it. This would produce a divide-by-zero error when calculating the

average centroid centre. One solution to this situation is simply to rerun the clus-

tering algorithm with new initial centroids until a successful clustering is achieved.

These implementation issues for the k-means algorithm (see Section 3.2.1) are not

described by MacQueen (1967), however are discussed by Hartigan (1975).

3.3 Hierarchical clustering

Hierarchical clustering aims to create a hierarchy of clusters. Generally there

are two hierarchical clustering types, agglomerative and divisive, also known as

a bottom up or top down approach (Jain et al., 1999). A feature of hierarchical

clustering algorithms is that after they are made, joins and divisions are irrevo-
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cable. This is explained by Kaufman and Rousseeuw (2008) who states that a

"hierarchical method su�ers from the defect that it can never repair the damage

that was done in previous steps".

This section describes the implementation and issues associated with agglomer-

ative (see Section 3.3.1) and divisive (see Section 3.3.2) hierarchical clustering

algorithms.

3.3.1 Agglomerative clustering

Agglomerative clustering is a bottom up hierarchical approach that joins the two

closest objects at each iteration. The algorithm is implemented as follows:

1. Each point in the data X is treated as an object

2. The two objects where D(i, j) is the smallest are highlighted

3. Merge the two objects to create one object (or cluster)

4. Repeat 2 and 3 until only one object remains

Figure 3.4 shows the result of agglomerative clustering on 20 points. As the

algorithm describes, the closest objects are merged to create a new object. These

mergers are displayed by the dotted lines and the shading to indicate the order

in which the merger occurred (light indicating an early merger and darker the

later ones). Figure 3.4 is useful to describe the algorithm but is not ideal when

visualising the complex result of agglomerative clustering, especially if the dataset

is much larger or multidimensional.
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Figure 3.4: An illustration of the resulting partition after agglomerative clustering of

M = 20 objects. Each object is numbered for reference and the resulting dendrogram (see

Section 5.3) of the order in which the objects are partitioned is displayed in Figure 5.8.

The result of an agglomerative clustering can be considered as a tree structure.

Tree structures consist of nodes, where a node contains one or more objects, and

follows a parent-child relationship. The tree structure created by an agglomerative

clustering algorithm will have three types of nodes. The root node has no parents

and two children. Interior nodes have one parent and two children. Finally, leaf

nodes have no children and one parent. All objects are contained within the root

node and the leaf nodes represent single objects. The interior nodes are subsets of

these objects and represent the relationship between the objects by the structure

of the nodes. All values of k = 1 . . .M exist within the structure of the tree and

allows a decision of k to be made once the clustering is complete. Therefore a value

for k is not required as an initial input. This tree structure can be displayed and

explored as a dendrogram, which is considered to be a taxonomy, and is described

in detail in Chapter 5, Section 5.3.
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3.3.2 Divisive clustering

The divisive clustering approach is a top down method of clustering. Unlike the

agglomerative approach in Section 3.3.1, all objects are initially contained within

one cluster, then splitting occurs until some stopping criteria is met (Jain et al.,

1999). A divisive clustering algorithm follows these steps:

1. Initially all objects are part of a single cluster with one centroid

2. Add another centroid that minimises the cost function (such as Equation

3.1)

3. Replace the chosen cluster with two sub-clusters

4. Repeat 2 and 3 until each object is it's own cluster or some other stopping

criterion is reached

Divisive clustering is conceptually more complex than agglomerative clustering

since in order to split the chosen cluster, another clustering algorithm is required.

This leads to implementations such as the bisecting k-means algorithm (Steinbach

et al., 2000), that uses the standard k-means algorithm to choose and split the

clusters (see Section 3.2.1). Divisive clustering can be more e�cient than agglom-

erative clustering if one does not require each object to become its own cluster.

Another advantage to divisive clustering is that top down approaches can take into

account global patterns when making splitting decisions. Bottom up approaches

make these decisions based upon local patterns and since early decisions cannot

be undone, for this reason, it can be argued that top down out performs bottom

up clustering approaches (Steinbach et al., 2000).
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3.4 Distances

A distance is a numerical representation of how far apart two objects are. In

general, a distance will satisfy these three conditions:

1. a distance is always greater than or equal to zero

2. a distance is zero if, and only if, it is measuring itself

3. a distance is symmetrical, i.e. that the distance from point A to point B is

the same as the distance from point B to point A

As already described in Section 3.1, a cluster is a group of similar objects, therefore

the similarity of objects must be assessed. Partitional clustering (see Section 3.2)

assigns each object to its closest cluster. This requires calculating the distance

between two objects. Hierarchical clustering (see Section 3.3) treats clusters, or

groups of objects, as objects themselves. An object is either a single object or

a group of objects so the distance calculation can be between pairs or groups

of objects. It can also be the distance between a single object and a group of

objects. Section 3.4.1 demonstrates distances between two objects while Section

3.4.2 calculates distances between groups of objects.

So far this chapter has focused on data that can be represented as a N -dimensional

point, where each point is treated as an object. Chapter 4 treats texture as a

distribution. Calculating the distance between two histograms is discussed in

Section 3.4.3.
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3.4.1 Distances between two objects using Minkowski-

form

The most basic use of distance calculations is to calculate a distance between

two n-dimensional objects. Perceptually it is easy for humans to conceptualise

one, two or three dimensional distances, however this becomes far more di�cult

when considering dimensions above this. Minkowski-form distance, based on the

Lp norm, is a distance measure between n-dimensional objects. There are three

forms of this, L1, L2 and L∞. The �rst two are often used in partitional clustering

algorithms like those described in Section 3.2. Minkowski-form is de�ned as;

dLP
(I, J) =

(
n∑
i=1

|Ii − Ji|p
)1/p

(3.3)

where dLP
(I, J) is the Minkowski-form distance between n dimensional object I

and J , where p = 1, 2 and ∞ only. These are the L1, L2 and L∞ norms.

The L1 norm is commonly known as the Manhattan Distance (also City Block

Distance, Taxicab Distance or Manhattan Length), corresponding to the grid lay-

out of most streets on the island of Manhattan in New York City. This causes the

shortest path one can take between two intersections in Manhattan to be equal to

the distance calculated using Manhattan Distance. This method is used when the

variation along the dimensions is uniform and for this reason it is often used to

calculate the dissimilarity between two colour images (Rubner, 1999). An example

of the Manhattan Distance is displayed as a red line in Figure 3.5.

dL1(I, J) = |I1 − J1|+ |I2 − J2|+ · · ·+ |In − Jn| (3.4)
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Figure 3.5: An illustration of the distance between objects in two-dimensional space.

The Manhattan Distance (L1 norm) is represented by the red line while the Euclidean

distance (L2 norm) is represented by the green line.
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where dL1(I, J) is the L1 norm (distance) between n dimensional object I and

J .

Further to this, the L2 norm is commonly known as Euclidean distance. This

is used when variations along dimensions are not uniform, and is de�ned by the

formula;

dL2(I, J) =
√

(I1 − J1)2 + (I2 − J2)2 + · · ·+ (In − Jn)2 (3.5)

where dL2(I, J) is the L2 norm (distance) between n dimensional object I and

J . An example of the Euclidean distance is displayed as a green line in Figure

3.5.

3.4.2 Distances between groups of objects

In Section 3.4.1, the distance between two single objects is calculated. For many

tasks involving objects, it is necessary to consider a set of objects as objects them-

selves, thus the distance between two non-empty sets is required. This is especially

important when dealing with hierarchical clustering algorithms (as described in

Section 3.3). There are several ways to do this, some of which are described in

this section.

The Hausdor� Distance (Rote, 1991) is the distance from one non-empty �nite

set to another (e.g. A = (a1, . . . , am) and B = (b1, . . . , bn)). It is de�ned as;

h(A,B) = max
a∈A

min
b∈B
||a− b|| (3.6)
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Figure 3.6: A visual representation of the directed Hausdor� Distance (see Equation 3.6)

from set A (Blue) to set B (Red).

where || · || is some norm of objects a and b, such as L2 norm as described in

Equation 3.5. The function h(A,B), known as the directed Hausdor� Distance,

identi�es the smallest distance from one set to another. To demonstrate this,

Figure 3.6 demonstrates the directed Hausdor� Distance (h(A,B)) from A (Blue)

to B (Red). The smallest distance from each point in set A to each point in set

B is recorded as illustrated in the left and centre images. The �nal image on the

right shows both of these objects. The longest of the two represents the Hausdor�

Distance between set A and B.

It is noted by Huttenlocher et al. (1993) that h(A,B) is not always equal to h(B,A).

This becomes an issue when attempting to compare two sets, as the distance would

vary depending upon the order A and B are entered into the function h(). For

this reason, a formal de�nition is de�ned as;

H(A,B) = max(h(A,B), h(B,A)) (3.7)

where h() is the directed Hausdor� Distance de�ned in Equation 3.6. This is gen-

erally the de�nition intended when authors refer to the Hausdor� Distance.

There are three linkage methods that can be applied to clusters of objects. The
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Figure 3.7: An illustration of distances between two sets of objects. The green line repre-

sents complete linkage, the orange represents single linkage and the black line represents

the average linkage distance.

�rst is the single linkage distance, also known as the nearest neighbour rule, and

is de�ned as;

D(A,B) = min
a∈Ab∈B

d(a, b) (3.8)

This is the minimum inter-cluster distance between cluster A and B (see Figure

3.7, orange line). Single linkage is the earliest and simplest method for calculating

cluster distances but it is prone to several weaknesses. One weakness is that

when two clusters are close to one another they are poorly separated and form

elongated chains. Chaining occurs when two objects from two separate clusters

are close together, however the cluster centres are far apart. For this reason, this

method is disliked when used with clustering for some applications where clusters

in data are close together (Gower and Ross, 1969).

Further to the single linkage distance, the complete linkage distance (see Figure

3.7, green line), also known as the furthest neighbour rule, is described by Sokal

and Sneath (1963) and is de�ned as;

D(A,B) = max
a∈Ab∈B

d(a, b) (3.9)
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While this method does not have the same chaining e�ect that the single linkage

distance does, complete linkage has a tendency to create small clusters of roughly

the same size and has trouble detecting outliers.

To attempt to compensate for the shortcomings of both the single linkage and

complete linkage distances, the average linkage distance is used (see Figure 3.7,

black line). This is de�ned as;

D(A,B) =
1

nAnB

nA∑
i=1

nB∑
j=1

d(ai, bj) (3.10)

where d(ai, bj) is the distance between objects a ∈ A and b ∈ B using some L2

norm distance such as described in Equation 3.5. nA and nB are the number of

objects in clusters A and B respectively.

3.4.3 Distance between histograms

So far only distance between groups of N -dimensional points have been considered.

It is possible that one may wish to cluster more complicated features. Histograms

can be used to represent distributions of data such as colour information from

images. Data are organised by a series of discrete bins and each data point is

placed into the appropriate bin.

It is considered that there are three types of method to compare two distributions

(histograms): bin-by-bin, cross-bin and parameter based dissimilarity measures

(Rubner, 1999). Dissimilarity is the term used for measuring the similarity of

distributions. The Lp norm distance measure described in Equation 3.3 is a bin-

by-bin dissimilarity measure. For image retrieval tasks the L1 norm described
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in Equation 3.4 produces many false negatives due to neighbouring bins being

ignored (Stricker and Orengo, 1995).

Another bin-by-bin dissimilarity measure, the χ2 statistic, is de�ned as;

Dχ2(I, J) =
∑
i

(Ii −mi)
2

mi

(3.11)

where mi = Ii+Ji

2
, and measures how unlikely that histogram I is drawn from

population represented by the histogram J .

Bin-by-bin dissimilarity measures assume that the bins represent the same thing.

This is not always the case, thus often bin-by-bin dissimilarity measures do not

match similarity as one might expect, especially when comparing image distri-

butions other than colour (Rubner, 1999). It is also important to know that

bin-by-bin dissimilarity measures are sensitive to bin sizing. Large bin sizes will

lack discriminative power, while bins that are too �ne can mismatch similar fea-

tures.

The bin could also be used to represent something more than simply a range of

values. It could represent a location or point, e.g. x and y coordinates. Cross-

bin dissimilarity measures take into account the ground distance between two

points (or features), thus producing a perceptually more meaningful dissimilarity

measure for a distribution of features. Ground distance in cross-bin information is

displayed in a similarity matrix as described below in the quadratic-form distance

(Niblack et al., 1993);

DA(I, J) =
√

(i− j)TA(i− j) (3.12)
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where A is a similarity matrix A = [aij] denoting the similarity between bins i and

j.

The Earth Movers Distance (EMD) algorithm is a parameter based dissimilarity

measure that calculates the minimum work required to transform one histogram

to the other. Another way to describe this is that it is a solution to the trans-

portation problem described by Hillier and Lieberman (1977). The transportation

problem treats two sets of features, or histograms, as suppliers and consumers,

assuming each feature (or bin) in the histogram has a ground location. Therefore

the minimum work required is calculated by working out the shortest distance for

all the consumers to be supplied. This involves calculating which supplier sup-

plies which consumers and by how much. The EMD algorithm described by Ling

and Okada (2007) for two sets A = {(ai, ui)} mi=1 and B = {(bj, vj)} n
j=1 is de�ned

as;

DEMD(A,B) = min
F{ij}

∑
i,j fijdij∑
i,j fij

(3.13)

with the following constraints;

∑
j fij ≤ ai ,

∑
i fij ≤ bj ,

∑
ij fij min{

∑
i ai,

∑
j bj} , fij≥0

where F = {fij} is a set of �ows with each �ow, fij, representing the amount

transported from the i-th supply to the j-th demand. Set A and B are of size n,m

respectively. Elements of these sets are treated as `supplies' (A) and `demands'

(B) located at ui and vj respectively. This is represented in Figure 3.8.

It was Rubner et al. (2000) who de�ned an EMD algorithm for two normalised

histograms. The EMD algorithm was developed further by Pele and Werman
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Figure 3.8: An illustration representing two point sets A and B along with `weights'

associated with each point.
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(2009) who used the distribution of colour in images for an image retrieval task.

They were able to increase the performance and robustness of EMD algorithm

as well as demonstrate that by using a threshold on the ground distance, the

resulting dissimilarity between images corresponds to the way humans perceive

the similarity between images.

3.5 Measuring the quality of clustering

Datta et al. (2008) describe a clustering as an unsupervised technique to uncover

a pattern in the underlying data. To assess the quality of a clustering, one

must determine the best set of clusters for the data (Halkidi et al., 2001). This

sub-section describes several popular clustering quality measures to be used

throughout this thesis.

3.5.1 Residual Sum of Squares (RSS)

The k-method clustering algorithms described in Section 3.2 require a value for

k to indicate the number of clusters that are to be produced from the data. For

some clustering tasks the value for k is known based upon some prior knowledge

about the data. However as noted by Feng and Hamerly (2007), this is not always

known, especially when considering high dimensional data.

There have been many methods for determining k automatically. These usually

involve increasing or decreasing the value for k until some criteria is met to de-

termine the correct value. One such criteria is the the Residual Sum of Squares
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(RSS) (see Equations 3.14 and 3.15). This is the squared sum of the distance from

each vector in the data to its closest centroid.

RSSk =
∑
x̄∈ωk

|x̄− µ̄(ωk)|2 (3.14)

RSS =
K∑
k=1

RSSk (3.15)

where k is the number of clusters, x̄ is an element within a cluster ω and µ̄ is the

mean of a cluster.

3.5.2 Dunn Index

The Dunn Index (Dunn, 1974) gives the ratio of the minimal intra-cluster distance

and the maximum inter-cluster distance and is de�ned as;

DunnIndex =
dmin
dmax

(3.16)

where dmin is the smallest distance between two objects that are not within the

same cluster, and dmax is the largest distance between two objects within the same

cluster.

The main drawback with direct implementation of the Dunn Index is that it

becomes computationally very expensive as the number of clusters and the amount

of data increase. If the value for dmax is low, meaning that the objects within the

cluster are close together, then the Dunn Index is a large number. A large value
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for the Dunn Index therefore indicates a superior clustering.

3.5.3 Davies-Bouldin Index

The Davies-Bouldin (DB) Index (Davies and Bouldin, 1979) is the ratio of the sum

of within-cluster scatter and between-cluster separation. It is de�ned as;

DB =
1

n

n∑
i=1,i 6=j

max

(
σi + σj
d(ci, cj)

)
(3.17)

where n is the number of clusters, σi and σj are the average distances of all objects

in cluster i and j with respect to their closest centroids ci and cj. d(ci, cj) is the

distance between the cluster centroids ci and cj. Small values of DB indicate

compact clusters whose centroids are far away from one another, therefore a small

value of DB indicates an optimal number of clusters.

3.5.4 C-Index

The C-Index proposed by Hubert and Schultz (1976) is de�ned as;

C − Index =
S − Smin

Smax − Smin
(3.18)

where S is the sum of distances over all pairs of objects from the same cluster, n is

the number of these pairs, Smin and Smax is the sum of the n smallest and largest

(respectively) distances of all pairs considered. The range of values is between

[0-1] where an optimal number of clusters is indicated by a small value for C, e.g.
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closer to 0.

3.5.5 Silhouette Width

The Silhouette Width method described by Rousseeuw (1987) calculates the aver-

age Silhouette value for each data point, where the Silhouette value is the degree

of con�dence that the data point is assigned to the correct cluster. The Silhouette

for each data point i is de�ned as;

SilhouetteWidth =
b(i)− a(i)

max(a(i), b(i))
(3.19)

where a(i) is the average distance of point i to each point in the cluster that i

belongs to and b(i) is the average distance from point i to each point in the nearest

cluster that i does not belong to. S(i) is limited to the range [−1 : 1], where a

high value for S(i) indicates good quality of clustering.

3.6 Discussion of clustering techniques

In this section, an assessment of the clustering techniques described earlier in this

chapter (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3) is made using the quality measures described

in Section 3.5. Fränti and Virmajoki (2006) used four sets of arti�cial data with

varying spatial complexity to test the capabilities of clustering techniques (see

Figure 3.9). These data contain �ve thousand two-dimensional points in each set

(s1 to s4) and have 15 prede�ned clusters with varying degrees of overlap.

The partitional clustering methods are implemented as described in Section 3.2
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Figure 3.9: Arti�cial data set created by Fränti and Virmajoki (2006). 15 clusters in

each of the four datasets. s1 (top left) to s4 (bottom right) show increasing levels of

overlap and spread.

with the addition of a maximum number of 1000 iterations until a solution is found.

This number is chosen as it is su�ciently large to ensure that a suitable clustering

will be found, but small enough that the algorithm will not continue inde�nitely.

Also, if there is a situation where one centroid does not have any points assigned

to it, the clustering algorithm will reinitialise, select new initial centroids and

re-cluster. This implementation of the partitional clustering algorithms is used

throughout the thesis.

The k-means, k-means++ and k-medoid algorithms are applied to the s1 dataset

illustrated in Figure 3.9. The �nal partitions are displayed in Figures 3.10, 3.11

and 3.12. In addition to this, the k-medoid algorithm is also applied but using the

initial starting centroids algorithm used by k-means++ as described in Section
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Figure 3.10: k-means clustering of s1 dataset. k is equal to 15. There are 15 combina-

tions of colour and point type to represent the 15 clusterings. The performance measures

for this speci�c clustering are: RSS= 1.47× 1013, Dunn Index= 0.00621, BD= 0.08355,
C-Index= 0.01548 and Silhouette Width= 0.65415.

3.2.3. The �nal partition of this, the k-medoid++ is displayed in Figure 3.13.

Each �gure also includes the quality measure metric for that speci�c clustering in

the caption.

The k-means algorithm described in Section 3.2.1 is suited ideally to classify the

s1 dataset. Visually one can see 15 well separated clusters, by specifying that

there are k=15 centroids, one would expect each cluster to have its own centroid.

This clustering is achieved, however there is a major misclassi�cation. The clus-

ter in the top left corner of Figure 3.10 is split into two clusters (the dark blue

and light brown), and the bottom two clusters (light green) have been combined.

This incorrect combining and splitting of clusters would have occurred due to the

random selection of initial centroids, as described in Section 3.2.1. Since the value

for k that has been selected is equal to the correct number of clusters one can see

visually, a misclassi�cation in one instance, e.g. splitting a single cluster into two,
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Figure 3.11: k-means++ clustering of s1 dataset. k is equal to 15. There are 15 combina-
tions of colour and point type to represent the 15 clusterings. The performance measures

for this speci�c clustering are: RSS= 8.92× 1012, Dunn Index= 0.03679, BD= 0.02815,
C-Index= 0.00196 and Silhouette Width= 0.71215.

would mean another, possibly opposite, misclassi�cation elsewhere, e.g. joining

two clusters.

It is unclear from the �nal partition which misclassi�cation caused the other. Two

initial centroids may have been close together at the start, near the top left (Figure

3.10). Over several iterations these would fail to separate, which causes this cluster

to be represented by two centroids and therefore splitting it. As already mentioned,

since the correct number of k centroids to represent the cluster are present, when

a cluster uses two to represent it (i.e. splitting), this forces two other clusters to

be joined that are clearly di�erent (bottom of Figure 3.10). Alternatively the

two clusters at the bottom may have had only one centroid close by and after

several iterations never managed to pull another centroid in to represent both.

This means that it forces two centroids to represent one cluster elsewhere.
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Figure 3.12: k-medoid clustering of s1 dataset. k is equal to 15. There are 15 combina-

tions of colour and point type to represent the 15 clusterings. The performance measures

for this speci�c clustering are: RSS= 8.49× 1013, Dunn Index= 0.00191, BD= 0.42433,
C-Index= 0.04829 and Silhouette Width= 0.40627.

The k-means++ clustering algorithm as described in Section 3.2.3 addresses the

problems associated with the k-means algorithm. Namely, as displayed in Figure

3.10, the issue that randomly selected initial centroids can cause. Figure 3.11

shows a clear improvement in the �nal clustering of the k-means++ algorithm

over the clustering achieved in Figure 3.10. Each of the 15 groups in the data are

represented by the k=15 centroids as one would expect.

The k-medoid algorithm described in Section 3.2.2 performed poorly in this test,

as displayed in Figure 3.12. In order to address this, the initial centroid selection

method used in k-means++ (see Section 3.2.3) was used and then the medoids were

calculated, (this is termed the k-medoid++ algorithm). This also produced dis-

appointing results, as displayed in Figure 3.13 when compared to the k-means++

clustering (see Figure 3.11) of the s1 data set.
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Figure 3.13: k-medoid++ clustering of s1 dataset. k is equal to 15. There are 15

combinations of colour and point type to represent the 15 clusterings. The performance

measures for this speci�c clustering are: RSS= 2.14× 1013, Dunn Index= 0.00308, BD=
0.09341, C-Index= 0.02230 and Silhouette Width= 0.58578.

Visual inspection of the four clustering algorithms displayed in Figure 3.10, 3.11,

3.12 and 3.13 is accompanied by the quality measures highlighted in Section 3.5.

Visual inspection alone is not ideal and a quality measure is useful to determine

numerically which algorithm performed best. This maybe useful to con�rm what

has been observed visually, however the �nal clustering of the s1 dataset in one

instance may not be representative of a clustering algorithms performance in all

cases. This is due to the random element associated with the selection of the start

points. If this was the only measure of clustering performance, the clustering

obtained from k-means++ algorithm is superior to the other three (k-means, k-

medoids and k-medoid++). This is because it has the lowest RSS, DB and C-Index

value, as well as the highest Dunn Index and Silhouette Width, compared to the

other three methods.

As there is a random element involved in these clustering techniques, even if that is
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Clustering quality measures of k-means algorithm
Cluster Measure Average Standard Deviation Max Min

RSS 1.87×1013 4.04×1012 2.71×1013 1.32×1013

Dunn Index 0.00557 0.00276 0.01383 0.00112
DB 0.07945 0.01129 0.09720 0.04017

C-Index 0.01988 0.00561 0.03253 0.01068
Silhouette Width 0.61359 0.03603 0.66941 0.54194

Table 3.1: Clustering results for 50 runs of the k-means clustering algorithm.

Clustering quality measures of k-means++ algorithm
Cluster Measure Average Standard Deviation Max Min

RSS 1.21×1013 3.05×1012 2.09×1013 8.92×1012

Dunn Index 0.01967 0.01514 0.03679 0.00232
DB 0.05871 0.02770 0.09126 0.02804

C-Index 0.00902 0.00654 0.02503 0.00196
Silhouette Width 0.67230 0.03745 0.71216 0.57149

Table 3.2: Clustering results for 50 runs of the k-means++ clustering algorithm.

a single initial randomly selected centroid as described in the k-means++ method,

the clustering results here may have randomly produced a better or worse result

than normal. For this reason, this same experiment was conducted using these

four clustering methods 50 times. An average for each performance measure is

taken, along with standard deviation (σ), maximum and minimum values.

The results displayed in Tables 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 show a similar result to that

of visual inspection already discussed in the section. One interesting point to

Clustering quality measures of k-medoid algorithm
Cluster Measure Average Standard Deviation Max Min

RSS 8.14×1013 2.78×1013 1.72×1014 4.00×1013

Dunn Index 0.00160 0.00076 0.00402 0.00025
DB 1.04789 1.29423 7.63179 0.11104

C-Index 0.05728 0.01759 0.11069 0.02391
Silhouette Width 0.40911 0.07068 0.58463 0.23265

Table 3.3: Clustering results for 50 runs of the k-medoid clustering algorithm.
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Clustering quality measures of k-medoid++ algorithm
Cluster Measure Average Standard Deviation Max Min

RSS 1.34×1013 3.65×1012 2.22×1013 8.93×1012

Dunn Index 0.00981 0.00686 0.01904 0.00200
DB 0.07486 0.03327 0.12553 0.02779

C-Index 0.01014 0.00640 0.02390 0.00196
Silhouette Width 0.66498 0.03698 0.71217 0.57755

Table 3.4: Clustering results for 50 runs of the k-medoid++ clustering algorithm.

note, is that k-medoid algorithm does on average perform as well as the k-means

algorithm, even though on the single run displayed in Figure 3.10 was not as

good. For example, the average Silhouette Width value for k-means++ is 0.67230

(as displayed in Table 3.2) while the average Silhouette Width for the k-medoid

algorithm is 0.66498 (as displayed in Table 3.4). This highlights the importance

of running the algorithm several times when assessing its ability to cluster.

The Dunn Index and Silhouette Width obtained the maximum values, indicating

the superior clustering, with the k-means++ algorithms. Similarly the DB and

RSS found their smallest values with k-means++, which indicated superior clus-

tering. Both k-means and k-medoid++ scored identical values for C-Index.

The s1 dataset provides a very simple test for a clustering algorithm as there are

very clear and well de�ned clusters. However this is not a challenging test of a

clustering algorithm, so Section 3.7 goes on to explore the results of varying the

k value and working with datasets s2, s3 and s4 that include increasing levels of

overlap between clusters.
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3.7 Predicting k

The quality measures described in Section 3.5 give an indication of the quality of

the �nal clustering of data. These measures can also be used to predict a value

for k. This is achieved by performing the clustering algorithm on several values

of k and calculating the quality measure. As the value for k changes, so does the

average value of the quality measure. Where this average indicates the best quality

clustering (high or low depending on the quality measure), this could indicate the

appropriate value for k. Since the s1 data set was produced using 15 centres, this

gives a value to compare against.

To demonstrate the e�ect of varying k, each algorithm is run 50 times with k

values 1 to 30. The results of this is presented in Figure 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17.

Since the s1 data set was produced using 15 centres, this gives a value to compare

against.

Figure 3.14 displays the average results of the �ve clustering measures described

in Section 3.5 when performing the k-means algorithm on the s1 data set. The

RSS and DB Index both converge towards zero, RSS reaching a plateau at around

k = 18 and DB reaching a plateau from k = 12, until it begins to fall again at

around k = 18. The C-Index, which indicates a superior clustering when the value

is low, produces an almost straight line after k = 6. The Dunn Index, indicating

a superior clustering when there is a large value, indicates k = 4. Finally, the

Silhouette Width, like the Dunn Index, indicates a superior clustering with a

large value, produces a curve that peaks at around k = 15. This is a positive

result for the Silhouette Width method in this experiment.

The results of the �ve clustering measures when applied to the k-means++ results
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Figure 3.14: A graph to display the average results of �ve clustering measures using the

k-means algorithm. The value for k is varied from 1 to 30, and the algorithm is performed

50 times per k value to produce an average.
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Figure 3.15: A graph to display the average results of �ve clustering measures using the

k-means++ algorithm. The value for k is varied from 1 to 30, and the algorithm is

performed 50 times per k value to produce an average.
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Figure 3.16: A graph to display the average results of �ve clustering measures using

the k-medoid algorithm. The value for k is varied from 1 to 30, and the algorithm is

performed 50 times per k value to produce an average.

are displayed in Figure 3.15. Both the Silhouette Width and Dunn Index were

able to produce reliable predictions for the correct k value, while the RSS, DB,

and C-Index failed to produce a clear indication of the correct value for k.

Due to the poor clustering results of the k-medoid algorithm, as discussed earlier

in this section, none of the clustering measures were able to correctly predict a

reasonable value for k. This is displayed in Figure 3.16.

The k-medoid++ algorithm produces similar clustering results to the k-means++

algorithm when compared over time, as displayed in Table 3.4. This is evident in

the results for the Dunn Index and Silhouette Width clustering measures where
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Figure 3.17: A graph to display the average results of �ve clustering measures using the

k-medoid++ algorithm. The value for k is varied from 1 to 30, and the algorithm is

performed 50 times per k value to produce an average.
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both successfully predict a k value of 15. The DB Index, which indicates optimal

clustering when a small value is found, has a very large value at k = 15, thus

indicating a suboptimal clustering. The performance of the RSS, DB and C-Index

methods have been inconsistent throughout which indicate that these methods

cannot be relied upon when attempting to predict a value for k for these data.

3.8 Overlapping clusters

So far in this Chapter the cluster measure and prediction methods have only been

applied to a very idealised dataset, s1 displayed in Figure 3.9. The Dunn Index and

Silhouette Width measures were both successful in predicting k in the s1 dataset

(see Section 3.7). This Section assesses performance of these two clustering mea-

sures when varying the overlap in the data. The k-means++ clustering algorithm

is applied to the four increasingly overlapping datasets in Figure 3.9. The value for

k is varied from 1 to 30 and the results of the Dunn Index and Silhouette Width

measures are recorded. This is repeated 50 times for each k value to produce an

average. These results for the Dunn Index and Silhouette Width are displayed in

Figures 3.18 and 3.19 respectively.

As described in Section 3.6, both the Dunn Index (Section 3.5.2) and Silhouette

Width (Section 3.5.5) indicate superior clustering when their values are high. In

Figure 3.18, the Dunn Index for s1 has a very high value at k=15 for the s1. The

highest peak in s2 indicates k=13 and s3 and s4 show multiple peaks making it

di�cult to determine a suitable value for k.

The results of Silhouette Width measure when applied to datasets s1-4 are dis-

played in 3.19. These produce a peak at k=15 on all four datasets. This peak
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Figure 3.18: A graph to display the average results of the Dunn Index clustering measure

using the k-means++ algorithm on the four datasets (s1-4). The value for k is varied

from 1 to 30, and the algorithm is performed 50 times per k value to produce an average.
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Figure 3.19: A graph to display the average results of the Silhouette Width clustering

measure using the k-means++ algorithm on the four datasets (s1-4). The value for k is

varied from 1 to 30, and the algorithm is performed 50 times per k value to produce an

average.
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Figure 3.20: Arti�cial data set from Figure 3.9, s1 (top left) to s4 (bottom right). k-
means++ with k=4 clustering applied and the four class.

becomes less de�ned when working with the overlapping data such as s3 and s4

(see Figure 3.9).

It is worth noting that there is an interesting activity around k=4 in both Figure

3.18 and Figure 3.19. In most cases there is a peak at k=4, visible in the Dunn

Index results (see Figure 3.18) for the s1 dataset, and at k=4 in the Silhouette

Width results (see Figure 3.19) for the s1, s2 and s3 dataset. This peak becomes

less prominent when applied to the datasets that have more distortion (e.g. s3

and s4). This higher than expected response in the cluster quality measure can

be visualised when looking at the clustering results for k=4 in Figure 3.20. The

k-means++ algorithm has clustered the s1 dataset so that each of the four clusters

(indicated by the di�erent colours) encompass several of the original 15 clusters in

their entirety. This deteriorates as the clusters are spread out more with datasets
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s2, s3 and s4.

3.9 Summary

This chapter has introduced two types of clustering techniques, partitional (see

Section 3.2) and hierarchical (see Section 3.3). Both types have various imple-

mentations that attempt to ensure reliable and consistent clustering of multidi-

mensional data. A discussion on clustering algorithms is not complete without

consideration of distances (see Section 3.4). This can take the form of distances

between two points, groups of points or even histograms that describe distribu-

tions of data. A review of �ve clustering measures was described in Section 3.6 and

four partitional clustering techniques were assessed using these measures.

Of the four partitional clustering methods, it was found that the k-means++

algorithm is consistently the most reliable partitional clustering method of the

ones tested. However over a large number of clusterings, the average result of the

k-means and k-means++ algorithms converge to the same result. The Dunn Index

was e�ective at predicting the correct value for k with simple, well de�ned clusters

as long as the clustering algorithm was able to consistently cluster correctly, e.g.

using the k-means++ or k-medoid++ method. The Dunn Index was unable to

predict a k value reliably for the more complex data such as s2-4. The Silhouette

Width measure was able to predict the correct k value for all four datasets, s1-

4.

The methods discussed in this chapter are important in later chapters when dis-

cussing texture representation and the dissimilarity of two textures. These meth-

ods are also used for visual representation of data in Chapter 5, where the appli-
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cation of hierarchical clustering in the form of a taxonomy is discussed.



Chapter 4

Texture

4.1 Introduction

Texture has several meanings depending upon the application. Physical texture

refers to the physical variations on a surface, such as the grain in a piece of wood or

a uniform texture like a tiled �oor. Artists attempt to give the illusion of physical

texture in many ways, such as using a di�erent canvas or changing the brush (size

and sti�ness are factors). This is known as visual texture. Texture with regard

to digital images is a representation of physical texture and is therefore a form of

visual texture too.

Cyganek (2007) noted that people perceive patterns in images from the small

variations in intensity, scale and orientation. These properties, along with others

such as colour, relative motion and stereo disparity, enable people to recognise

objects. This is described by Landy and Bergen (1991) who says that objects can

be distinguished from one another by texture when there are di�erences in the

properties local to an object.

The analysis of texture, computationally, can provide a lot of additional infor-

mation about the image. This can in turn be used to infer properties about the

subject of the image. This is especially important when considering satellite im-
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agery. This satellite imagery is a snapshot of an area on a planet's surface. This

means that properties extracted from an image can tell us something about the

physical texture of an area on the surface.

Texture analysis can be used to address several categories of problem. Chen et al.

(2000) describes four broad categories; texture segmentation, texture classi�ca-

tion, texture synthesis and shape from texture. Texture segmentation e�ectively

determines if two (usually adjacent) regions of an image have di�erent textures.

Texture synthesis is a popular topic within the computer graphics community

and attempts to generate realistic looking texture. Methods of obtaining shape

from texture allow the viewer to make inferences about 3D shapes of objects and

surfaces from the image. Texture classi�cation involves deciding what texture

category an observed image belongs to by measuring similarity. For this reason

texture classi�cation is the main focus of texture analysis which applies to CBIR

systems.

Chen et al. (2000) describes four types of texture classi�cation methods, namely

signal processing, model based, geometrical and statistical. A more recent review

by Tou et al. (2009) similarly describes �ve types of texture classi�cation methods;

structural, statistical, signal processing, model-based stochastic, and morphology-

based methods. Of these types, statistical and signal processing methods are

the most widely used because they can be applied to any type of texture. The

structural/geometrical and model based methods assume regular textures which

in practice do not occur in nature.

There have been many attempts to de�ne texture using statistical methods, most

of which, as described by Landy and Bergen (1991) and Morris (2004), use struc-

turing elements to represent micropattern textures that di�er from object to object
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(or as described by Landy and Bergen (1991), between the foreground and back-

ground). Pickett (1970) says that "texture is used to describe two dimensional

arrays of variations... The elements and rules of spacing or arrangement may be

arbitrarily manipulated, provided a characteristic repetitiveness remains".

Signal processing methods analyse the frequency content of texture by attempting

to compute features from �ltered images. A simple example might be to use the

Robert's operator to look for simple edges in an image. This can give a measure of

edgeness by computing the response of the Robert's operator (Chen et al., 2000).

As described by Gibbens (2008), it is assumed for linear �ltering techniques, such

as those used by Leung and Malik (2001), that the intensity distribution in the

frequency domain identi�es texture. It is the decomposition of this frequency

spectrum, into sub-bands to produce a spectral signature, which allows a texture

to be modelled su�ciently well for classi�cation and segmentation purposes. This

spectral signature is known as a texton and forms the basis of the Leung and Malik

(2001) technique. The decomposition of the frequency domain can be achieved

using �lters, as described in section 4.2.1.

This chapter describes methods to represent texture computationally. There is

a description of the texton method (see Section 4.2) which can use either signal

processing �lters or statistical micropattern textures in its implementation. The

�lters used for this thesis are described in Section 4.2.1, along with simple statis-

tical NxN patches in Section 4.2.2. Also, there is an interesting technique which

uses compression techniques for analysis (see Section 4.3). This is followed by an

evaluation of texture classi�cation accuracy in Section 4.4.
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4.2 Texton Implementation for Classi�cation

The texton approach introduced by Caelli and Julesz (1979), and made operational

by Leung and Malik (2001), provides a computationally tractable description of

a texture which can be applied to heterogeneous image data. These descriptions

can then be compared to one another in order to assess similarity. The process of

creating a texton involves �ltering an image and clustering the �ltered responses

using a clustering algorithm, such as k-means. These clustered responses are

known as textons and can be represented by bins in a histogram.

Filters are used to extract information about a pixel's relationship to its neigh-

bours. Using the responses from di�erent �lters can give a signature of how a

pixel is related to its neighbours. By collecting the responses from all the pix-

els in an image, and comparing them to the textons, a histogram of responses is

formed. This allows for comparisons between textures to be made. In order for the

responses to vary enough between di�erent textures, lots of textons are required

that represent the �lter responses from many di�erent types of texture.

In order to implement this for a classi�cation task, e.g. the grouping a large amount

of image data into several groups, or classes, one would need to create a training

set. Leung and Malik (2001) proposed the Leung Malik (LM) method to do

this.

The �rst task is to sample several images from each class, �lter and then cluster

them. It is by sampling images from each class that a texton model of the data

is created. These clusters, or textons, are then aggregated to create the model.

Once again several (training) images are sampled from each class. These are

again �ltered. Each �ltered response within the training image is aligned to its
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Figure 4.1: The Leung and Malik (2001) (LM) �lter set.

closest texton within the model to create a histogram. A distance measure such as

Euclidean distance is used. Once all the histograms are created, one can analyse

a completely new, novel texture. This novel texture is �ltered and a histogram is

produced. This novel histogram is now compared to each of the training sets for

each class using χ2. The smallest value for χ2 indicates the closest match.

4.2.1 Filters

As described in Section 4.2, the LM method requires the texture to be convolved

with a �lter set. Many studies have demonstrated that texture can be characterised

by linear �lter responses which extract orientation and spatial frequency. The

selection of a �lter set can yield di�erent results when classifying textures. Several

�lter sets are described in this section.

4.2.1.1 Leung Malik

The Leung Malik (LM) �lter set contains 48 �lters (see Figure 4.1) which were

originally de�ned by Leung and Malik (2001) and later two subsets of this �lter set

are discussed by Varma and Zisserman (2005) (a large and small version).
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The Leung Malik Small �lter set (LMS) is comprised of 36 �rst and second order

Gaussians at three scales (σ = 1,
√

2, 2) and six orientations. There are also four

low pass Gaussians at scales σ = 1,
√

2, 2, 2
√

2 and eight Laplacian of Gaussian

(LoG) which use the same scale as the low pass Gaussians but also at 3σ.

The second version of the LM �lter set is Leung Malik Large (LML). It is similar to

LMS except that the scales are di�erent. The �rst and second order Gaussians use

σ =
√

2, 2, 2
√

2 and the low pass Gaussians and LoG use σ =
√

2, 2, 2
√

2, 4.

4.2.1.2 Maximum Response

Varma and Zisserman (2005) argue that the number of �lters required to gain an

e�ective classi�cation need not be so many as the LM �lter set. They propose

that to achieve rotational invariance only the maximum response from each scale of

the �rst and second order derivatives, along with the LoG and low pass Gaussian,

need be recorded. This results in eight maximum responses (MR8) being recorded.

Taking this further, a single maximum response over scale and orientation could

be recorded along side LoG and Gaussian producing MRS4 which is both scale

and rotationally invariant. Finally Varma and Zisserman (2005) propose MR4

which records the maximum response of the �rst and second order derivatives but

with a �xed scale of (σx, σy) = (4, 12).

4.2.1.3 Root Filter Set

The Root Filter Set (RFS) (Varma and Zisserman, 2005) is similar to the LM

�lter set, again using 36 �rst (see Figure 4.2) and second order Gaussians as

before, however this time only using a single LoG and low pass Gaussian �lters
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Figure 4.2: The RFS �lter set (Varma and Zisserman, 2005)

with σ = 10 and is used to create the maximum response �lters.

4.2.1.4 Schmid

Another rotationally invariant �lter set is discussed by Lazebnik et al. (2005).

Displayed in Figure 4.3, this �lter set contains 13 �lters of the form;

F (γ, σ, τ) = F0(σ, γ) + cos(
πτγ

σ
)e−

γ2

2σ2
(4.1)

where Varma and Zisserman (2005) use values of (2,1), (4,1), (4,2), (6,1), (6,2),

(6,3), (8,1), (8,2), (8,3), (10,1), (10,2), (10,3) and (10,4) for F0(σ, γ).
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Figure 4.3: The Lazebnik et al. (2005) (Schmid) �lter set.

4.2.2 Without Filters (VZ Method)

The usage of �lters for texture synthesis was challenged by Efros and Leung (1999)

who obtained superior synthesis results by using the local pixel neighbourhood.

This technique was applied to the texton classi�cation by Varma and Zisserman

(2003) which proved that �lters were not necessary to obtain good classi�cation

results. The use of local pixel neighbourhoods has the advantage that small neigh-

bourhoods could be used, e.g. 3 ∗ 3, 5 ∗ 5, 7 ∗ 7 etc, rather than a 49 ∗ 49 kernel

�lter. This has the consequence that there are far more 3 ∗ 3 samples to cluster

than 49 ∗ 49 samples in a 200 ∗ 200 image sample for example. Also, as noted by

Varma and Zisserman (2003), the �ltering kernels used have the e�ect of blurring

the images, thus losing �ne detail. This method, for the purpose of the thesis

is known as the VZ method, after the Varma and Zisserman (2003) paper. VZ7

would refer to this method using a 7 ∗ 7 patch, and so on.

4.2.3 Selecting a �lter set

The �lter sets described in this section all aim to achieve the same goal, to extract

su�cient information from the image in order to represent the texture. It is

important to select the �lter set that suits the textural information from the
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images. This section has presented several �lter sets and a comparison of these is

made in Section 4.4.

4.3 Compression based texture classi�cation

In the paper written by Benedetto et al. (2002), it was discussed that compression

can be related to entropy and a method of comparing written text was developed.

This was further expanded by Heidemann and Ritter (2008) who used popular �le

compression methods, such as gzip and bzip2, to classify images.

Heidemann and Ritter (2008) followed the Benedetto et al. (2002) approach by

comparing two images I1, I2 and calculating the similarity using;

DCOMP (I1, I2) = S(I1) + S(I2)− S(I12) (4.2)

where S(I1) and S(I2) represent the �le size of the two compressed images I1, I2.

S(I12) represents the �le size after compression of the image created by joining

the two images I1, I2 side by side. The theory behind this is that if two identical

images are added together and compressed, it will result in a �le the same size

as the two images compressed individually. In reality there will be overheads in

terms of �le-type header. However this would not a�ect the results if all �les are

treated in the same way. Therefore, the closer DCOMP (I1, I2) is to zero, the more

similar two images are.

Following this, Vázquez and Marco (2011) present the Normalized Compression

Distance (NCD) which is based upon the same principle. This is expressed
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by;

NCD(X, Y ) =
C(XY )−min{C(X), C(Y )}

max{C(X), C(Y )}
(4.3)

where C(F ) is the size of a a �le F after it is compressed, and XY is the concate-

nation of �les X and Y . This will produce a similarity metric of values between

[0..1], however in reality, due to compression imperfections, the range is usually

between [0.. ∼ 1.1] (Vázquez and Marco, 2011). This is an interesting point to

raise, because Heidemann and Ritter (2008) never discuss this, and Equation 4.2

has an issue when the size of S(I12) is larger than the combined size of S(I1) and

S(I2). Heidemann and Ritter (2008) state that DCOMP (I1, I2) gets closer to zero

when S(I1) and S(I2) are dissimilar, however a negative DCOMP (I1, I2) is never

addressed.

4.4 Evaluation of texture classi�cation meth-

ods

This section will demonstrate the texton method using the same experimental set-

up used by Varma and Zisserman (2005). It will analyse di�erent combinations and

variations of the techniques described in this chapter so far. The experimental set-

up used is described in Section 4.4.1, while the results are presented and discussed

in Section 4.4.2.
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Figure 4.4: One image from each of the 61 classes in the CUReT database Dana et al.

(1996). A description of these classes is found in Appendix 11.

4.4.1 Experimental Set-up

The Columbia-Utrecht Re�ectance and Texture (CUReT) Database Dana et al.

(1996) contains 61 samples of various materials and surfaces (see Figure 4.4).

These samples are imaged under 205 view and illumination angles (phase angles).

Given the various specular, shadowing and re�ection e�ects within these images,

this database is an ideal platform to test textural classi�cation techniques. The

CUReT database has been used by many researchers to test new methods (Wang

and Dana, 2003). As described by Varma and Zisserman (2005), for each texture

in the database, there are 118 in which the azimuthal viewing angle is less than 60

degrees. Out of these, we choose 92 images for which a su�ciently large region of

texture is visible across all materials. A central 200 ∗ 200 region is cropped from

each of these images and the remaining background discarded.

Of the 92 images per sample, these are split into two disjointed sets of 46 images.

One set is for training and one is for testing, and they are split randomly as
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described by Varma and Zisserman (2005). This method is adopted along with

creating two other splits, HALF and EVEN, to explore the e�ect that training

choice has on the results. We therefore have three datasets:

• HALF: The �rst half of images are testing and the second half for training

(see Section 4.2)

• RANDOM: 46 images are randomly selected using a bash script. The ran-

dom ones are used for testing, the remaining 46 are for training

• EVEN: The images are listed in number order 0 - 91 and all the even images

are for training and the odd for testing

Unlike Cula and Dana (2004) and Leung and Malik (2001) who choose the spe-

ci�c samples to create the model, in this experiment each sample is represented

within the model, therefore given k=10 there will be 610 textons represented in

the model. This value is chosen following the work conducted by Rubner (1999)

who demonstrates that the optimal size of a histogram to represent a texture for

classi�cation purposes is between ∼400 and ∼600 bins when using �lters and large

patch sizes. Following this, each sample has 13 images that are clustered into 10

textons.

The experiment is completed as follows:

• 13 randomly selected images for each sample in the training class are selected

• Clustering of randomly selected images using k=10

• All of the training images are used to create the training dictionary
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Average Correct Classi�cation %
Patch Type Half Random Even

VZ3 76.68 89.26 91.08
VZ5 79.49 92.47 93.80
VZ7 80.21 92.88 93.84
VZ9 81.31 92.56 93.61
VZ11 81.01 91.79 92.86

Table 4.1: CUReT Results: Table showing the % of correct classi�cations of novel images

using the k-means method.

• Images are selected at random from the classi�cation subset, this is done

10,000 times

• All of the above is completed 3 times to compute an average

This experimental set-up is used for variations of the techniques described in this

chapter so far (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3) and the results of which are found in

Section 4.4.2.

4.4.2 CUReT classi�cation results

The �rst experiment is to explore the VZ method (see Section 4.2.2) in detail

using the three splits of data (HALF, RANDOM and EVEN) and patch sizes of

3, 5, 7, 9 and 11. Both the k-means and k-means++ method are also explored in

this part of the experiment.

Table 4.1 shows the results of the VZ method using the k-means clustering al-

gorithm (see Section 3.2.1). As described by Varma and Zisserman (2005), the

7 ∗ 7 patch size (VZ7) produces good results over the other patch sizes for the

200 ∗ 200 images of the CUReT database. The result of the VZ method using the

kmeans++ clustering algorithm is presented for comparison in Table 4.2. The per-
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Average Correct Classi�cation %
Patch Type Half Random Even

VZ3 77.65 88.95 90.62
VZ5 79.92 92.23 93.57
VZ7 80.83 92.38 93.61
VZ9 80.92 92.38 92.74
VZ11 80.43 92.20 92.93

Table 4.2: CUReT Results: Table showing the % of correct classi�cations of novel images

using the k-means++ method.

formance of the VZ method when using the k-means++ algorithm is very similar

when compared to the k-means implementation. This is expected in some respects

due to the results found in Section 3.6, where over a large number of clusterings,

there is a convergence to the same result.

In both implementations of the VZ method, the best performance was obtained

when applied to the EVEN split of data and the worst performance when applied to

the HALF split of data. Since the �le name of each image in the CUReT database

is ordered by view and illumination angle, an even selection of images would

contain an even distribution of phase angle. One would expect the performance of

the VZ method to be optimal when the training data contains an even distribution

of images that it is likely to be exposed to in the novel image dataset. Similarly,

suboptimal results would be expected when the training dataset does not contain

all of the required images to represent the texture at multiple phase angles. The

performance when applied to the RANDOM split data is between the two, as

this represents neither an ideal split, such as the EVEN method, or a worse split

like the HALF method. For the remainder of the experiments using the CUReT

database, the RANDOM split of training and classi�cation image data is used to

compare the performance to the classi�cation methods.

Overall, the VZ5, 7 and 9 patches produced a result of ∼92% correct classi�ca-
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Average Correct Classi�cation %
Patch Type k-means k-means++

VZ3NC 77.23 76.88
VZ5NC 74.29 74.57
VZ7NC 72.23 71.89
VZ9NC 68.82 69.98
VZ11NC 68.26 67.87
RFS 88.00 88.89
MR8 79.65 78.19
LML49 89.62 89.17
LMS49 89.82 89.02
Schmid 84.46 84.34

Table 4.3: CUReT Results: Table showing the percentage (%) of correct classi�cations

of novel images using the k-means++ method.

tion when working with the RANDOM data split. This only slightly drops when

moving to the larger VZ11 patch size. The VZ3 patch produces the lowest cor-

rect classi�cation result of ∼89%. The di�erences are very small, a range of ∼4%

between the highest and lowest result for the RANDOM data split with the VZ7

producing marginally the highest percentage of correct classi�cations (92.88% for

k-means and 92.38% for k-means++).

This same set of experiments described in Section 4.4.1 is applied to other imple-

mentations of the texton technique. This included the VZ patch method without

the central pixel (known as VZNC), as described by Varma and Zisserman (2003).

Also the RFS, MR8, LML49 & LMS49 and Schmid �lters are all used. The re-

sults of this are found in Table 4.3 and shows once again both the k-means and

k-means++.

None of the methods found in Table 4.3 produce a result as high as those found in

Tables 4.2 and 4.2 for the VZ method. Both the LM methods produced results of

∼89%, closely followed by RFS with ∼88%. The Schmid �lter set is lower still at

∼84% with the MR8 and all the VZNC patches produced a result of under 80%
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Average Correct Classi�cation %
Patch Type χ2 EMD

VZ3 88.95 90.33
VZ5 92.23 92.26
VZ7 92.38 93.52
VZ9 92.38 94.37
VZ11 92.20 93.74

Table 4.4: CUReT Results: Table showing the percentage (%) of correct classi�cations

of novel images using the k-means++ method, one using χ2 and the other using Earth

Movers Distance (EMD).

correct classi�cation.

This agrees with observations by Varma and Zisserman (2003), that the MR8 �lter

is signi�cantly lower than the VZ method. It was also noted that the results of

the LM methods were broadly the same as the VZ method but computational

e�ciency is poorer having to pre-process the �lters. There is also a point to be

made that since the LM methods blur the image, there is a loss of information.

The VZ method uses the raw digital number (DN) values with smaller patch sizes,

thus capturing more detail and is able to work with smaller images.

The texton method described in Section 4.2 uses χ2 to compare histograms (see

Section 3.4.3). Another way to do this, also described in Section 3.4.3 is to

use the Earth Movers Distance (EMD) algorithm. Once again, using the RAN-

DOM dataset, and this time only using the k-means++ algorithm to create the

model.

Table 4.4 shows the results of the χ2 and the EMD methods for comparing his-

tograms when applied to the VZ texton classi�cation technique. The χ2 column

of results are the same as those found in Table 4.2, these can be directly com-

pared to the EMD results of the same set-up. The results show a small increase

in classi�cation performance at all patch sizes, with the highest average of over
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94% after three runs obtained by the EMD algorithm and a patch size of 9 ∗ 9.

While this is not a large increase in performance over the χ2 method, the ∼2%

gain does indicate that the EMD algorithm is able to compare histograms a little

more e�ectively than χ2 on this dataset. The results observed by Rubner (1999)

when performing a similar recall task showed this same pattern of marginal per-

formance increase when comparing EMD with χ2. This was attributed to the

EMD's ability to measure the similarity of �nely binned histograms with more

precision, thus allowing for a detailed representation of the texture to be created

and compared.

The CUReT database, described in Section 4.4.1, contains 61 samples of textures.

Of these 61 samples, there are four that are zoomed versions of others within

the set. These can be viewed in Appendix 11. These zoomed samples (29, 30,

31 and 32) were removed and the VZ7 method rerun in the same way as before

on the remaining 57 samples. Also, there are eight duplicate samples included

(11, 19, 34, 41, 49, 50, 56 and 60), for example samples 45, 49 and 50 are all

concrete. These were also removed. This aim of this experiment is to explore

the e�ect on the classi�cation accuracy when removing these samples. One would

expect that duplicate and zoomed samples would account for some of the miss-

classi�cations. By removing these zoomed and duplicate samples, the classi�cation

accuracy should increase if the algorithm is not able to deal with images of di�erent

scale sizes.

Table 4.5 shows the results of the VZ method using k-means++ when applied

to the CUReT database without the zoom or duplicate samples included. The

results for the full 61 samples from Table 4.2 are included for comparison. There

is a small increase in performance (∼1%) between the full set of samples and

the results obtained when the zoomed samples are removed. Generally speaking,
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Average Correct Classi�cation %
Patch Type All Samples No Zoom No Zoom or Duplicates

VZ3 88.95 89.42 91.23
VZ5 92.23 93.05 93.07
VZ7 92.38 93.60 93.26
VZ9 92.38 93.58 93.53
VZ11 92.20 93.17 93.15

Table 4.5: CUReT Results: Table showing the % of correct classi�cations of novel images

using the k-means++ method.

Average Correct Classi�cation %
Patch Type No Rotation 90◦ 180◦

VZ7 92.88 17.43 92.94
Schmid 84.46 24.00 84.66

Table 4.6: CUReT Results: Table showing the % of correct classi�cations of novel images

using the k-means++ method when the novel images are rotated 90◦ or 180◦

there is no performance gain between the removal of the zoomed samples and the

removal of both the zoomed and the duplicate samples. The only bene�t from

doing this is when using the smaller VZ3 patch, which gains a ∼2% performance

increase to ∼91%. While this was not a complete test of scale and duplicate

invariance, it does show that for the CUReT database the VZ method performs

consistently at ∼92% classi�cation accuracy. It also shows that the algorithm

is able to distinguish between the same texture images taken at di�erent scale

sizes.

In order to explore the e�ect of rotational invariance of the the VZ method, the

complete CUReT database (all 61 samples) is used once again to perform this

experiment. By keeping the training set the same as the previous experiment, the

novel images are rotated either 90◦ or 180◦. Both the VZ7 and Schmid �lter sets are

used for this, as the Schmid �lter set is thought to be rotationally invariant.

Table 4.6 shows the classi�cation results when the VZ7 and Schmid texton ap-
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Novel Sample Training Sample Number of Misclassi�cations

12 31 158
24 22 118
31 39 116
44 46 107
25 6 93
20 37 86
42 31 82
31 10 81
10 11 78
61 53 78

Table 4.7: The ten most common misclassi�cations from the VZ7 run displayed in Figure

4.5.

proaches are applied to the CUReT database with rotated novel images. The re-

sults for VZ7 4.2 and Schmid Table 4.3 are also displayed for comparison. Firstly,

both the VZ7 and Schmid approaches achieve the same results when dealing with

the 180◦ as when no rotation is applied, ∼92% and ∼84% respectively. How-

ever, when a rotation of 90◦ is applied, performance drops dramatically. The VZ7

approach drops from ∼92% to ∼17% when dealing with novel images that are

rotated 90◦ from the training images. The Schmid approach fares better with a

drop from ∼84% to ∼24%, but this is far from the result one would expect from a

rotationally invariant �lter set as claimed by Varma and Zisserman (2002).

Using the results for one of the three VZ7 runs using k-means clustering, it is

possible to look at the misclassi�ed results. Figure 4.5 shows a colour coded rep-

resentation of the classi�cation results. The diagonal line shows that the algorithm

correctly matched the novel sample to the same training sample for the majority

of runs. The ten most common misclassi�cations visible in this plot are presented

in Table 4.7.

The most common misclassi�cation in the VZ7 run displayed in Table 4.7 is sam-
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Figure 4.5: Plot of one run of 10,000 random classi�cations using the VZ7 method. The

colour of each square indicates the number of times that a sample from the training set

and the training set were matched by the algorithm.
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ple 12 and 31. Both of these samples are of rough paper, sample 31 is a zoomed

version of sample 12. Sample 31 occurs three more times in the top ten misclas-

si�ed textures, pairing it with 39 (Human skin), 42 (Corduroy) and 10 (Plaster).

To visualise why these misclassi�cations occur one can examine the matched his-

tograms. Figure 4.6 shows the histograms and grey scale images of the 1st, 2nd

and 4th most common misclassi�cations from Table 4.7. It is important to re-

member when looking at these histograms that the value on the x axis is a bin.

Each bin represents one of the textons in the model. There are 610 of these as

described in Section 4.4.1.

It is clear from Figure 4.6 that overall, the novel and training histograms in each

misclassi�cation are very similar. Often the peaks are in the same places, and

it is the frequency that changes. This e�ect is visible in Figure 4.6 (a) and (b),

where the peaks stay in the same place, but the frequency (height on the y axis)

changes. There are other cases where the histogram looks the same except for the

addition or removal of one or maybe two peaks. This is visible in Figure 4.6 (c)

and (d) where sample 22, lambswool, does not have the peak at the ∼400 range

on the x axis. The is presumably where the textons that have a rough vertical

type pattern reside. This is also visible in 4.6 (e) and (f), as (e) sample 44, linen,

has a vertical pattern, where (f) sample 46 cotton, appears horizontal. There are

peaks that occur in the same place, e.g. ∼100 and ∼550 on the x axis, but the

frequency in the y axis has changed, with a greater spread in (f) at the lower end

of the x axis (<100).

In Heidemann and Ritter (2008), 20 categories of 80 images were selected from

the CoralDraw image database1. This is a selection of free images. From this

selection of 1600 images, simple retrieval tasks were performed. A `novel' image

1see http://www.corel.com/corel/ last visited [25-09-12]
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Figure 4.6: Histograms of misclassi�ed samples. (a) Top Left: Sample 12 - Rough Paper.

(b) Top Right: Sample 31 - Zoomed in image of Sample 12. (c) Middle Left: Sample 24

- Rabbits Fur. (d) Middle Right: Sample 22 - Lambswool. (e) Bottom Left: Sample 44 -

Linen. (f) Bottom Right: Sample 46 - Cotton.
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Average Correct Classi�cation %
Compression Type Half Random Even

DCOMP (I1, I2) 10.83 12.84 12.55
NCD(X, Y ) 22.52 22.64 23.85

Table 4.8: Compression Results usng gzip: Table showing the % of correct classi�cations

of novel images.

was selected, and compared to each of the other 1599 remaining images using

Equation (4.2). The k most similar images were selected from the 1599 images

and it was deemed a successful classi�cation if one of the k images was of the

correct category. Heidemann and Ritter (2008) reported when k = 1, the number

of successful classi�cations was three out of four. When k is increased to k = 4,

the success rate rises to over 90%. In order to examine this technique further and

to compare with results using the texton technique, the same test set-up was used

as described in 4.4.1.

The performance of the compression texture comparison technique using gzip are

very low (∼12% correct classi�cation) when compared to the same test set-up as

previous experiments in this section (see Table 4.8). The high performance of this

method presented by Heidemann and Ritter (2008) was experienced when applied

to images from the Coral database. These images are in various categories, such

as sunsets, planes on blue sky, divers etc. There has been some debate about the

correct usage of these images by Müller et al. (2002). The main issue with the

results of the compression technique in Table 4.8 is that the complicated textures

found in the CUReT database do not compress as well as large scenes with lots

of the same type of data, e.g. blue sky or desert sand. The CUReT textures are

more detailed. There is a complex structure to the textures, that while they are

still distinguishable as part of the same texture by the human eye, this complex

structure is di�cult to compress.
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Figure 4.7: Compression example images. (a) Top Left: Image of the Brooklyn Bridge,

New York (LB1). (b) Top Right: Golden Gate Bridge, San Francisco (LB2). (c) Middle

Left: Benjamin Franklin Bridge, New York (SB1). (d) Middle Right: Tower Bridge,

London (SB2). (e) Bottom Left and (f) Right: Two images of Rough Plastic (sample

04) ((RP1) and (RP2)) from the CUReT database.
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Figure 4.8: Novel images for the compression example. (a) Left: Image of a Forest

(LF1) (b) Middle: Small image of forest (SF2) (c) Right: CUReT database image of

grass (GR1).

To demonstrate this e�ect, consider the two types of images found in Figure 4.7.

The top two images (Figure 4.7 (a) and (b)) are 800x600 pixel images of bridges.

The middle two images (Figure 4.7 (c) and (d)) are also images of bridges but are

200x200 pixels in size. Finally the bottom two (Figure 4.7 (c) and (d)) are 200x200

pixel images of the same texture from the CUReT database. The compression

algorithm is applied to these six images and assessed in detail.

Firstly, the ratio of compressed over original size shows how much an image is able

to be compressed by the gzip program. For example, the result of compressing

Figure 4.7 (a), is ∼65% of the size of the original image. Compare, this with one

of the images from the CUReT database, such as Figure 4.7 (e); the result after

compression is a �le that is ∼88% of the size of the original image. The smaller

this ratio, the more the compression algorithm is able to compress the image. This

demonstrates that the CUReT texture images are more di�cult to compress due

to the complex nature of the texture involved.

In addition to the images found in Figure 4.7, which are of similar types (e.g.

Bridges and Rough Plastic), Equation 4.2 is applied along with images found in

Figure 4.8 (Forest and Grass). The results of these experiments are presented in
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Compression (NCD) Calculation
I1, I2 C(I1) C(I2) C(I12) NCD(I1, I2)

LB1,LB2 939,958 907,893 1,845,730 0.997743516
SB1,SB2 55,685 89,403 148,185 1.034640896
RP1,RP2 105,340 103,822 222,854 1.129979115
LB1,LF1 939,958 1,210,277 2,255,106 1.086650411
SB1,SF1 55,685 111,341 172,380 1.048086509
RP1,GR1 105,340 96,946 206,961 1.044380103

Table 4.9: Compression Example result

Table 4.9.

The results displayed in Table 4.9 show the NCD(I1, I2) when comparing images

from Figure 4.7 and 4.8. When comparing the two large images of bridges (Figure

4.7 (a) and (b)) (LB1,LB2), a value of 1.00 is produced for NCD. The same

comparison is made with a large image of a bridge (Figure 4.7 (a)) (LB1) and a

large image of a forest (Figure 4.8 (a)) (LF1). This produced a larger NCD value

of 1.09, which indicates that LB2 is more similar to LB1 than LF1. The same

experiment conducted on the smaller images of bridges and forest shows the same

results, that SB2 is more similar to SB1 than SF1. However when comparing the

CUReT database images of rough paper (Figure 4.7 (e) and (f)), a larger value is

produced than a comparison between rough paper NCD(RP1, RP2) = 1.13 and

grass NCD(RP1, GR1) = 1.04. This indicates that the algorithm would classify

incorrectly in this case. This could explain the poor results found in Table 4.8 using

the CUReT database and the high results published by (Vázquez and Marco, 2011)

and by Heidemann and Ritter (2008) using this method for image retrieval.
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4.5 Summary

This chapter has presented several methods to represent texture. The texton

approach, with its many permutations, have been explored and have included some

additional improvements, such as the the k-means++ algorithm for clustering and

Earth Movers Distance (EMD) as a replacement for χ2. The compression method

of image comparison describe by Heidemann and Ritter (2008) was implemented

and compared to the texton method.

The VZ texton method outperforms the other methods when applied to the

CUReT database set-up described in Section 4.4.1. There was no performance

gain by using k-means++ over k-means for clustering but EMD provides an in-

crease in classi�cation performance of ∼ 2% over χ2 for the VZ9 patch size. The

VZ method is able to di�erentiate duplicate textures and textures of di�erent

scales very well, however it is not rotationally invariant when rotating the novel

images by 90◦. The compression method is also tested and produced very disap-

pointing results. This is attributed to the low compression ratio of the CUReT

texture images along with compression imperfections in the gzip algorithm.

This chapter is important to later chapters as the results from testing the texton

method will in�uence decisions made about the way in which research is conducted

using these algorithms. Variables such as �lter type, patch size and clustering

algorithm will needed to be selected in later chapters. The lessons learned in this

chapter will give a rationale for the selection of these variables.



Chapter 5

Visualising Similarity in Data

5.1 Introduction

As computer technology advances, the creation and storage of massive and growing

datasets has become much easier (Bell et al., 2009). Data visualisation has become

an important tool researchers use to analyse these vast amounts of data. The way

in which data is presented can provide important information and understanding

about about the data that would otherwise be missed. As Heath and Etheridge

(1991) described: "The whole point of visualization is to aid understanding, so it is

imperative that the visual displays be as intuitively meaningful as possible."

This chapter presents two methods of displaying the similarity of large amounts

of data. A taxonomy, or numerical taxonomy as described by Sokal and Sneath

(1963), can be implemented using the hierarchical clustering method which is

described in Section 3.3. A description of a taxonomy and its use for visualising

large amounts of data is given in Section 5.3. Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS)

is a method which allows complex data to be visualised in N-dimensions and is

described in Section 5.2. Two examples of the MDS algorithm are presented,

one using measurable distances (see Section 5.2.1) and another using perceptual

distances (see Section 5.2.2). Section 5.2.3 discusses how one may attempt to
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assess the results of a MDS plot created using variables with a large number of

dimensions. Concluding remarks from this chapter are found in Section 5.4.

5.2 Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)

Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS) is a statistical technique that can be applied

to a series of N-dimensional objects in order to reduce the number of dimensions.

This is useful when one wishes to visualise complex N-dimensional data in a two or

three dimensional plot (Pich, 2009a). The MDS method uses a matrix of object to

object similarities, known as a dissimilarity matrix, as an input. It then attempts

to reduce the number of dimensions, as speci�ed by the user, while still preserving

the object to object distance as much as possible.

As well as more obvious computer visualisation and data-mining applications,

MDS algorithms have been applied to various �elds such as Information Sci-

ence, Marketing (Cooper, 1983) and Psychology (Jaworska and Chupetlovska-

Anastasova, 2009). Perceptual Mapping is an interesting use whereby studies are

conducted, such as personal taste and perception, and the resulting perceptual

map is produced using MDS (Maclean and Enriquez, 2003). This is useful in that

the axes are never imposed by the researcher, thus eliminating bias.

Rubner (1999) states that there are two types of MDS models, metric and non-

metric. This is important as the choice of MDS is dependent upon the data

one wishes to work with. The metric MDS model, also known as the classical

model, assumes that data in the dissimilarity matrix to be the Euclidean distance

between two objects in Euclidean space (Rubner, 1999). Metric or classical MDS

is a monotonic metric preserving function, meaning that the relative dissimilarities
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in Euclidean space are preserved. A common example of this would be distances

between cities, where the relative positions of the cities could be recreated from

the dissimilarity matrix. The application of the MDS algorithm on this type of

data would allow the reconstruction of the original positions almost exactly using

matrix re�ection, rotation and translation.

The metric MDS algorithm recomputes the objects into a lower Euclidean space

by minimising a stress function. The most simple STRESS function introduced

by Torgerson (1952) would be;

STRESS =
∑
i<j

(dij −Dij)
2 (5.1)

where dij is the original distance and Dij is the Euclidean distance between points

i and j.

Non-metric MDS attempts to preserve only the rank ordering of the dissimilarities

in a weakly monotonic transformation which is computed by `Monotonic Regres-

sion'.

STRESS =

√∑
i<j(dij −Dij)2∑

i<j D
2
ij

(5.2)

Metric MDS would be most appropriate when dealing with a dissimilarity matrix

produced using actual distances, e.g. measurable properties such as height etc.

Data such as perception, ratings or opinion would be best served by a non-metric

MDS.

Section 5.2.3 goes into further detail of the implications of this, but it is very
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important when analysing a MDS plot to understand that this is a minimisation

algorithm. The position of each point on the MDS plot is a representation of where

that point is in relation to the others, therefore the axes do not have meaning.

A point with a speci�c x or y value on an MDS plot does not mean that it

corresponds to a measurable property on the x and y axis. However once a MDS

plot is created and the data analysed, axes can be inferred based on some property.

This is further examined in Section 5.2.2.

For the MDS algorithm in this thesis, the implementation by the University of

Konstanz is used (Pich, 2009b). This is a classical metric MDS algorithm which

uses the SMACOF (Scaling by MAjorizing a COmplicated Function) algorithm

for STRESS minimisation (de Leeuw and Mair, 2011). This, unlike a traditional

MDS algorithm (Kruskal and Wish, 1978), does not assume that the points in the

dissimilarity matrix arise from distances in Euclidean space (de Leeuw and Mair,

2011).

5.2.1 MDS physical distances example

To demonstrate an MDS algorithm, several towns and cities in Wales are selected

and the straight line (as the crow �ies) distances between these towns and cities

are calculated. These as the straight line distances, displayed in the dissimilarity

matrix (see Table 5.1), are entered into the MDS algorithm. Two dimensional

MDS is applied to this matrix so that a two dimensional plot can be produced.

This plot is displayed in Figure 5.1(b).

When comparing the MDS plot in Figure 5.1(b) with a map of that area (see

Figure 5.1(a)), one can see that the locations with respect to one another are
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Figure 5.1: (a) Top: A map of Wales courtesy of c©lonelyplanet.com. (b) Bottom:

2 dimensional MDS plot of Welsh villages, towns and cities from dissimilarity matrix

displayed in Table 5.1.
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Aberystywyth 0 75 63 55 73 62 33 13 65 46
Cardi� 75 0 108 34 10 93 71 69 140 40

Wrexham 63 108 0 106 100 125 39 76 70 67
Swansea 55 34 106 0 40 59 66 44 120 46
Newport 73 10 100 40 0 99 65 70 137 34
St. Davids 62 93 125 59 99 0 93 49 102 91
Newtown 33 71 39 66 65 93 0 43 77 31
Aberaeron 13 69 76 44 70 49 43 0 75 49
Holyhead 65 140 70 120 137 102 77 75 0 106

Hay-on-Wye 46 40 67 46 34 91 31 49 106 0

Table 5.1: Dissimilarity matrix of Welsh towns and cities. Straight line distances between

two towns and cities are in miles.

correct. The orientation of the plot would need rotating in order to match the

original map. When performed on a dataset with measurable distances, such as

the distance between towns, it is easy to see the properties of the MDS algorithm,

namely that distances are preserved but orientation is not. As already mentioned

in Section 5.2 (and further discussed in Section 5.2.3), the position on the graph

does not indicate any particular value of x and y. e.g. St. Davids is positioned at

x = 15.93 y = −61.65 so that its distance from the other nine towns and cities

are best preserved from Table 5.1. The x and y values do not represent a physical

quantity, however (in this case) the units are in miles. e.g. we know that Swansea

is 59 miles from St. Davids. Swansea is located at x = 48.44 y = −12.12 in Figure

5.1(b). The Euclidean distance between St. Davids and Swansea from the MDS

plot is 59.16 miles. This shows that the MDS algorithm has attempted to preserve

the distance from St. Davids to Swansea.

The position of points on an MDS plot is understandable when considering physical
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distances, e.g. as the straight line distances. This method can also be adapted to

travel times, where two geographically close towns might appear further apart due

to the quality of the roads between the two locations. An understanding of what

the MDS algorithm presents is essential when dealing with these types of results.

MDS requires much more interpretation when applying this to higher dimensional

data, this is demonstrated further in Sections 5.2.2 and 5.2.3.

5.2.2 Taste Characteristics of Scottish Single Malt

Whisky

This section demonstrates the use of the MDS method to produce a map of Single

Malt whiskies based on their taste characteristics alone, rather than their geo-

graphical location. Unlike other taste maps produced by experts which conform

to a prede�ned axis, this method has no such bias. This could be of interest to

consumers who may wish to �nd similar tasting whisky to a particular favourite

of theirs, or distillers who may wish to �ll a niche in the market.

Single Malt whisky is a distilled alcoholic drink produced at a single distillery

from a fermented starchy compound such as grain (Lapointe and Legendre, 1994).

Scotland is well known for its variety of whiskies, with a diverse range of both

Single Malts and those that are produced from a blend from di�erent distilleries,

known as blends. Whiskies di�er in many ways from one another and it is di�cult

for this to be quanti�ed. In the same way as wine, food and real ale, there are

many guides and experts when it comes to Malt whisky, especially when there

is so much to choose from. In Michael Jackson's 1989 book (Jackson, 1989), he

describes over 300 Scottish Single Malts from 109 distilleries in detail. Wishharts

2002 book (Wishhart, 2002) attempts to make a classi�cation of 86 distilleries
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Figure 5.2: A whisky �avor map created by experts Dave Broom and Jim Beveridge,

courtesy of c©malts.com

based upon the taste characteristics typical of each distillery. These tasting cate-

gories are often di�cult for the amateur to understand with words such as nose,

colour, body, palate and �nish being used. Taste maps are often created by ex-

perts to give a visual representation of the various types of whisky, such as that

displayed in Figure 5.2. There has even been an attempt to create a classi�cation

mathematically (Lapointe and Legendre, 1994) in order to assist the amateur to

traverse such a large number of types.

Typically, Scottish distilleries are divided into four groups based upon their geo-

graphical location. The islands, located to the west which include Islay, Skye and

the Hebrides, are well known for peaty, smoky whiskies. Speyside distilleries are

those located along the River Spey and the whisky they produce are considered to
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be fruity and delicate. Then there are the highlands and lowlands. The highland

whiskies are often described using words like smooth and �oral, while those from

the lowlands use words such as light and fresh.

The book by Wishhart (2002) contains a list of 86 Scottish Malt whisky distilleries.

Each whisky has twelve di�erent taste categories that are scored between 0-4.

These categories are Body, Sweetness, Smoky, Medicinal, Tobacco, Honey, Spicy,

Winey, Nutty, Malty, Fruity and Floral. Lapointe and Legendre (1994) compiled a

similar list and applied various statistical techniques in order to �nd a correlation

between the physical location of a distillery, and its taste characteristics.

Using these data, the taste characteristics of each distillery is treated as a N-

dimensional point. A dissimilarity matrix is produced by calculating the Euclidean

distance between each N-dimensional point. A dissimilarity matrix is produced of

these whiskies by treating the taste characteristics as a point in twelve dimensional

space. The Euclidean distance of each point is compared to create the dissimilarity

matrix that the MDS algorithm uses to produce the plot displayed in Figure 5.3.

This results in an automatically generated taste map of the �agship whiskies from

86 Scottish distilleries.

Figure 5.3 presents a similar type of plot, or �avour map, as that displayed in

Figure 5.2, however there are no quantities associated to the x and y axis. Unlike

the welsh towns and cities plot discussed in Section 5.2.1, there are no units that

can be applied to the axes either. This makes assessing MDS plot produced from

higher dimensional points more challenging. However it does show the similarity

of the whiskies in a clear manner. This is further explored in Section 5.2.3.
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5.2.3 Assessing MDS plots

As discussed so far in this section, assessing the results of an MDS plot can be

misleading. The common cause of this is to mistakenly assume that the axes

represent a measured quantity, where in fact an object's x and y values represent

its position in a distribution based on some form of distance calculation. The

axis of a MDS plot can have meaning depending upon the input data. The key

task in assessing a MDS plot is to determine the meaning of the axis. It can be

thought of as labelling them. This section explores the results of the MDS plot

presented in Figure 5.3 both visually (see Section 5.2.3.1) and statistically (see

Section 5.2.3.2).

5.2.3.1 Visual Assessment

The MDS plot, displayed in Figure 5.3, is a visual representation of the data

and gives us some information about the similarity of di�erent whiskies. However

without further investigation of the individual datapoints, or whiskies in this case,

the dominating features are not visible. Each whisky data point presented in

Section 5.2.2 contains 12 characteristics with integer values of 0 to 4. These are

represented as 12-dimensional points for the dissimilarity matrix however these can

also be represented as a histogram with 12 bins where the value is the frequency.

The histograms of a selection of whiskies are presented as histograms in Figure

5.4.

The taste characteristics of each whisky are visualised as a histogram (see Figure

5.4) and can be used to assess the results of the MDS plot. Laphroig and Ardbeg

for example have high Body, Smoky and Medicinal characteristics, with a hint of
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Figure 5.4: Histogram plots of several distilleries. There are 12 histogram bins that refer

to Body, Sweetness, Smoky, Medicinal, Tobacco, Honey, Spicy, Winey, Nutty, Malty,

Fruity and Floral respectively.
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Nutty and Malty. They di�er slightly in that Ardbeg has a slight Spicy and Fruity

characteristic, where Laphroig does not, however Laphroig has a slight Tobacco

characteristic. Ardbeg and Laphroig are next to each other on the far right of the

MDS plot (see Figure 5.3) indicating that they are similar in taste characteristics,

which is con�rmed by the visual representation of the histograms. This process

can be repeated when exploring the MDS plot, whereby one can examine the

histograms of whiskies in a particular region of the plot.

Assessing the histogram of individual points in a MDS plot can be useful for

examining speci�c data, however to obtain an appreciation for the features that

dominate the MDS plot another method is required. The MDS plot itself is a

method to visualise the data, whereby the location of each point tells us something

about the distribution of the data based on whatever similarity method is used,

in this case Euclidean Distance. By overlaying additional data onto the plot, one

can assess visually what the similarity method we have used tells us about the

data.

In Figure 5.5, the Smoky and Sweetness characteristics of each whisky are used

as an overlay to the MDS plot. The Natural Neighbour interpolation algorithm,

in ArcGIS (Childs, 2004), is used to interpolate the values for the characteristics

across the whole of the plot, thus producing the plots in Figure 5.5. The Smoky

characteristic highlighted by the Natural Neighbour interpolation in Figure 5.5

(a) shows that there is a strong link between the position of the whisky in the x

direction of the plot and its value for smoky. The reverse can be said about the

Sweetness characteristic in the opposite direction to the Smokiness as displayed

in Figure 5.5 (b). This pattern is not uniform as in the Smokiness characteristic,

however in general the sweeter whiskies are towards the left of the plot, whereas

whiskies that are not sweet are on the right.
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Figure 5.5: The 2D MDS plot displayed in Figure 5.3 with the Natural Neighbour inter-

polation of the taste characteristics (a) Top: Smoky and (b) Bottom: Sweetness.
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These two methods to assess the results of the MDS plot are very useful in two

di�erent ways. Looking at the histograms can help determine the small di�erences

between two or more data points, in this case whiskies. However this is not as

useful when one wishes to examine the data as a whole. By overlaying a property

known about each data point over an MDS plot, it is possible to see what the

similarity measure tells us about the data. This is important because the MDS

algorithm knows nothing about the data, only that individual points have a given

similarity to all the others. Therefore the MDS plot is just a representation of

the data in terms of some similarity measure, in this case the Euclidean distance

between 12-dimensional points. The overlay of additional data then gives an

indication of what properties the similarity measure is able to detect. Using an

interpolation algorithm such as Natural Neighbour �lls in the gaps in the plot

where there is no data, thus showing the regions where speci�c characteristics are

expected.

5.2.3.2 Correlation

Visual assessment, while useful, is di�cult to quantify and compare with other

results. By plotting the taste characteristics with the x and y axis it is possible to

look for a correlation between position and characteristic. Figure 5.6 displays the

plots of Smoky (top) and Sweet (bottom) against the x and y axis on the MDS

plot presented in Figure 5.3.

In Figure 5.6 we are looking for a pattern that shows a correlation between a taste

characteristic (y axis in Figure 5.6) and the location in the MDS plot (x axis in

Figure 5.6). By plotting the x and y axis of the MDS plot in Figure 5.3 separately,

as seen in Figure 5.6, one can see if a taste characteristic is correlated with its
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Figure 5.6: MDS Plot x and y value plotted as a function of a taste characteristic. (a)

Top left: x as a function of Smoky. (b) Top right: y as a function of Smoky.(c) Bottom

left: x as a function of Sweetness.(d) Bottom left: y as a function of Sweetness.
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MDS position in each axis. For example in Figure 5.6 (a), as x on the MDS plot

increases, so does the value for Smoky. However in the y direction in the MDS plot,

no such pattern is visible (see Figure 5.6 (b)). Similarly, but not as dominant, in

Figure 5.6 (c) as the value of x increases, the value for Sweetness decreases. Both

of these correlations visible in Figure 5.5 from sub-Section 5.2.3.1.

To gain an appreciation for the level of correlation, Pearson's correlation coe�cient

is a statistical method in which the strength of a relationship can be determined

(Higgins, 2006). Expressed as;

rx,y =

∑
xy − (

P
x)(

P
y)

n√
(
∑
x2 − (

P
x)2

nx
)(
∑
y2 − (

P
y)2

ny
)

(5.3)

where the relationship of properties x and y to be assessed. The value n is the

number of pairs of x, y points we have.

The Pearson correlation coe�cient, rx,y is a value between −1.0 and 1.0. This

value tells us several things. Firstly, if a value of zero rx,y = 0.0 is returned, then

this tells us that there is no correlation between variables x and y. Another way of

saying this is that changing the value of one variable does not tell us how the other

will behave. The value for rx,y also tells us the direction in which the relationship

applies. A positive correlation coe�cient indicates that as one variable increases,

so does the other. Similarly, a negative correlation coe�cient indicates that as one

variable increases, the other decreases. Finally, the strength of the relationship is

indicated by that absolute value of the correlation coe�cient. A value closer to

1.0 (or −1.0) would indicate a strong correlation.
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The Pearson correlation coe�cient is applied to the data used in the four plots in

Figure 5.6 and produces the following results;

• rx,smoky = 0.85

• ry,smoky = −0.09

• rx,sweetness = −0.43

• rx,sweetness = −0.08

In order to ensure that a relationship exists, it is important to determine how likely

the correlation coe�cient would occur by chance. This is determined by compar-

ing the result to "The Critical Values of the Correlation Coe�cient" (Higgins,

2006).

Using the value of rx,y obtained, where n = 86, we have 84 degrees of freedom

(n−2 = d.o.f). From the `The Critical Values of the Correlation Coe�cient' table,

a correlation coe�cient value of rx,y = 0.361 can happen by chance to a level of

0.001 uncertainly. This means that if the absolute value of rx,y is larger than this,

then the result cannot be explained by chance. The results for both rx,smoky and

rx,sweetness are both larger than the "Critical Value" of 0.361, therefore there is a

correlation between the position of a �agship whisky from each distillery, and its

Smoky and Sweetness taste characteristic.

To demonstrate this further, the correlation coe�cient is calculated for each of

the twelve taste characteristics in both the x and y directions, and the resulting

values can be used as a 2D coordinate for a correlation plot, as presented in Figure

5.7.

This plot shows which direction there is a correlation and how strong this is. For

example, there is a strong positive correlation in the x axis for both Medicinal,
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Figure 5.7: Correlation coe�cients of calculated from the MDS plot in Figure 5.3 in both

the x and y direction, of the twelve taste characteristics of whisky from Wishhart (2002).

The blue central square indicates the area where there is no correlation based upon the

critical value of rx,y = 0.361.
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Smoky and, to a lesser extent, Tobacco. There is also a strong negative correlation

with Floral in the x axis. Winey is the only strong correlation in the y axis and

this is in the negative direction. The critical value of rx,y = 0.361 means that

anything inside the central square displayed in Figure 5.7 indicates that there is

no correlation.

This correlation plot is interesting as it shows the direction and intensity that the

taste characteristics contribute to the MDS plot. It also shows which characteris-

tics go together. Tobacco, medicinal and smoky all have positive correlations in

the x axis in the same way that �oral and sweetness have negative correlations in

the x axis. The combination of several characteristics can represent a higher level

property and therefore label the axis. Properties such as rich, light and delicate

from the export whisky plot in Figure 5.2 are a demonstration of these higher level

properties.

5.2.4 Summary of MDS

This section has demonstrated that multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) can display

overall trends in data. These trends can be assessed visually in the plots and

histograms or statistically using the Pearson correlation. This does assume that

there is a linear trend in the plot which may not be realistic. Finding di�erent

correlation methods can provide scope for further study. It is important when

considering MDS plots that it is understood that this is a dimensional reduction

algorithm that attempts to preserve distance. The position of a point is determined

by its distance (Euclidean Distance in this case) from other points in the plot.

Therefore the value for the axis is its position on the plot but this can be used to

represent a higher dimensional property and label the axis afterwards. This would
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not allow one to take measurements as such, but would indicate which entries in

the data have a similar property.

5.3 Taxonomy

Taxonomies date back hundreds of years and were used for classifying living things,

such as plants, trees and animals. Modern taxonomy originated with Swedish

botanist Carl Linnaeus, whose works revolutionised the way in which botanical

names were formed (Anderson, 2001). In these works, Linnaeus introduced a

binomial naming convention called trivial names. This involves naming species

in two parts, the genus followed by a speci�c epithet. This has the implication

that all members of each taxon, the taxonomic unit which encompasses a group

or cluster from the population, have similar features. This similarity includes all

taxa of lower rank. A taxon is also known at an Operational Taxonomic Unit,

(OTU).

The advent of computers and computer programs led to a renewed interest in tax-

onomic classi�cation in the 1950s and 60s. This introduced new techniques that

allowed researchers to analyse classi�cation schemes and prompted the develop-

ment of numerical taxonomy by Sokal and Sneath (1963).

A taxonomy can be thought of as a tree structure that has a root with branches.

At the end of the branches we have a leaf node. Figure 5.8 shows this structure.

Using the same point data used to demonstrate agglomerative clustering in Figure

3.4, a taxonomy is created and displayed as a dendrogram in Figure 5.8.

This dendrogram shows the relationship that the points have to one-another and
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Figure 5.8: An illustration of a dendrogram created from the agglomerative clustering of

M = 20 objects that were used in Figure 3.4. Four classes are highlighted by four colours.

The x axis represents topographical distance.

branches can be traversed to �nd the members of a speci�c branch. Dendrogram

topology, as it is described in Phipps (1971), is a concept that describes the struc-

ture of a dendrogram with relation to topographical distance. A leaf would be

thought of as an OTU and the point at which a branch splits is known as an

inter-node. The topographical distance between two nodes is the total number of

inter-nodes between two OTUs. For example, in Figure 5.8, the distance between

node 12 & 14 is equal to 1 as it travels only to one inter-node. This is the same as

node 9 & 10, 11 & 13 etc. Similarly the distances between node 12 & 15 is equal

to 2, node 11 & 15 is equal to 3 and node 11 & 14 is equal to 4 etc.

This information is useful when looking at general patterns in the data. However

the distance between two nodes is not displayed. In Figure 5.8 there are many

examples where the topographical distance between two OTUs is 1. It is therefore
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Figure 5.9: A `�attened' dendrogram which represents the taxonomy created in Figure

5.8. The colours represent the classes from the 20 objects found in Figure 3.4

di�cult to determine if OTUs that are joined are really close together. All we can

determine is that they are closer together than any of the other OTUs at the time

that they are joined.

While this type of representation is useful, it also poses a problem when dealing

with vast datasets, possibly in the millions of entries. The size of the taxonomy

would increase with thousands of inter-nodes and millions of leaf nodes. This

would be very di�cult to present in a tree structure. For this reason a large

number of leaf nodes can be viewed in �attened dendrogram as displayed in Figure

5.9.

Numerical taxonomy with dendrograms has been used for analysis and display

of large image datasets by Gibbens (2008). This type of visualisation technique

allows researchers to explore branches of the data at increasing levels of detail, as

well as assessing groups of data as a whole.
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Figure 5.10: A hierarchical taxonomy created using straight line distances between welsh

towns and cities

5.3.1 Taxonomy of Welsh Towns and Cities

To demonstrate a hierarchical taxonomy the towns and cities in Wales selected in

Section 5.2.1 are used to create a taxonomy. Using the agglomerative hierarchical

clustering technique described in Section 3.3.1 a taxonomy is created using the

distance data presented in Table 5.1. Distances between objects is calculated

using the average linkage distance as described in Section 3.4.2. The resulting

taxonomy is displayed using a dendrogram in Figure 5.10.

The dendrogram in Figure 5.10 shows the order that the joins are made in the

vertical. The order in which the towns and cities are presented in the horizontal

indicates a level of similarity between them. The closest two towns and cities

are joined �rst, Cardi� and Newport, followed by Aberystwyth and Aberaeron
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etc. The �rst join (furthest left) includes all the branches beneath it and this

can be explored by moving up and down in the vertical. As already discussed in

Section 3.3, the number of classes for clustering is never de�ned, however one can

view the data as a series of classes by moving up and down in the vertical. For

example, if one wishes to consider three classes from the data in Table 5.1, then

it is possible to select this from the dendrogram in Figure 5.10. In this case the

three classes would be:

• Wrexham and Holyhead

• St. Davids

• Swansea, Cardi�, Newport, Aberystwyth, Aberaeron, Newtown and Hay-

on-Wye

While this information is useful for viewing, it is not quite so easy to interpret

overall trends in the data. The resulting dendrogram in the horizontal does give

an indication of groupings in the data; in this case, distance between towns and

cities. However it is di�cult to judge distance in this way, for instance Aberyst-

wyth is next to both Newport and Aberaeron in the dendrogram. The distance

information is not well presented when viewing dendrograms in this way. While it

is possible to include the distances at each join, this still does not provide a method

to examine the overal trends in the data. This method was the basis of visualising

textural information in the experiments conducted by Gibbens (2008).

5.3.2 Scottish Single Malt Whisky Taxonomy

This section explores the taxonomy method of visualising data on a multi-

dimensional dataset. A taxonomy is created using the same list of taste char-
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acteristics from 86 Scottish Malt whisky distilleries used in Section 5.2.2. Like

before, the Euclidean Distance is used to calculate similarity. The agglomerative

hierarchical clustering technique described in Section 3.3.1 is used to create the

taxonomy. The result is presented in Figure 5.11.

The taxonomy created and displayed in Figure 5.11 used the Newick1 �le format

in its creation and FigTree2 to create the output. Newick tools are also available

to analyse the resulting taxonomy (Junier and Zdobnov, 2010).

Unlike the MDS plot in Figure 5.3, a dendrogram of whisky distilleries is quite

di�cult to interpret. We can see for example that Lagavulin, Laphroig, Caollia,

Ardbeg, Clynelish and Talisker are all in one branch from the root node. This

is quite understandable when considering the information already obtained in

Section 5.2.2 as these six distilleries are close together in the MDS plot. However

the dendrogram alone is unable to show the pattern of similarity in a coherent

way.

There are several pieces of information that can be extracted from this taxonomy.

Newick tools tells us this type of taxonomy, created by the hierarchical clustering

algorithm, is a cladogram containing 93 nodes. A cladogram is a type of dendro-

gram used to show the relationship among organisms (Humphries and Parenti,

1986). Cladistics is derived from the word clade, which is a group of organisms

that includes an ancestor species and all its decendants. Starting from the root

node, branches are formed gradually ending at the leaf organism. The inter-nodes

joining two branches represents an ancestor. This representation implies that

the leaf nodes inherit or share a property with those connected to the clade, or

inter-node. As well as biology and bioinformatics, cladistics have been used in

1http://evolution.genetics.washington.edu/phylip/newicktree.html [last visited 30-08-12]
2http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/�gtree/ [last visited 30-08-12]
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Butter f l ies  and Moths

Wasps and Bees

F l i e s

Beet les C a o l I l a

T a l i s k e r

Ardbeg

Clynel ish

Figure 5.12: Two cladograms. (a) Left: Four leaf nodes from the insect clade. (a) Right:

Four lead nodes from part of the dendrogram in Figure 5.11.

other contexts such as manufacturing (McCarthy et al., 1997) and benchmarking

(Fernandez et al., 2001).

Consider the two cladograms in Figure 5.12. Both have the same structure. The

left cladogram represents insects. The �rst branching that occurs indicates that

beetles split from their common ancestor �rst. This is followed by the group

containing wasps and bees and so on. When relating this to the right cladogram,

which is a small part of the taxonomy in Figure 5.11, the same structure is visible.

However it would not be right to consider an ancestor type relationship when

considering single malt whiskies. Caol ila and Ardbeg are both island whiskies

from Islay, Talisker is an island whisky from Skye and Clynelish is a highland

whisky. The topological distance between two distilleries can also be calculated.

However none of these pieces of information can give an overview of the data and

how they're related in a clear way like the MDS algorithm.

5.3.3 Summary of Taxonomy

This section has explored taxonomy creation using a hierarchical clustering al-

gorithm and visualising this using a dendrogram. This has been useful to see
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the structure of the whisky dataset, however has proved to be di�cult to extract

any meaningful information about the nature of the data. Exploring individual

branches of the taxonomy, in the case of the whiskies, can show which whiskies

are similar. It does not however give meaning information about the spread of

data and patterns within it. Gibbens (2008) used a taxonomy to display and

evaluate hierarchical clustering and used a probability measure to determine the

quality of clustering. While this is important when determining if the algorithm

has done a good job, it is not always a good way to evaluate the data. This point

is made clear in Chapter 6 when applying similar texture analysis techniques used

by Gibbens (2008), to the same data, but using MDS as an evaluation tool, rather

than a taxonomy.

5.4 Summary

This chapter has demonstrated two methods (MDS and Taxonomy) of visualising

and assessing data based upon a measure of similarity. Similarity was calculated

using the methods discussed in Chapter 3. Visualising large image sets is vital in

understanding the structure and relationships of these data. Providing methods

such as the Pearson correlation coe�cient to evaluate trends in these data gives

quantitative meaning to these relationships. MDS proved to be far more descrip-

tive than taxonomy creation when exploring the whisky multidimensional dataset.

Trends in the data were visible as well as quanti�able. The taxonomy creation

using a hierarchical clustering algorithm failed to show these trends.

Taxonomy creation and assessment were used by Gibbens (2008) in his work to

explore lunar craters extracted from Clementine imagery. This work is repeated
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in Chapter 6 using the MDS algorithm and the methods discussed in this chapter

for evaluating the results. These methods are used extensively in Chapters 7, 8

and 9.



Chapter 6

Lunar Craters

6.1 Introduction

This chapter applies the methods explored in previous chapters to the task of

structuring sets of images of lunar features in a meaningful manner. This struc-

ture is based on texture similarity and aims to assist researchers to explore large

quantities of data quickly and with meaning. An overview of lunar formation and

cratering is included (see Section 6.2), along with a description of crater classi�-

cation schemes (see Section 6.3). Following this, details of the data used in this

chapter's experiment is found in Section 6.4. Further experiments that are per-

formed using Clementine image data are explained in Section 6.5 and the results

shown in Section 6.6.

6.2 The Lunar Surface

While there is no consensus of how the Moon formed, the most widely accepted

theory is that it was formed 4.527 billion years ago ((Kleine et al., 2005); (Halliday,

2000); (Nemchin et al., 2009)) when a large Mars-sized object is thought to have

impacted the Earth and expelled a large amount of material into orbit. This
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Figure 6.1: Clementine UVVIS Mosaic displayed as in orthographic view. (a) Left: Near

side, Latitude 0◦, Longitude 0◦ (b) Right: Far side, Latitude 0◦, Longitude -180◦.

material was gradually accreted to become the Moon (Hartmann and Davis (1975);

Cameron and Ward (1976); Canup and Asphaug (2001)). This theory is supported

by a combination of strong points raised in other areas of lunar research, such as

dynamics, geophysics and chemistry (Heiken et al., 1991).

After around 100 million years, the molten surface began to cool to form a solid

crust (Nemchin et al., 2009). Asteroids and meteorites bombarded the Moon

to create large basins and craters, a process which continued for hundreds of

millions of years (Taylor, 1987). Around 3.8 billion years ago, there was a steep

decline in the rate of impacts, marking the end of a period known as the late-

heavy bombardment. The exact nature of the bombardment before this time is

controversial and an active area of research (�uk, 2012).

Spundis (2000) describes volcanism on the Moon in great detail, stating that the

Moon has been volcanically active for most of its history. Large extrusions of lava

probably began during the late-heavy bombardment when the Moon's crust was

being pulverised by asteroids. Basalts were extruded during this period of heavy
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bombardment and basin creation. After the basins were formed, large expanses

of volcanic deposits were preserved mostly in the form of lava �ows which make

up the present day visible mare. Some of the impact craters underwent volcanic

modi�cation, including interior �ooding. Younger lava deposits tend to be less

voluminous than older ones which indicate that volcanic activity declined over

time and eventually ceased around 1 billion years ago (Schultz and Spudis (1983);

Spundis (2000)).

Gold (1955) states that there are two obvious types of lunar surface. One is a

highly re�ective, rough terrain with multiple circular overlapping craters. This

area is known as the lunar highlands, an area of large mountains, strewn with

rocky rubble. The other is a much smoother, darker surface with fewer craters

and is known as the maria. This was so named by early astronomers who erro-

neously thought that these areas were oceans (the singular Latin word for sea is

mare).

The highlands area is densely scared by often eroded circular craters, though some

still have well de�ned walls and central peaks. These craters vary in sizes, from

a few meters to several tens of kilometres, sometimes overlapping or containing

smaller craters within. While there are craters found in the mare areas, they are

fewer in number. The lunar maria consists largely of an iron rich basalt, an igneous

volcanic rock produced when lava on the surface of a planet cools rapidly.

6.3 Lunar crater classi�cation

As described in Section 6.2, craters are a dominant feature on the lunar surface. A

review of cratering morphology by Stö�er et al. (2006) states that there are three
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basic types of basic morphological types. With increasing rim diameter order,

they are simple craters, complex craters and impact basins.

Small craters of around 10 km in diameter are often "bowl shaped" and are con-

sidered to be "simple" craters. Alfraganus C, as displayed in Figure 6.2 (a) is

a typical example of this, with smooth sloping walls and an almost �at �oor.

Hummocks, often associated with failure of the wall, are common on the �oor of

these types of craters, however central peaks do not occur until over 10 km in

diameter.

"Complex" craters typically have terraced walls and often a large amount of hum-

mocks. Some have central peaks like Tycho crater displayed in Figure 6.2 (b). The

relative height and volume of these peaks increase as a function of diameter until

approximately 80 km, where they begin to decrease (Stö�er et al., 2006).

At this point when the values of height and volume of the central peak decreases, a

ring of hummocks begin to appear, this represents the transition between complex

craters and impact basins. Impact basins come in three types, central-peak, peak-

ring and multi-ring basins. Central-peak ring basins are relativity small (around

80 km in diameter) and consist of a central peak with a ring of peaks around

it, such as Compton crater displayed in Figure 6.2 (c). Peak-ring craters, such as

Schrödinger crater displayed in Figure 6.2 (d), have a ring of peaks but do not have

a central one. These are often between 175-450 km in diameter and are shallow for

their size. Multi-ring basins are the largest, often more than 400 km in diameter,

and have many several concentric rings inside. Orientale Basin is a classic example

of this which has four main rings (Whitten et al., 2011). The outermost ring which

de�nes the basin spans ∼930 km in diameter while the innermost ring is a central

depression that is ∼320 km in diameter (see Figure 6.2 (e)).
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Dr. Ralph Baldwin's book, the Measure of the Moon (Baldwin, 1963), contained

a list of 342 craters. Details such as apparent diameter, rim height and width,

presence of di�erent types of central peak along with other notes were recorded.

What is interesting about this list, is that Baldwin classi�ed these craters based

upon degradation of the crater surface which is thought to be an indicator of crater

age. The craters contained in the list consist of only nearside craters within a small

range of viewing angles. This is due to Baldwin's observations made through a

terrestrial telescope. The �ve classes highlighted by Baldwin are as follows:

• 1. Young craters, from impacts after the formation of the Maria, with the

steepest, sharpest walls (includes Copernicus, Tycho and Römer)

• 2. Intermediate craters, from before the Maria - with walls showing slight

degradation due to subsequent meteoric bombardment and subsidence (in-

cludes Triesnecker)

• 3. Older craters - with outlines considerably more rounded and interrupted

by later impacts (includes Riccioli (see Figure 6.3 (a)))

• 4. Ancient craters, dating back almost to the Moon's formation - with highly

broken and smoothed features (includes Catharina (see Figure 6.3 (b)))

• 5. Craters which have been partly obscured by �ooding with lava at the

time of the formation of the Maria (includes Plato)

Expanding on this, Wood and Anderson (1978) created the most complete clas-

si�cation of lunar craters based on observations from Lunar Orbiter IV images,

cataloguing over 11,000 near side craters greater than 2km in diameter. This un-

published catalogue is referred to by Wood and Anderson (1978) and groups them

into 18 di�erent crater types. From these 11,462 near side craters, Wood and

Anderson (1978) selected over 2,000 of the freshest craters and created �ve classes

which could account for ∼99% of these 2,598 craters.
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Figure 6.3: (a) Left: Riccioli (b) Right: Catharina

Figure 6.4: Diameter-frequency distribution of 2,598 craters selected and the �ve classes

in Wood and Anderson (1978). Image Credit: Charles Wood and Leif Andersson
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The �ve types are displayed in Figure 6.4 and are known as LPL crater types,

named after the Lunar and Planetary Lab where Wood and Andersson worked

at the time. Each type is named after the crater that typi�es the type. We

therefore have Albategnius C (ALC), Biot (BIO), Sosigenes (SOS), Triesnecker

(TRI) and Tycho (TYC). ALC and BIO craters are typically smaller than 10km

in diameter and are simple "bowl-shaped" craters. BIO craters have �at �oors

where ALC craters do not. SOS craters have broad �at �oors but no central peaks

or terraces, unlike TRI craters which are typically larger (15-50km diameter) with

failure of the inner wall creating hummocks on the �oor, sometimes with small

central peaks. Finally, TYC craters account for almost all fresh craters larger

than 50km in diameter. They are deep with terraced walls, �at �oors and often

large peaks. While this classi�cation focuses on smaller craters, e.g. <100km, it is

noted that central peaks for craters over a few hundred kilometres become basins

with the central peaks disappearing.

Florenskii et al. (1976) conducted a similar study using imagery from the Lunar

Orbiter and Zond-8 satellites. This provided images of fresh craters on the near

side of the Moon with latitudes ±60◦ and diameters between 10-115km. Floren-

skii et al. (1976) concluded that not only is there a relationship between crater

morphology and diameter, but there is a relationship between morphology and

properties such as crater rim and central peak sharpness. Following the study

they arrived at a six-class classi�cation that represents the majority of the ob-

served craters. Like the LPL crater types, these six classes are named after a

crater that typi�es that class. These are Schmidt, Dawes, Römer, Tycho, Coper-

nicus and Plato (see Figure 6.5).

Schmidt-type craters (see Figure 6.5 (a)) are simple bowl shaped with un-terraced

walls. Dawes-type craters (see Figure 6.5 (b)) have a �oor with hummocks and
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occasional terraces leading to the �oor. Römer-type craters (see Figure 6.5 (c))

have central peaks that occupy most of the �oor and join the terraced walls,

whereas the Tycho-type craters (see Figure 6.5 (d)) have a central peak surrounded

a rough, hummocky �oor. Similar to Tycho-type craters, Copernicus-type craters

(see Figure 6.5 (e)) have a larger �oor in relation to a less pronounced central

peak. Finally Plato-type craters (see Figure 6.5 (f)) have no central peak and a

�at, smooth �oor.

6.4 Experimental Data

The International Astronomical Union (IAU) Gazetteer of Planetary Nomencla-

ture (Blue, 2004) of the Moon contains the details of over 9,000 lunar features.

Features (for example craters, mare, vallis etc) include details such as location

(lat, lon) and diameter etc. This section describes how the Gazetteer of Planetary

Nomenclature of the Moon, a lunar image mosaic (Section 6.4.1) and the Baldwin

(Baldwin, 1963) catalogue of classi�ed craters (Section 6.3) are used as experi-

mental data for this chapter. For crater depth information, the lunar database

described by Losiak et al. (2009) is used.

6.4.1 Clementine UVVIS

The Clementine spacecraft, launched on the 25th January 1994, was a collabo-

rative e�ort by NASA and the Ballistic Missile Defense Organisation (BMDO)

(Nozette, 1995) to build a cost e�ective spacecraft. Equipped with some of the

most advanced lightweight and cost e�ective instruments that had been developed

by the Department of Defense (DoD), the ∼230kg spacecraft (dry weight) entered
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Figure 6.6: Clementine UVVIS Mosaic simple cylindrical view.

a polar elliptical orbit around the Moon a month after launch. Over the course

of 71 days, the $80 million (McEwen and Robinson, 1997) spacecraft completed

around 360 orbits of the Moon until 3rd May 1994 when Clementine began its

journey to the nearby asteroid, 1620 Geographos. Unfortunately four days later a

malfunction aboard the spacecraft prevented a �yby of the asteroid.

Despite the failure of the 1620 Geographos phase of the mission, the spacecraft

collected lots of data whilst in orbit around the Moon. The Clementine spacecraft

had aboard four main cameras and a laser ranging system. These cameras include

an ultraviolet-visible (UVVIS) camera, a long-wave infra-red (LWIR) camera, a

near-infra-red (NIR) camera and the laser-ranger (LIDAR) which was housed in

the high-resolution (HIRES) camera. For attitude determination there were also

two star-tracker cameras aboard, which due to their wide �eld of view, were put

to use as for scienti�c and operational purposes too (Nozette et al., 1994).

During its time in orbit around the Moon, Clementine mapped 38 million square

kilometres in 11 visible and near-infra-red bands. The UVVIS camera produced
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the �rst digital global mosaic of the Moon, including the �rst mosaic of the south

polar region, revealing previously unmapped areas. The LIDAR system mapped

the topography of the lunar surface and produced the �rst detailed global digital

elevation model (DEM) and con�rming the diameter (2500km) and depth (12km)

of the largest known impact crater in the solar system at the time.

The UVVIS mosaic (see Figure 6.6), known as the lunar base map, is a radiometri-

cally and geometrically controlled, photometrically modelled global image mosaic

compiled from over 43,000 images from the UVVIS camera (Eliason et al. (1997);

Eliason et al. (1999); Isbell et al. (1999)). Version 2 was released by the USGS in

2008. Using the uni�ed lunar control network, a network of 270,000 geodetic con-

trol points (Archinal et al., 2008), and a topographical model, the locations of the

43,000 UVVIS images were re�ned to produce a more accurate mosaic (Archinal

et al., 2006).

6.4.2 Extracted Craters for Classi�cation

To create a series of craters for use in this chapter, the list of Baldwin craters

is narrowed down to those that could be found in the Gazetteer of Planetary

Nomenclature of the Moon (Blue, 2004) and whose diameter is 20km or greater.

This produced a �nal list of 265 craters (a list of these craters is found in Appendix

12). For each crater the latitude, longitude and diameter is recorded from the

Gazetteer of Planetary Nomenclature of the Moon. To obtain an image of each

crater, the UVVIS mosaic is orthographically projected so that the crater is at 0◦

latitude, 0◦ longitude. The image is cropped so that only the crater is displayed in

the center of the image. Finally these images are scaled to 200 ∗ 200 pixels so that

there is no variation in size in the images. These craters are displayed in Figure
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6.7.

The Clementine satellite was in a polar orbit such that the Moon-Sun line changes

with Earth's motion about the Sun. The angle between the Moon-Sun line and

the orbital plane was close to zero for approximately �ve weeks (Eliason et al.,

1999). This means that when Clementine was imaging at the equator the Sun

would appear high in the sky (behind the space craft), however when at the poles

the Sun would appear on the horizon. This results in latitudinal variation in illu-

mination throughout the mosaic, thus producing large shadows in crater images

as one travels further towards the poles. The Baldwin craters were originally ob-

served using terrestrial based telescopes over the course of many years. While this

provides many observations of the same crater, it does mean that the observations

were made from a limited set of viewing conditions. It could be argued that for

this reason, some of the craters Baldwin has classi�ed could be in the incorrect

class, due to oblique view angles at higher latitudes.

6.5 Method

The experiments performed in this chapter explore texture as a method to as-

sess visual similarity. The craters described in Baldwins book (Baldwin, 1963),

were extracted as described in Section 6.4.2. Once extracted and scaled, each

image is normalised so that the digital number values (DN) have zero mean and

unit variance. This is the same image normalisation method used by Gibbens

(2008).

In order to create a texton model as described in Section 4.2.2, 7 ∗ 7 patches are

extracted and row ordered. The patches extracted from each image are clustered
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Figure 6.7: The 265 craters craters as listed in Appendix 12, split into the �ve classes

outlined by Baldwin (1963). (a) Top: Class 1 (b) Middle Left: Class 2 (c) Middle Right:

Class 3 (d) Bottom Left: Class 4 (e) Bottom Right: Class 5. (Note: Image is contrast

enhanced for presentation purposes.)
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Figure 6.8: A histogram showing the absolute latitude frequency of 265 Baldwin craters

in 10◦ bins.

using k-means++ to produce k = 10 textons. The textons for all 265 images (2650

in total) are clustered using k-means++ with k = 100 to produce a �nal texton

model.

With the dictionary created, a histogram for each crater is produced by extracting

the 7 ∗ 7 patches and aligning each patch with its closest texton in the dictionary.

This is achieved using euclidean distance (see Section 3.4.1). The histograms for

each crater are compared to one another using the Earth Movers Distance algo-

rithm (see Section 3.4.3), this creates a dissimilarity matrix. The multidimensional

scale (MDS) algorithm (see Section 5.2) is performed on the dissimilarity matrix

to give coordinates to each crater to produce a plot where craters are positioned

based upon texture similarity. This plot can be explored in a variety of ways, such

as; clustering to produce classes or create a taxonomy.
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6.6 UVVIS MDS plot in 2 dimensions

Using the method described in Section 6.5 a MDS plot is produced of the 265

craters described in Section 6.3. The MDS plot presented in (Figure 6.9) clearly

shows a correlation between visual similarity and the location of the crater in the

plot. The most distictive feature of the MDS plot is that the craters towards

the bottom left of the plot have dark backgrounds, while those on the opposite

side, the top right, are lighter in appearance. Craters that have a lot of rays

emanating from the centre of the crater covering a dark background, such as

Aristarchus and Copernicus, are found towards the extreme bottom left. Moving

closer to the centre of the plot, craters where the rims are very white but the

centre and surrounding background is still dark, e.g. Euler and Triesnecker. Close

to the centre, Römer and Catharina are close together. The background is very

similar with these two, in that the sun is illuminating the crater similarly and

the topography seems similar. However Römer has a very well de�ned rim, where

Catharina does not.

Alphonsus, Riccioli and Ptolemaeus have similar features in that they all have a

dark patch somewhere within the image, as well as a light gray background speck-

led with white rays from surrounding small impacts. These are located centrally

but slightly towards the top right. To the right of the plot craters with large shad-

ows are visible, such as Clavius D. Craters that have a lot of shadowing around

from nearby impacts, e.g. Tycho, are also found in this region of the plot. Further

up to the extremes of the top right, craters such as Plato and Grimaldi are found,

that are dark, seemingly �at bottom craters with grey background.

In order to explore any correlation between the MDS plot positions and the Bald-

win crater classes, each crater is colour coded to represent each of the �ve classes
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Figure 6.9: 2D MDS plot of 265 Baldwin craters extracted from Clementine UVVIS.

Dissimilarity matrix produced using EMD between two craters, where a texton model has

been created from all 265 craters. This model serves as the ground location of each bin.

Each crater image is normalised before the plot for display purposes.
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Figure 6.10: The same 2D MDS plot as presented in Figure 6.9, with colours denoting the

Baldwin classes described in Section 6.3. Blue: Class one. Orange: Class two. Green:

Class three. Red: Class four. Yellow: Class �ve.
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described in 6.3, as displayed in Figure 6.10. When viewed in this way there

appears to be little correlation between the Baldwin class and MDS location in

the plot which shows that the texton measure of similarity does not correspond

well with the Baldwin classi�cation. There are a some exceptions to this. Those

craters belonging to class three (green) are clustered together on the middle right

side, however these are interspersed with the other classes. This is a similar situa-

tion to class one (blue), which is also clustered in a similar position to class three

(green). Classes one (blue) and �ve (yellow) are spread all over the plot, however

there are a few trends. For example, there is a large concentration of class one

(blue) craters in the middle right, which are interspersed with all the other classes.

Interestingly there is another large concentration of class one craters (blue) at the

bottom of the plot. This is at the opposite side of the plot to those craters in class

�ve (yellow), which have a group in the top left.

Visualising other crater properties, in the same way as displaying the Baldwin

Classes in Figure 6.10 is also possible. The depth and diameter of these craters

are recorded by Blue (2004) and are plotted in Figure 6.11.

Both plots, the depth in Figure 6.11 (a) and diameter in Figure 6.11 (b), show

a similar pattern. Generally speaking, the craters which are larger and deeper

are on the right side of the plot, where the smaller shallow craters are on the

left. However this is not always the case as there are lots of small, shallow craters

interspersed with the others. This is further explored in Figure 6.12 where the

depth to diameter (d/D) ratio is plotted.

The depth and diameter of planetary craters can be an important measurement

when trying to understand various properties of a given planets surface. Cintala

et al. (1976) used crater diameter measurements of craters on the Moon and Mer-
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Figure 6.12: This plot shows the depth to diameter ratio of the plot found in Figure 6.9.
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cury to compare with those found on Mars. Hartmann (1972) was able to show

that the transition diameter from simple to complex craters varies with surface

gravity of the planet. The greater the gravity, the small diameter a complex crater

can be.

The MDS plot presented in Figure 6.12 displays the d/D as a series of colour

coded points. Unlike the depth and diameter (Figure 6.9 (a) and (b)) plots, there

is a clearer trend between the d/D ratio and its position on the MDS plot. While

there are several exceptions to this, generally speaking the majority of the craters

with a high d/D ratio are located at the bottom left of the plot, where those that

have a smaller d/D ratio are located towards the top right.

As described in Section 6.4.2 the craters further towards the poles in the Clemen-

tine imagery will have larger shadows than those closer to the equator. The e�ect

that latitudinal variation of illumination angle has on the MDS plot in Figure 6.9,

is explored in Figure 6.13 by plotting the absolute latitude value for each crater

as a colour coded point.

Unlike the other plots so far, depth, diameter and d/D ratio, the latitude plot

shows the most striking trend between the position of the crater on the MDS

plot and its absolute latitude value. The craters with high latitude, > ∼ 60◦ are

located towards the right of the plot, where those craters with latitudes < ∼ 60◦

are towards the left. This is evident when viewing the craters in Figure 6.9. The

mid latitude craters in the UVVIS image, due to the Sun illumination, would have

little or no shadow. Lunar rays would also be visible. As one moves closer towards

the poles, shadows would begin to appear in craters at these latitudes, rays would

become less visible. Upon reaching the poles, a signi�cant portion of craters would

be in shadow.
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Figure 6.13: The same 2D MDS plot as presented in Figure 6.9, with colour denotes the

absolute latitude, i.e. the number of degrees from the equator (0◦ latitude).
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Figure 6.14: Absolute latitude as a function of x (left) and y (right) from the MDS plot.

Parameter MDS Plot

x y
Depth 0.27 0.36

Diameter 0.21 0.31
d/D -0.33 -0.40

Absolute Latitude 0.69 -0.01
Number of craters 265 265
Critical value 0.231 0.231

Table 6.1: Pearson correlations results of the UVVIS plot.

To con�rm this further, the Pearson correlation (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3.2)

is calculated for latitude in both x and y directions. The correlation of absolute

latitude in the x and y directions is 0.69 and -0.01 respectively. Using the "The

Critical Values of the Correlation Coe�cient" table (Higgins, 2006), where n =

265, we have 263 degrees of freedom (n−2 = d.o.f), a correlation coe�cient value

of rx,y = 0.231 can happen by chance to a level of 0.001 probability. Therefore,

with correlation coe�cients of 0.69 and -0.01 calculated, we can see that x is

much larger than the critical value of 0.231, where y is close to zero, indicating no

correlation in the y axis. We can conclude that the position on the MDS plot in

the x direction a�ected by the latitude of the crater, but y is not.
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The Pearson correlation results of the x and y position against depth, diameter

and d/D ratio (along with latitude) are presented in Table 6.1. This table helps

con�rm the earlier visual inspection. There does appears to be a link between d/D

and the position in the x and y on the MDS plot, as well as depth and diameter.

However, the critical value of rx,y = 0.231 con�rms that the Pearson correlation

calculated is signi�cant in some cases, e.g. depth and diameter in the y axis and

d/D in the x and y axis, the correlation is not strong. The correlation of x position

and latitude is very high (∼0.7) and could be attributing to the lower responses

to the other properties.

This section has reproduced the texture analysis experiment conducted by Gibbens

(2008) on the craters highlighted by Baldwin (1963). Unlike Gibbens (2008), who

used a taxonomy to present the results of texton analysis between craters, this

section has used Multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) perform the same task (see

Section 5.2). Using depth and diameter details about the crater from Blue (2004),

this method has highlighted a pattern in the results of texton analysis of the

crater images and the position on the MDS plot. This pattern however is masked

by latitude e�ects visible in the crater images, both con�rmed by analysing the

Pearson correlation of the x and y position on the MDS plot, and the absolute

latitude. Both of these observations were not detectable by Gibbens (2008) when

using a taxonomy.

The removal of latitude dependence may present another layer of information that

is being masked by latitude a�ects. Pearson correlation results in Table 6.1 show

that there is a small correlation with d/D ratio, this is explored further in Section

6.7 and in Chapter 7 with attempts to remove the a�ects of latitude.
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6.7 Latitude zones

In an attempt to eliminate some of the e�ects of varying sun illumination angle

with regard to latitude highlighted in Section 6.6, the craters are split into the

three latitude zones (−30◦ to 30◦. −60◦ to −30◦ & 30◦ to 60◦. > 60◦ and < −60◦.).

Each zone is treated as a separate data set. This allows craters within each zone

to be compared using EMD and plotted using MDS. This means that the three

zones cannot be directly compared, as the positions are calculated with respect

to the dissimilarity matrix of each zone. The results of these three MDS plots are

presented with the associated depth, diameter and d/D plots in Figure 6.15, 6.16

and 6.17.

Figure 6.15 displays the craters between −30◦ to 30◦ latitude where the distances

have been recalculated and a new MDS plot produced. These craters show little to

no shadowing, generally have white rims and rays are often visible. Those at the

bottom left are lighter in appearance, often with satellite craters also visible in the

200 ∗ 200 image of the crater. Towards the top right one �nds various ray covered

craters, where there is a smooth, worn appearance found in the lunar maria.

The three plots found in Figure 6.15 show the depth, diameter and d/D of the

craters in the larger plot. The depth plot shows little correlation between the

position of the craters on the plot and the depth. This is also true with the

diameter plot where the diameter of the craters is scattered around the plot in

no real pattern. This changes when viewing the d/D plot where, with a few

exceptions, craters with a larger d/D ratio are in the top right and those that

are lower are found spread along the bottom right. These exceptions are due to a

variety of reasons, from vertical banding caused by registration of the Clementine

mosaic to the interference of ray material from other craters over the crater being
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Zoned MDS plots

Parameter Mid x Mid y High x High y Pole x Pole y
Depth 0.23 -0.32 -0.56 -0.11 -0.09 0.28

Diameter 0.22 -0.26 -0.44 -0.10 -0.13 0.24
d/D -0.22 0.39 0.64 0.14 0.22 -0.43

Absolute Latitude -0.23 -0.06 0.18 -0.63 -0.66 0.04
Number of craters 130 130 101 101 32 32
Critical Value 0.324 0.324 0.324 0.324 0.570 0.570

Table 6.2: Pearson correlations results of the zoned UVVIS plot.

analysed.

To better understand the results presented in Figure 6.15, as well as those in

Figure 6.16 and 6.17, the Pearson correlations (see Section 5.2.3.2) are calculated

for latitude, depth, diameter and d/D ratio. These correlations are presented in

Table 6.2. The correlations for the craters with latitude from −30◦ to 30◦ (mid

x and y) show a slight correlation in the y axis with relation to d/D. Depth and

diameter individually are not statistically signi�cant for the craters between −30◦

to 30◦ latitude. This indicates that the e�ect of latitude with regard to illumination

is quite small when viewing craters at the equator. This is understandable due to

the illumination conditions in the Clementine Mosaic already described.

The craters in Baldwin's list that are between 30◦ and 60◦ (high x and y plot)

from the equator are found in Figure 6.16. The craters in this plot are largely

craters found in the lunar highlands and tend to be more shadowed due to the

illumination conditions of the imagery observed by the Clementine satellite.

The bottom centre part of the plot shows a large concentration of these craters

from the highlands, fanning out to form a pattern of craters with shadows moving

upwards towards the left, many of which containing satellite or overlapping craters.

From the bottom centre moving up and towards the right show craters where rays
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are visible, often masking out the clear edges of the crater rim. Many of these are

not as circular, or are di�cult to see.

The Pearson correlation for the parameters in Table 6.2) show a correlation the x

axis for depth, diameter and d/D. This is promising, however there is an equally

strong correlation in latitude. This indicates that the shadowing at higher latitudes

becomes more pronounced as the correlation gets larger. This pattern is visibly a

higher correlation indicated by the plots in Figure 6.16.

Finally, the polar craters (pole plot) produces similar results to the higher latitude

plot. The latitude correlation is high but does still have a correlation with d/D,

although not a strong as found in the 30◦ and 60◦ craters (high plot).

Overall these zoned plots have indicated that the latitude e�ects can be removed

when the craters are of a similar illumination, as seen in Figure 6.15 (−30◦ to 30◦

craters). At higher latitudes moving towards the poles the shadowing increases

making the e�ects more di�cult to remove. It may be possible to remove this

in each plot by making the zones smaller however this would not be useful as it

would decrease the number of craters in each plot. It would also be di�cult to

analyse as with this method we can't compare craters from two di�erent latitude

bands.

6.8 Summary

This chapter has presented a method to explore textural similarities of various

lunar craters previously classi�ed by Baldwin (1963). A model of texture is pro-

vided by creating a textons model. Histograms are created for each crater when
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patches are aligned to the nearest texton in the model. A dissimilarity matrix is

created by comparing these histograms using EMD. MDS is used to present these

craters in a N-dimensional plot.

Applying this method to UVVIS images indicates that there is a pattern between

the position on the MDS plot and the latitude of the crater (as displayed in Figure

6.13). This is largely due to the illumination conditions of the Clementine base

map mosaic creating shadows in the craters. When splitting the data into latitude

zones, the MDS plot of equatorial craters indicated that the removal of latitude

was possible. However the closer to the poles the craters are, the more shadowing

is visible in the crater. This increases the correlation of position and latitude in

the plots.

This shows that the texton technique of measuring texture similarity between

images is greatly e�ected by the shadowing in the craters. Therefore, if two

images of craters have the same illumination conditions they will be judged to

be similar craters. Gibbens (2008) used this method on the same dataset but

using a taxonomy as a means of displaying and analysing the results. Gibbens

(2008) did not discover this in his work when using the taxonomy. This shows

the importance of selecting an appropriate visualisation method and value of the

MDS algorithm as a means of displaying image data.

What is interesting about the correlations of these plots is that the latitude cor-

relation is accompanied by a correlation in d/D at right angles to the latitude

correlation. e.g. when the correlation in latitude in the x direction there is a cor-

relation in the y direction in d/D. This indicates that a measure of texture (the

texton method in this case) can determine the d/D. Or more importantly, the

texture of a crater maybe e�ected by the d/D ratio of the crater. This is explored
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further in Chapter 7.



Chapter 7

Simulated Craters

7.1 Introduction

This chapter continues the work undertaken in Chapter 6. The illumination condi-

tions of the crater images from the Clementine UVVIS mosaic varied with latitude.

The use of textons as a measure of similarity is shown to be sensitive to these il-

lumination conditions. This chapter aims to remove these illumination conditions

in order to explore the extend that the texton approach to similarity can be used

to organise lunar crater images.

Section 7.2 describes the use of a ray tracing algorithm and a Digital Elevation

Model (DEM) to produce simulated craters which can be used to create a dataset

of craters with uniform view and illumination characteristics. This is used in

Section 7.3 to test the extent in which the texton method can be used to identify

craters when imaged under di�erent illumination conditions. This experimental

setup is similar to the one applied the the CUReT texture database in Chapter

4. The ability to specify the phase angle of the crater image allows the a�ect of

this variance to be explored (see Section 7.4) as well as �xing all the craters to a

single phase angle to explore other e�ects (see Section 7.5).

Section 7.4 shows the e�ect that varying the phase angle has on a single crater.
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Section 7.5 continues the work already discussed in Section 6.4 by using simulated

views created by �xing the Sun illumination angle to remove illumination variance

from the images. This proved to be the dominating factor when performing the

texton method on the Clementine UVVIS mosaic.

7.2 Creating Simulated Craters

The Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) aboard the Lunar Reconnaissance

Orbiter (LRO) captures elevation data of the lunar surface (Smith et al., 2010).

This processed dataset is in the form of a series of datasets at varying pixels per

degree (ppd). The 64ppd dataset consists of an N ∗M pixel array where the DN

value of each pixel represents a height above the geoid. This can be used to create

a view of the Lunar surface by simulating the lighting on the surface from the

Sun. This is achieved using a ray tracing algorithm.

To produce a ray traced image, a ray is generated from the viewing position

through a pixel on the view plane and tested for intersection with an object in

the scene (e.g. the DEM). A diagram of this is displayed in Figure 7.1. A ray

is then calculated from the object to the light source which will then give an

approximation of the amount of illumination that pixel will receive. If this ray

intersects with something else before reaching the light source, the pixel in question

would be in shadow. The �nal component is to calculate the shading e�ect the

light ray has on the resulting pixel DN value.

In order to calculate the amount of light re�ected back to the observer, lambertian

shading is used. A lambertian surface either emits or re�ects radiation (light) in all

directions with a constant radiance (see Figure 7.2). Implementations of this vary
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Figure 7.1: A diagram displaying the elements of a ray tracing algorithm.
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Figure 7.2: A diagram displaying the elements of lambertian re�ectance.

but for this example, the following steps are observed. To calculate the amount

of radiance returned to the observer, the following equation is used;

I = Io cos(θ) (7.1)

where I is the amount of radiance returned, Io is the intensity of incoming light

and θ is the angle between the surface normal and the observer.

The surface normal is the vector at right angle to the surface of the DEM. This

is calculated in this implementation by selecting the 3 ∗ 3 pixel grid, from the

interpolated LOLA DEM, with the pixel in question in the centre. For each of

these nine points on the lunar surface, a vector is calculated from the centre of each

pixel to the centre of a sphere which represents the Moon. The average vector is

calculated and this becomes the surface normal. Once we have our shaded image

of the crater, along with the shadow map created using the ray tracing algorithm
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already mentioned, the two can be multiplied together to create a shaded view

with shadows of the lunar surface.

This algorithm allows images of craters to be generated with a range of viewing

and illumination (phase angle) conditions from the LOLA DEM. This is important

when comparing the structure of several craters, as it is possible to keep the phase

angle constant for all craters. An example of the e�ect that varying phase angle

has on texture analysis can be seen in Section 7.4.

7.3 Texture classi�cation of craters

In order to examine how e�ective the texton technique is when working with

craters, a recreation of the CUReT database experiment, as described in Chapter

4, is performed. To replicate the CUReT database experiment which used samples

images under varying view and illumination conditions, a single crater should

be imaged under various view and illumination conditions. This is achieved by

creating simulated craters with various illumination conditions using the method

described in Section 7.2.

Several craters are selected from the Baldwin list (30 in total), each one imaged

with a view angle directly above the crater. The sun illumination elevation angle

is varied from 0 degrees (on the horizon) to 90 degrees (directly above) elevation

angle, where the azimuth is zero degrees (facing north). This produces 90 images

of each crater. These are randomly split into two even sets, one training and one

novel set, each containing 45 images.

The same procedure described in Section 4.4.1 for the VZ method is applied to the
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Average Correct Classi�cation %
Patch Type χ2 EMD

VZ3 76.61 85.60
VZ5 81.62 87.93
VZ7 84.33 89.31
VZ9 85.18 89.67
VZ11 86.83 91.37

Table 7.1: Crater Results: Table showing the % of correct classi�cations of novel images

using the k-means method.

crater images. Namely, 13 images are selected from each sample (crater) in the

training set. N ∗N patches are extracted from each image, concatenated and then

clustered (k = 10) to produce ten textons per sample. In total 30 textons are used

to produce the texture model and a histogram of each training image is created

to produce the training dictionary. The �nal stage is to randomly select a novel

image to compare with each training image in the dictionary to �nd the closest

match. A random image is selected 10,000 times and the closest match is recorded.

The number of matches where the novel image is of the same class (crater) as the

training image is reported as a successful match. This gives a percentage of the

number of successful classi�cations. The whole process is repeated three times to

produce an average.

The results of this experiment are presented in Table 7.1. These show comparable

classi�cation results to those found in CUReT database set-up described in Sec-

tion 4.4.1. The most promising result is that the Earth Movers Distance (EMD)

algorithm increased the successful classi�cation rate by ∼5% when applied to

crater classi�cation. This is a larger performance gain than the ∼2% increase ob-

served in Section 4.4.2 when this experiment was applied to the CUReT database

imagery.
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7.4 Varying the Sun Illumination angle

In order to further explore the a�ects of phase angle on the resulting MDS plot, a

single crater is selected. Hommel crater, ∼120km kilometres in diameter located

at 54.6◦S 33.0◦E, is selected. Using the lambertian ray tracing software described

in Section 7.2 a series of images of Hommel crater are produced with a range of

phase angles. Even though Hommel crater is a large crater, the image is dominated

by many other neighbouring impacts. The texture of an area with lots of impacts

varies a great deal under di�erent phase angle conditions, thus making Hommel

crater a challenging one to work with.

Images of Hommel crater are created with a view directly above the crater and

various Sun illumination angles. 181 images of Hommel crater are produced by

varying the illumination angle latitude, in relation to the crater, from -90◦ to 90◦

but maintaining the same longitude of 0◦. Each image is scaled to 200 ∗ 200 pixels

and 7∗7 patches are extracted and clustered with k=10 in line with previous MDS

plots (see Section 6.6) to produce a 181 7∗7 model. The similarity matrix is created

using the EMD algorithm described in Section 3.4.3 and the MDS algorithm is

applied (see Section 5.2) to create the plot displayed in Figure 7.3.

The MDS plot of Hommel crater shows a uniform pattern of similarity where those

images in which the Sun illumination angle is close to the horizon (0◦ altitude) are

towards the left. Then there is a gradual movement towards the right where at

the extreme the crater illumination is directly above, in line with the view angle.

From the right most image (illuminated directly above) the illumination angle

either moves south (negative latitude) or north (positive latitude). This explains

the cyclic nature of the MDS plot where, as one moves further away from the

image illuminated from above, the 45◦ and -45◦ are the vertical extremes of the
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Figure 7.4: Hommel crater examples with varying illumination angle. Left to right; 90◦,
0◦, 45◦ and -45◦.

plot.

This also demonstrates the a�ect that phase angle has on the texton model cre-

ated from images lunar craters. It indicates that phase angle can be a dominant

feature when modeling texture. It a�ects the distances achieved by the Earth

Movers distance algorithm when comparing the same texture under two di�erent

illumination angles.

The oval nature of the MDS plot in Figure 7.3 can be explained when viewing

the extreme left, right, top and bottom of the plot. The images at these four

extremes are displayed in Figure 7.4. Immediately it is possible to see that the

texture in the 45◦ and -45◦ images is very similar, whereas the 90◦ and 0◦ images

are quite di�erent. The 90◦ image contains mostly shadow with a few crater rims

illuminated, whereas the 0◦ image has all the craters visible by faint rims. The

position on the MDS plot is determined by similarity, calculated by the EMD

algorithm. The EMD calculated between the 90◦ and 0◦ images is 3422.18, where

the EMD between the 45◦ and -45◦ images is only 1094.72. This produces the oval

nature of this MDS plot.

It is not a symmetrical oval due to slight di�erences in the appearance of the

craters when illuminated from opposite angles (e.g. north and south). For example,
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a crater with steep walls on one side but shallower on the other would produce

di�erent shadows when illuminated from opposite sides. This is evident in the 45◦

and -45◦ images in Figure 7.4 where the crater in the top left of both has a sharper

shadowed crater wall when illuminated from the south.

7.5 MDS plot of Simulated Baldwin Craters

This section aims to continue the work presented in Section 6.6, Chapter 6. In the

previous chapter we concluded that despite the visual similarity observed between

images of Baldwin craters extracted from the Clementine UUVIS mosaic, illumi-

nation variation was the dominant feature in the images. The model of texture

performed by the texton method, despite its successes in testing (see Chapter 4)

did not show anything other than the illumination variation. This section aims to

address this.

Using the crater simulation software described in Section 7.2 and the LOLA 64ppd

(pixel per degree) Digital Elevation Model (DEM), the same Baldwin craters used

in Chapter 6 are simulated. The illumination variation is removed by selecting

the same view and illumination angle for all images. Each image is viewed from

directly above and the illumination angle is set at 45◦ above the horizon. This

provides the best balance of shadow and shade in the images. If the illumination

angle is directly above (0◦), the image produced will be very bright and contain

little or no shadowing to highlight the crater rim. If the illumination angle is set

on the horizon, 90◦, half of the image will be completely in shadow. Both these

extremes can be seen in Figure 7.4 in Section 7.4.

The 265 Baldwin craters are created using the simulation software in Section 7.2.
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The output images are prepared in the same way as described in Section 6.5. The

images are re-sized to 200∗200 as used in Chapter 6 and 7∗7 patches are extracted

and row ordered. The k-means++ clustering is applied to produce k = 10 textons

for each image. The textons for all 265 images (2650 in total) are clustered again

using k-means++ with k = 100 to produce a �nal texton model.

For each image, 7∗7 patches are extracted and aligned to its nearest texton in the

model, thus producing a histogram for that image. Once a histogram is produced

for every image, histograms can be compared using the EMD algorithm that is

described in Section 3.4.3. A dissimilarity matrix is produced by comparing every

histogram against all the others. This dissimilarity matrix is used to create a

Multi-Dimensional Scale (MDS), see Section 5.2, plot of each crater.

Figure 7.5 shows the results of this method applied to the simulated (see Section

7.2) Baldwin craters presented in Chapter 6. The �xed illumination angle of 45◦

ensures that latitudinal variation is no longer a factor, unlike the plot produced in

Section 6.6, Figure 6.9. Craters discussed in the literature of previous classi�cation

(see Section 6.3) are highlighted in Figure 7.5 in the same way as it was in the

previous chapter (see Section 6.6, Figure 6.9).

Where possible Figure 7.5 highlights craters described in the literature from Sec-

tion 6.3. There were six crater craters described by (Florenskii et al., 1976) and

(Florensky et al., 1976); Schmidt, Dawes, Romer, Tycho, Copernicus and Plato.

Romer, Tycho, Copernicus and Plato are all in the Baldwin list. Dawes crater is

not found in the Baldwin list so Clavius D is used to replace it. There is also no

Schmidt type crater in the Baldwin list and this is partly explained by (Florenskii

et al., 1976) who states that there are fewer Schmidt type craters over 20km in

size. Since all the Baldwin craters in our list are 20km or over, it is likely that we
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Parameter MDS Plot

x y
Depth -0.68 0.42

Diameter -0.60 0.45
d/D 0.69 0.34

Absolute Latitude -0.24 -0.17
Number of craters 265 265
Critical value 0.231 0.231

Table 7.2: Pearson correlations results of the simulated crater plot.

either did not have any, or that they are very close to Dawes type craters.

Visually we can see that there seems to be a pattern of small craters in the bottom

right of the plot, gradually getting larger and arcing around to the top left. The

�ve example craters from the six classes described in (Florenskii et al., 1976) and

(Florensky et al., 1976) are highlighted and follow this progression from right to

left. This indicates that there is a pattern between the size of the crater and the

position on the MDS plot. The two parameters, depth and diameter, are overlayed

onto the plot and presented in Figure 7.6 (a) and (b).

In the previous chapter (see Chapter 6), the MDS plot with the crater absolute

latitude demonstrated that there is a link between latitude and its position on the

MDS plot (see Figure 6.13). To ensure that the simulated plot is not su�ering

from the same bias, Figure 7.7 shows the latitude of the craters overlaid onto the

MDS plot created in Figure 7.5. In this latitude plot (see Figure 7.7) we can see

that the latitude of the crater does not relate well to the position on the plot. The

Pearson correlation (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3.2) is calculated once again for

latitude in both x and y directions. The results of these correlations are presented

in Table 7.2. Using the "The Critical Values of the Correlation Coe�cient" table

(Higgins, 2006), where n = 265, we have 263 degrees of freedom (n − 2 = d.o.f),

a correlation coe�cient value of rx,y = 0.231 can happen by chance to a level of
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Figure 7.7: The MDS plot found in Figure 7.5 where the points are colour coded to

represent absolute latitude.

0.001 probability. We can see from the latitude correlation with x an y that they

are close to or smaller than the critical value of 0.231, we can conclude that the x

and y position on the MDS plot is not a�ected by the latitude of the crater.

In Figure 7.6 (a), which shows crater depth, one can see that the shallower craters

are located on the right of the plot, gradually getting larger towards the left, with

a concentration of deeper craters in the middle left. The diameter of the craters is

presented in Figure 7.6 (b) which shows the same pattern. The Pearson correlation

in Table 7.2 for diameter so that the x and y position on the MDS plot is a�ected

by the depth of the crater as the Pearson correlation coe�cients are greater than

the critical value of 0.231.
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Figure 7.8: The MDS plot found in Figure 7.5 where the points are colour coded to

represent the depth to diameter (d/D) ratio.

This process can be repeated for the diameter, which produces a similar correla-

tion to the depth where the x and y correlation with diameter is -0.60 and 0.45

respectively. Both of these results are greater than the critical value, con�rming

that the x and y position on the MDS plot is a�ected by both the diameter and

depth of the crater. Grieve et al. (2007) highlighted that, with small craters, the

ratio of depth to diameter will produce a near linear progression assuming that

the impactor and surface properties are the same. Therefore the larger the crater

the deeper it will be. To take this into account when examining craters one can

use the depth to diameter ratio (d/D).

The depth to diameter ratio (d/D) plot is presented in Figure 7.8. When exam-
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ining this plot, we see that there is a link between the position on the x axis of

the MDS plot, and the d/D ratio. Higher d/D craters are located towards the

right of the plot, gradually moving to lower d/D craters on the left hand side of

the plot. Correlation coe�cients of the d/D ratio with respect to both the x and

y axis are once again calculated, producing 0.69 and -0.34 respectively. The d/D

ratio correlation is greater along the x axis than the depth or diameter, where

the y axis is lower. Both correlations are signi�cant as they are greater than the

critical value of rx,y = 0.231.

This analysis of depth, diameter and d/D ratio is important as it indicates that

texture, which is the method used to assess similarity of craters in this case, is

a�ected by the depth and diameter of the crater (and by extension the d/D ratio).

This gives the �rst indications that texture, or texton modelling, can be measured

and used to infer a physical property. What is also important is that, as stated by

Grieve et al. (2007), variations in this ratio are caused by changes in the impactor

(e.g. structure, velocity and direction of impact) and surface (e.g. strength and

structure) properties. This is interesting as there are several examples within the

MDS plot where depth, diameter or the d/D of a crater does not follow the trend.

As well as the overall pattern of the MDS plot, speci�c examples of craters that do

not conform can tell us something about the physical variations of the impactor

or surface as indicated by Grieve et al. (2007).

There are several craters that do not conform to the correlation of d/D ratio and

MDS position. A sample of these is highlighted in Figure 7.9. Each of these

�ve craters is slightly smaller and shallower, making the d/D ratio higher, than

the surrounding craters in the MDS plot. When comparing these speci�c craters

with their surrounding craters in the MDS plot one can see that there are more

secondary craters in the images. This is interesting as one would expect larger
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Figure 7.9: The colour coded d/D plot found in Figure 7.8 with �ve craters highlighted

due to their higher d/D ratio than those craters around them.
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Figure 7.10: Six simulated craters of interest. (a) Top left: Ritter. (b) Top middle:

Wargentin. (c) Top right: Santbech. (d) Bottom left: Hind. (e) Bottom middle: Cuvier.

(f) Bottom right: Pitiscus. The far left images (Ritter (a) and Hind (e)) have the same

d/D ratio. The middle and right images are craters that are close to the ones on the left

in the MDS plot.

craters, which obviously have a larger surface cover on the Moon, would have lots

of smaller craters in the same area. The smaller the crater, the less likely there

will be secondary craters around it. These craters that are highlighted do not

conform to this.

Figure 7.10 shows two of these highlighted craters, Ritter (a) and Hind (d). What

is interesting about these two is that Ritter and Hind have the same d/D ratio but

are far apart in the MDS plot (see Figure7.9). Visually they appear blurred, this

is because these craters are smaller than the others in Figure 7.10 so the number of

pixels available represent the terrain from the LOLA64 DEM is smaller in number

than the other four craters. The craters on the top (Ritter (a), Wargentin (b)

and Santbech (c)) are all close together in the MDS plot and visually appear to

have large areas of smooth surrounding terrain. This is in contrast to the bottom

craters, which are also close together in the MDS plot, that have a rough terrain
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surrounding the crater. When viewed in this manner it is clear that visually the

texture of the top craters is similar to one another (and the same is true about

the bottom crater) despite the di�erence in d/D ratio and resolution.

This result is important as it demonstrates that the combination of texton textural

analysis and MDS is an e�ective method for presenting the texture of craters and

the surrounding area. The crater position in the MDS plot appears to follow

the same pattern of progression, from simple craters to impact basins, as the six

classes described by Florenskii et al. (1976) and Florensky et al. (1976). However

this progression does not have clear boundaries from one class to the other. The

dominating factor when comparing texture of lunar craters is the d/D ratio but

other factors such as the surface roughness of the area around the crater along with

the age of the crater have an impact on the position in the MDS plot. These factors

contribute to a di�erent d/D from the expected and therefore highlight craters

that maybe of scienti�c signi�cance, such as a di�erent composition of impactor,

surface structure, age of crater or volcanic in�uences and warrant further study

by the planetary science community.

7.6 Summary

This chapter has demonstrated that the removal of illumination e�ects from the

craters recti�es the issues of latitude found in Chapter 6. The MDS plot created

using simulated craters now show that the texture of a crater and its surroundings

correlate well with the d/D ratio of the crater. The MDS plot follows the same

pattern as the six classes in (Florenskii et al., 1976) and (Florensky et al., 1976)

which indicates that there is a spectrum of classes, not clearly de�ned boundaries
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from one class to the other as often proposed. In cases where the crater does not

have the d/D ratio that one would expect from its position in the MDS plot it

is found that these smaller, shallower craters are in areas where there are lots of

other secondary craters.

The �ndings in this chapter are important as previous the work by Gibbens (2008)

concluded that texton modelling "achieved excellent measures of visual similarity,

allowing the production of scienti�cally meaningful groupings at multiple levels."

These results were indeed impressive, however su�ered from the illumination ef-

fects from Chapter 6. Any science outcome from these results would be di�cult to

interpret due to this. However as an image retrieval exercise the work conducted

by Gibbens (2008) proved successful.

The methods used in this chapter are applied to new datasets in Chapters 8 and

9 in order to determine the extent in which the texton texture model can be used

to infer physical properties about image data.



Chapter 8

Lunokhod-1 Craters

8.1 Introduction

This section explores the texture of craters at the Lunokhod-1 landing site on the

lunar surface. Craters in this area are much smaller than (10s of metres) those

used in previous analysis which were measured in kilometres (see Chapter 6 and

Section 7.5). The Lunokhod-1 landing site provides an interesting case study as

there is a lot of high resolution data available for this area.

Lunokhod-1 was the �rst of two Soviet unmanned lunar rovers to land on the

Moon as part of the Lunokhod program. Launched aboard Luna 17, the spacecraft

landed in a area called the `Sea of Rains' on the 17th of November 1970, seven

days after launch (Petrov, 1972). The mission lasted almost a year and travelled

over six miles around the area performing soil analysis, deploying its laser re�ector

and taking many pictures. Despite some ranging measurements taken during the

1970s by the Soviets (Kokurin, 1975) and the French (Calame, 1975), who built

the laser re�ector, the precise location of he re�ector and rover were unknown

(Murphy et al., 2010). Stooke (2005) shows that in 2005, the location of the

Lunokhod-1 rover is only known with an uncertainty of ∼5km.

The camera aboard the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) has been taking
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∼0.5meter per pixel imagery of the lunar surface from orbit since 2009 (Robinson

et al., 2010). This high resolution imagery allowed the location of Lunokhod-1 to

be narrowed down to an uncertainty of ∼100metres and then using laser altimetry

from Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) (Smith et al., 2010) (introduced in

Section 7.2) this is reduced further to ∼5m (Murphy et al., 2010).

With the location of the rover known, the rover tracks were identi�ed in LROC

NAC images and the route that Lunokhod-1 took could be reliably plotted (Ab-

drakhimov et al., 2011). This allowed Karachevtseva et al. (2011) to create a high

resolution Digital Elevation Model (DEM) using a stereo pair of LROC images,

the LOLA DEM and topographic maps derived from stereo photogrammetary pro-

cessing of images taken from Lunokhod-1 during its traverse of the lunar surface.

This DEM led to the creation of a crater database of approximately 45,000 craters,

containing the location, depth and diameter (Gusakova et al., 2012).

8.2 Method

In order to analyse the texture of craters around the Lunokhod-1 landing site,

craters that are >=50metres in diameter are found from the crater database sup-

plied by Karachevtseva et al. (2011). Craters under 50metres in diameter are too

small to extract from the shaded DEM (also supplied by Karachevtseva et al.

(2011)). The DEM is shaded with an illumination of 315◦ azimuth and elevation

of 10◦ above the horizon. Each pixel represents ∼0.5m2 on the lunar surface.

The craters are extracted from the DEM in the form of square images, ranging

from the smallest 50meter crater where the image is 100 ∗ 100pixels, to the largest

at 471m in diameter (image size 942 ∗ 942px). In total, 162 crater images are
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extracted.

The images are all scaled so that they have a pixel size of 100 ∗ 100. This ensures

that the sizes of the images are all uniform and does not skew the results. The

texton method (see Chapter 4) is applied the same was as it was in Chapter 6 and

Section 7.5 of this chapter. The only di�erence is that previously, images were

larger, 200∗200, where in this case they are only 100∗100. To compensate for this,

rather than 7∗7 pixel patches being extracted from each image (as used in Chapter

6 and in Section 7.5), 3∗3 patches are used with this data. For each image, the 3∗3

patches are extracted and clustered using the k-means++ algorithm (see Section

3.2.3) where k=10. These clustered centres are concatenated and clustered again

with k=100 to form a texton model.

Once again, the 3∗3 pixel patches are extracted from each image and are compared

to the centres in the model using Euclidean Distance (see Section 3.4.1). The

patches are aligned to the closest one in the model to create a histogram. This is

the texture response of the image to the model. This response is then compared

to all the other image responses using Earth Movers Distance (EMD) (see Section

3.4.3) and a dissimilarity matrix is created. This dissimilarity matrix is used

with the Multi-dimensional Scaling (MDS) algorithm, introduced in Section 5.2,

to create a MDS plot.

8.3 Lunokhod-1 MDS plot

Figure 8.1 shows the MDS plot created using the craters imagery supplied by

Karachevtseva et al. (2011). Three areas are highlighted, enlarged a bright-

ness/contrast enhanced. Area a, top left, has displays shallow craters. Area
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Parameter MDS Plot

x y
Depth 0.50 0.16

Diameter 0.18 0.47
d/D 0.70 -0.42

Number of craters 162 162
Critical value 0.159 0.159

Table 8.1: Pearson correlations results of the Lunokhod-1 crater plot.

b, bottom left still appear quite shallow, however have a great deal more shadow.

Finally, area c, has deeper circular craters with a prominent shadow and light

spot inside the crater. Like previous experiments (see Section 6.6 and 7.5), the

depth, diameter and depth to diameter ratio are overlaid onto the MDS plot of

Lunokhod-1 craters. Figure 8.2 presents both the depth (left) and diameter plots

(right).

Visually, the depth and diameter plots in Figure 8.2 show a pattern. The depth

(see Figure 8.2 (a)) appears to increase from the left to the right, where in the

diameter plot (see Figure 8.2 (b)) the diameter increases from bottom to top. This

is explored further using Pearson correlation (see Section 5.2.3.2).

The Pearson correlation (see Chapter 5, Section 5.2.3.2) is calculated for depth, di-

ameter and d/D ratio in both x and y directions. These correlations are presented

in Table 8.1. With n = 162 we have 160 degrees of freedom (n− 2 = d.o.f). This

gives a critical value from the "The Critical Values of the Correlation Coe�cient"

table in Higgins (2006) of rx,y = 0.159. This means that an absolute correlation

coe�cient value larger than rx,y = 0.159 can not happen by by chance to a level of

0.001 uncertainly. Therefore with the correlation coe�cients for depth of 0.50 and

0.16 calculated in Table 8.1, we have a correlation in the x direction but not in

the y direction. We can conclude that the x position on this MDS plot is a�ected
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Figure 8.3: This plot shows the depth to diameter ratio of the plot found in 8.1.

by the depth of the crater.

Calculating the Pearson correlation again for the diameter shows a similar pattern,

only this time in the y axis. The correlation of diameter in the x and y directions

is 0.18 and 0.47 respectively. Using the same critical value of rx,y = 0.159, we

can conclude that the y position on this MDS plot is a�ected by the diameter of

the crater, but x is not. Both of these correlations are quite low, certainly not as

strong as those found in Section 7.5.

The d/D plot in Figure 8.3 shows the depth to diameter (d/D) ratio overlaid onto

the MDS plot found in Figure 8.1. This plot appears to have a strong pattern.

Craters with low a d/D value are located in the top left of the plot, where those
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with a high d/D value are located in the bottom right. This is further con�rmed

by calculating the Pearson correlation. The correlation of d/D ratio in able 8.1

gives a strong correlation in both the x and y directions. We can conclude that

both the x and y position on the MDS plot is a�ected by the d/D ratio.

The distribution of the data in the MDS plot and the correlation calculations

show this increasing d/D trend from top left to bottom right. However, what

is interesting is that there is a pattern at right angles to this. Craters that have

similar d/D are spread along this line at right angles to the d/D trend. To explore

this further the MDS plot in Figure 8.1 is editted to include enlarged highlighted

examples craters along these lines. This is presented in Figure 8.4.

The enlarged highlighted craters are ordered left to right to represent the bottom

left to top right pattern that is at right angle to the d/D top left to bottom right

trend. The colours denote the increasing d/D value and show which crater is

highlighted in the MDS plot. When looking at the highlighted craters, one can

see that the left most ones appear shallower and contain less secondary cratering

than the ones on the right. When looking at the depth and diameter plots in

Figure 8.2 one can see that the larger deeper craters are located in the top right of

the plot while the bottom left contains the smaller shallower ones. This explains

why the highlighted craters on the right of Figure 8.4 appear deeper than the left

ones. It also explains why the right most ones appear to have more secondary

cratering around them. The larger the crater, the greater the chance of other

smaller craters occurring around it.
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8.4 Estimating d/D

So far in the work conducted using texture and MDS plots to analyse the results

the focus has been on linking the relationship of the MDS position with a physical

property, in the case of Chapter 7 and the previous section it has been depth to

diameter ratio (d/D). This section attempts to use this technique to predict the

d/D of craters in a MDS plot.

The Lunokhod-1 dataset of 162 craters 50m or larger supplied by Karachevtseva

et al. (2011) already has depth (d) and diameter (D) measurements associated

with them. However since the MDS plot in Figure 8.1 was created without this

information, the dataset can be split into groups in order to examine if predicting

d/D is possible. In order to do this, �rst 15 randomly selected craters are removed

from the dataset. These will act as the check for the remainder of this experiment

and not be used in any method to predict d/D, but will be used to assess this

prediction. This leaves 147 craters remaining for use in predicting the d/D.

Interpolation is a method of constructing data points from a series of discrete data

points. An example of this applied to 1-dimensional data is displayed in Figure 8.5.

There are six x values that when applied to some function f(x) obtain six y values.

Interpolation allows for a value of y to be determined without a x value. There are

several types of interpolation techniques that can be applied to a dataset, some are

better than others depending upon the nature of the data. In the case of Figure

8.5 three interpolation techniques are applied to the data1. Linear interpolation

(also known as a linear spline) plots straight lines between the points. Bazier

interpolation attempts to plot a curve that connects the two end points together

1These are three standard interpolation techniques found in the GNUplot graphing utility
found in GNU/Linux. http://www.gnuplot.info [last visited 16-09-12]
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Figure 8.5: A graph of six values (x) when used with function f(x). Three interpolation
methods are applied, linear, Bazier and cspline.

but has n degrees of freedom (where n is the number of data points). This means

that the curve between the two endpoints can be manipulated in n directions

to best �t the data. Finally, cspline interpolation connects consecutive points

using a cubic curve. For more information about interpolation techniques, see

Deboor (1978). The interpolation methods outlined so far are only suitable for

1-dimensional data. In order to predict d/D a 3-dimensional interpolation method

is required.

Radial Basis Functions (RBF) are a series of interpolation methods that �ts a

surface to best represent both local and global trends in data (Johnston et al.,

2001). RBF methods o�er several advantages over traditional polynomial interpo-

lation techniques. For example, known datapoints do not need to be in a regular

grid and is suited to interpolating scattered datasets where there are large areas

of missing data. There are many variations of the implementation of RBF (Maid-
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ent, 2008) but for the purposes of this investigation, the completely regularised

spline was used as they force the surface to pass through the datapoints (Cressie,

1993). There is a lot of scope for investigation of di�erent interpolation techniques

however this is beyond the scope of this investigation.

For the Lunokhod dataset the 147 datapoints are entered into ArcGIS2. Using

these data points, a Radial Basis Function (RBF) interpolation method is applied

to the d/D value to create an interpolation raster image. The value at any x, y

point on the raster image gives the an interpolated (or predicted) value for d/D.

Figure 8.6 displays this interpolated raster with the 147 data points used to create

this and the 15 check points that were ignored.

The RBF raster image shows the expected increase in d/D value from top left

to bottom right as displayed by the d/D plot in Figure 8.3. It is clear that the

pattern of d/D is more complicated than a simple linear trend. There are several

small peaks and troughs where there are craters that have a slightly di�erent d/D

ratio to the one expected. The randomly selected check points that were not used

to create the interpolation are spread among the main bulk of the points.

To begin with, Figure 8.7 shows the x and y positions of the 15 check points plotted

where the colour coding represents the absolute di�erence between the actual d/D

value and the interpolated one. The mean di�erence of the interpolated d/D from

the measured one is 0.00394 where the minimum is 0.000247 and the maximum

is 0.046588. The standard deviation is 0.012432. Figure 8.8 show a frequency

histogram of the di�erence between the interpolated d/D and the measured one.

One can see that there is a single tail distribution of di�erences where the peak

centres around the 0.005 bin which would contain the mean value.
2A software package for mapping and spatial analysis. http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis

[last visited 16-09-12]
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Figure 8.7: Check point values plotted using the MDS x and y position along with the

colour coded absolute di�erence between the actual (measured) and predicted (interpo-

lated) d/D ratio.
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Figure 8.8: Frequency histogram of absolute di�erence between the measured and inter-

polated d/D ratio.

A paired t-test was performed to determine if the interpolation was successful1.

The t-test is a statistical test that gives an indication of the di�erence between

two sets of data, or if the average of a set of data di�ers signi�cantly from a

predicted value (Higgins, 2006). By performing the t-test on these check points

we are aiming to see if there is a signi�cant di�erence between the interpolated

and measured d/D values. The mean di�erence (mean=0.011, sd= 0.012, N=15)

between the interpolated and measured values is slightly greater than zero. A

two-tailed t-test where t(14)=0.57 and the probability of this occurring by chance

is p=1.76. This means that our interpolated d/D is not signi�cantly di�erent from

the measured ones.
1The t-test was performed using the Analysis Pack in Microsoft Excel
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8.5 Summary

This chapter has applied texture analysis to simulated craters created using a dig-

ital elevation model (DEM) formed from LROC stereo pairs. The MDS algorithm

is used to assess the result of texture analysis and the Pearson correlation coe�-

cient is used to analyse the results. It was found that like the results in Chapter 7

depth to diameter (d/D) ratio is highly correlated with the position on the MDS

plot. The results of the MDS plot also show that at right angles to the d/D trend

there is a trend in depth and diameter.

Assuming that some of the craters used in the MDS plot had measured d/D

values whilst others did not, it was then possible to predict a value for d/D using

an interpolation algorithm. Of the 162 craters used, 15 were reserved as craters

with unknown d/D. After the interpolation, using the Radial Basis Function, the

actual d/D values of these craters are compared to the measured ones. The t-test

was applied to determine if the two samples, measured and interpolated, were

signi�cantly di�erent. The t-test con�rmed that they were not.

The results in this chapter demonstrate that d/D is the dominant feature when

comparing images using the texton method to compare images of small craters

(between 50-100m) in a small area on the lunar surface where the illumination

conditions are uniform across the image. This agrees with the results found in

Chapter 7 and demonstrates that there is a high correlation of d/D ratio and

MDS position in small craters as well as those identi�ed by Baldwin (1963). The

secondary trend found in the MDS plot shows the varying texture in craters with

similar d/D. This could be of interest to planetary scientists and may lead to an

automated method of determining crater classi�cations. This chapter is important

as it demonstrates a viable work �ow from using textural analysis and the MDS
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algorithm to analyse planetary features such as craters.



Chapter 9

Assessment of Expert Grassland

Poaching Estimation

9.1 Introduction

Patto et al. (1978) de�nes poaching damage "as the penetration of the soil surface

by the hooves of grazing animals causing damage to the sward", where a sward is

land covered by grass such as a meadow or lawn. Davies and Armstrong (1986)

however states that there is no universally accepted de�nition of poaching dam-

age. Poaching damage often occurs in areas of heavy clay in wet regions, such as

those in the western regions of the UK (Green, 1982). Grazing livestock have a

physical impact on the soil structure of a �eld as they "puddle, smear and deform

the surface" (Davies and Armstrong, 1986), compacting the soil and destroying

vegetation. This is especially visible around areas where livestock congregate, such

as feeding troughs and entrances to �elds. Excessive levels of poaching are consid-

ered damaging as vegetation does not always regenerate once the livestock have

been removed. There are several ways that damage can be reduced, for example

by reducing or removing livestock at certain times of the year (namely when there

is excessive rainfall).
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The type of soil, grass and livestock are all contributing factors to the rate at which

poaching damage occurs. For this reason it is important for grassland management

to have a reliable measure of poaching damage. Assessment of poaching damage

is conducted visually by an expert who estimates a percentage of area damaged.

These estimates are usually to the nearest �ve or ten percent and are a very

important measure of grassland health.

This chapter explores the application of the texture techniques de�ned in Chapter

4 to the task of assessing the reliability of expert estimating the levels of grassland

poaching damage which has never been automated before. Section 9.2 presents

the data used in this chapter that has been visually estimated by an expert. This

becomes the `ground truth' for the automated estimation however it is important

to consider that these estimations are conducted visually by an expert, so the

reliability of these may be questionable.

Section 9.3 presents initial analysis of the images by performing simple Red, Green,

Blue (RGB) colour space clustering in order to get an appreciation for the image

content. Section 9.4 applies the texton technique (see Chapter 4) coupled with the

Multidimensional Scaling method (see Section 5.2) to assess the poaching damage

images as a whole with the aim to make new estimates.

9.2 Data

This section presents the data available for analysis. There are seven �eld work

sites, three of which were visited twice over the space of two years. This gives ten

data sets with images of various levels poaching damage, details found in Table

9.1. These images were taken in a variety of conditions, at di�erent times of the
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Field Site Year Month Poaching Damage Estimates (%)

Alnwick 2010 Mar (5, 10, 15, 20, 40, 60, 80, 90)
Alnwick 2011 Feb (20, 40, 60, 80, 100)

Chippenham 2010 Apr (5, 15, 30, 40, 45, 85, 100)
Cornwall 2010 Feb (15, 30, 40, 50, 70, 90, 100)
Newquay 2011 Feb (0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100)
SAC 2010 Mar (10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80, 90, 100)

Sta�ord 2010 Feb (10, 20, 30, 45, 55, 70, 85, 95)
Sta�ord 2011 Feb (0, 20, 40, 60, 80)
Trawscoed 2010 Jan (20, 35, 60, 70, 85, 90, 100)
Trawscoed 2011 Feb (0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100)

Table 9.1: A table showing the ten poaching assessment data sets, including the site

name, year, month images taken and the range of poaching damage estimates found.

day, so therefore have varying illumination conditions. The view angle is generally

the same, taken from directly above. The images from the SAC site were taken

using a Canon DIGITAL IXUS 990 IS, where the camera used at all the other

sites was a Canon DIGITAL IXUS 500. This information, along with the time

(24hour GMT) and date the image was taken, was obtained from the EXIF1 data

embedded in the images.

As described in Section 9.1, poaching damage assessment is conducted visually.

The Newquay �eld site has six images with damage estimates ranging from 0%

to 100% in 20% increments. These six images are presented in Figure 9.1. These

images were taken on the 8th of February within the space of an hour, between

13:00 and 14:00. These six images appear to be taken with similar view and

illumination angles and a clear progression of poaching damage is visible from the

top left (a) to the bottom right (f) of the �gure. There is a circular marking

in Figure 9.1 (e) from some instrumentation that has been placed there. This is

typical of the type of noise one might �nd in images of this kind when several

1Exchangeable Image File format (EXIF) contains metadata about the image
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Figure 9.1: The six poaching damage estimate images taken at the Newquay site sorted

from top left to bottom right by increasing poaching damage. (a) Top Left: 0%. (b) Top

Right: 20%. (c) Middle Left: 40%. (d) Middle Right: 60%. (e) Bottom Left: 80%. (f)

Bottom Right: 100%.
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measurements are being conducted at a �eld site. A method to automatically

estimate poaching damage in images should be robust enough to account for this

type of noise.

It is also important to consider that images taken at various �eld sites may not

be comparable directly. An example of this is presented in Figure 9.2, showing

images from six di�erent �eld sites but that have all been deemed to have a 20%

poaching damage estimate by visual assessment. Here one can see that there are

various types of grasses, varying illumination angle, additional features such as

leaves and varying sizes of hoof marks. These issues will prove challenging for any

image processing algorithm.

When viewing these six images together, it becomes clear that the expert visual

estimate is somewhat questionable. Figure 9.2 (d) for example appears to have

less grass in the image than the others as there is a lot of dead grass and leaves.

Figure 9.2 (c) does not appear to have any hoof marks at all unlike Figure 9.2

(a) and (e) where all of the soil appears to be covered by them. The grass type

in Figure 9.2 (b) seems di�erent from the others as it is a sparse covering and a

deeper green when compared to the others. The grass type in Figure 9.2 (f) has

more in common with (c) and (d) although has deeper hoof marks indicating that

(f) has a higher level of poaching.

Despite the poaching damage estimates being the same for these six images, it

becomes clear that there is a lot of scope for error, especially if there is an as-

sumption that there is 100% grass cover. There are always patches of soil visible

in grass that has had no poaching at all which is visible in the 0% poached image

in Figure 9.1 (a).

The data described in this section is used throughout this chapter. Initially the
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Figure 9.2: Six images from 20% poaching damage from various sites. (a) Top Left:

Alnwick 2010. (b) Top Right: Alnwick 2011. (c) Middle Left: Newquay 2011. (d)

Middle Right: SAC 2010. (e) Bottom Left: Sta�ord 2010. (f) Bottom Right: Sta�ord

2011.
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Newquay imagery is used as it has a full range of poaching estimates to work with

and the illumination appears quite uniform. This approach is useful to determine

the content of the images. When analysing the texture of the images the whole

dataset is used.

9.3 Clustering to Estimate Poaching

This section aims to assess the problem of estimating poaching damage in the im-

ages described in Section 9.2. As poaching damage estimates have been conducted

visually in the past, the use of some simple image processing techniques aim to

get an appreciation for what features are present in the images.

Using the six images from the Newquay site displayed in Figure 9.1, the red, green

and blue (RGB) values for each pixel are treated as a 3 dimensional (3D) vector

and are clustered. Section 3.2.3 describes the k-means++ method used to cluster

the poaching images. A k value of 2 is used in order to split the pixels up into

two classes which represent grass and soil. The results of which are presented in

Figure 9.3.

Figure 9.3 shows the results of applying k-means++ clustering to the images found

in Figure 9.1. The clustering using k=2 produces two centroids, in this case two

RGB values. Each image in Figure 9.3 has the two RGB values displayed in the

top right hand corner of each image. The percentage of each colour present in

each image is also presented. The k-means++ algorithm, as described in Section

3.2.3 attempts to �nd k number of centroids (in this case two) that best �t the

data. For this reason there is a 50/50 split of pixels partitioned into each class, as

even with a 0% poached image (see Figure 9.3 (a)), there are multiple shades of
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Figure 9.3: Figure 9.1 images from the Newquay �eld site are clustered using RGB as a

3D vector using k-means++ where k=2. (a) Top Left: 0% poaching damage. (b) Top

Right: 20% poaching damage. (c) Middle Left: 40% poaching damage. (d) Middle Right:

60% poaching damage. (e) Bottom Left: 80% poaching damage. (f) Bottom Right: 100%

poaching damage.
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Figure 9.4: Four RGB values, from left to right (class 1 - 4), two from the heavily poached

images (Figure 9.1 (f)) and then two from the non-poached images (Figure 9.1 (a)).

green that will be clustered.

As the two centroids of an image vary depending on the content of the image,

e.g. a heavily poached image will contain less grass, it is not possible to say that

a speci�c centroid represents poached or not. To achieve this, �xed RGB values

are used by suggesting four centroids, two that represent poached and two that

represent unpoached. The two poached centroids are taken from the result of

clustering of the 100% poached image (Figure 9.3 (f)). Similarly the two non-

poached centroids are taken from the result of clustering of the 0% poached image

(Figure 9.3 (a)). These four RGB values (or centroids) are presented in Figure

9.4.

The assumption is made that the two centroids from the 0% poaching damage

image (Figure 9.3 (a)) represent pixels that are not poached. Similarly the two

centroids from the 100% poaching damage image (Figure 9.3 (f)) are assumed

to represent pixels where poaching damage has occurred. While this is a crude

assumption, it is su�cient to explore the features in the images at this stage. For

each image in Figure 9.1, the RGB pixel values are compared to each of the four

centroids using Euclidean Distance. The closest of the four is recorded as either

poached (black) or unpoached (white). The results of this are presented in Figure

9.5.
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Figure 9.5: The six poaching damage estimate images displayed in Figure 9.1, where each

pixel is aligned to one of the two RGB pixels in Figure 9.4. Classes 1 - 4 are from black

to white. (a) Top Left: 0%. (b) Top Right: 20%. (c) Middle Left: 40%. (d) Middle

Right: 60%. (e) Bottom Left: 80%. (f) Bottom Right: 100%.
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Figure 9.6: A graph showing an estimate of poaching damge using the four classes dis-

played in Figure 9.4. The sum of class 1 and 2 represent the poached estimate, while the

sum of class 3 and 4 represent the unpoached estimate. The sum of all classes equal one.

The percentages produced of from the output of Figure 9.5, therefore the x-axis represents

the visual estimate of poaching.

As well as a visual representation of the clustered images, the percentage of pixels

assigned to the poached class is recorded. This is presented in Figure 9.6 and

gives a clearer picture how this method has performed. Assuming that the visual

estimates are accurate then the aim is for a straight line, where 20 on the x-axis

corresponds to 0.2 on the y-axis, 40 on the x-axis corresponds to 0.4 on the y-axis

and so on.

As one would expect, the larger the poaching damage estimate, the larger the

percentage of poached pixels is found. Interestingly when there is a 0% visual

poaching estimate, over 20% of the pixels are assigned to the poached class. This

is understandable when comparing the results to original, see Figure 9.7. One can
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Figure 9.7: Zero percent poaching damage image (a) Left: Original image (b) Right:

Classi�ed pixels where black is poached and white is unpoached.

see here that between the blades of grass, patches of mud and soil are visible (see

Figure 9.7 (a)). Pixels containing soil, mud and even blades of grass in shadow

are assigned to the poached class (see Figure 9.7 (b)).

This indicates that the assumption that soil indicates poaching is not correct.

However, it might be reasonable to conclude that given an image of unpoached

grass, ∼20% of it will contain pixels that are classed as soil. With this in mind a

correction such as;

corrected = poached− (unpoached/100) ∗ 20; (9.1)

is applied to the data used to produce the graph in Figure 9.6. This is pre-

sented in Figure 9.8, showing both the original and corrected poaching damage

estimates.

While the correction appears to have moved the percentage of pixel values closer

to the expert estimate, it does show in the case of the Newquay images that after

a poaching estimate of around 20% the number of pixels that appear in a poaching
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Figure 9.8: Number of pixels in the poaching class plotted against the expert poaching

estimate as in Figure 9.6. A corrected estimate using Equation 9.1 is also plotted.

class increases dramatically compared to the poaching estimate. This tails o� at

around 80% when the number of pixels in the poaching class appears to correspond

to the number expected for that poaching estimate.

So far the clustering algorithm has only focused on single pixel values. Section

4.2.2 describes the use of N ∗ N patches to represent texture. This was used as

the basis of the texture classi�cation techniques used in Chapter 6, 7 and 8 when

it was applied to lunar crater analysis. To do this, the images from the Newquay

site presented in Figure 9.1 are converted to grey-scale using Equation 9.2 for use

with the texton method.

Y = 0.3R + 0.59G+ 0.11B (9.2)

where Y is the e�ective luminance of the pixel and R,G,B represent Red, Green,
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Figure 9.9: A graph showing an estimate of poaching damage using the four classes

displayed in Figure 9.4. The sum of class 1 and 2 represent the poached estimate. The

sum of all classes equal one.

Blue.

The 0% and 100% poached images are converted to grey-scale using Equation 9.2

and N ∗N sized patches are extracted. Using k-means++ algorithm (see Section

3.2.3) with a k value of 2, two N ∗ N centroids are created for each image. This

means that there are two centroids for poached and two for unpoached.

Now, each image from the Newquay site is converted to grey-scale and patches

extracted. Using Euclidean distance (see Section 3.4.1), each N ∗N is assigned to

its nearest centroid and marked as either poached or unpoached. The results of

this are presented in Figure 9.9 using patch sizes 3, 5, 7, 9, 11 and 13. The RGB

pixel clustering from Figure 9.6 is also displayed. No correction is applied.

The pattern of percentage of pixels associated with the poached class is similar

across all patch sizes. They all begin at ∼20% for the 0% poached image, rising

rapidly to∼80% poached pixels for the 40% image and then slowly rising to∼100%
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for the totally poached image. The larger the patch size, the greater the number

of pixels associated with the poached class. This range in the number of pixels

in the poaching class due to patch size appears constant for images with visual

poaching estimate 20%, 40% and 60%. The 13 ∗ 13 as the largest patch size has

∼20% more pixels in the poached class than the RGB clustering method. This

range is not as large for the 0% or 100% poached images.

While the analysis performed in this section has not produced a method of estimat-

ing poaching damage in image, it has highlighted several issues. When comparing

images that have the same expert visual estimate it is clear that these estimates

may not be accurate. If the percentage of pixels deemed to be typically found in

poached images is plotted with the expert visual estimate we �nd that it is di�cult

to make accurate estimates with images from ∼30% to ∼70% poaching damage.

It is easier and more consistent with highly poached or those that have not been

poached. Finally, there are not only two classes, poaching and unpoached, in-

dicating that the image should be treated as a whole rather than attempting to

segment and classify pixels (or patches) within the images.

9.4 Looking for Distributions in Poaching Images

Using MDS

Rather than treating the images as though there are several textures in them, this

section continues the method used in previous chapters to analyse texture within

the image as a series of responses to the texton modelling. The same methods

used in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 are used to create a texton signature for each image.

To begin with each image is resized to 200 ∗ 150 (in order to keep the aspect ratio
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of the original image) and 7 ∗ 7 patches are extracted. These are clustered using

k-means++ where k=10. These clusters, or textons, are concatenated to create a

model. As there are 64 images the model contains 640 textons.

A signature for each image is created by extracting 7 ∗ 7 patches and comparing

them to the textons in the model using Euclidean Distance. The closest texton

to the extracted patch is recorded in a histogram. The histogram for each image

represents the textural signature of the image and can be compared using Earth

Movers Distance (EMD). A dissimilarity matrix is created by comparing the EMD

between each textural signature with every other textural signature. The result

of this is used in the Multidimensional Scaling (MDS) algorithm to create a MDS

plot of poaching images.

The resulting plot is displayed in Figure 9.10 and shows the 64 poaching images

on the MDS plot. Towards the right one can see images where there are deep

imprints indicating that they are heavily poached. This is also re�ected in images

at the top left of the plot where there is also heavily poached land. The closer to

the the bottom left of the plot, the less poaching one observes in the images.

The expert visual poaching assessments give an indication of the percentage

poached in each image. The poaching value for each image is plotted on the

MDS plot as a colour coded point. This is displayed in Figure 9.11. There ap-

pears to be two patterns emerging from this plot. Firstly that that along the left

of the plot there is a steady increase in poaching percentage estimate from the

bottom to top along the y axis. There also appears to be a second pattern in

the x axis starting from the middle of the plot to the right where the poaching

estimate increases.

Unlike the crater datasets used in previous chapters, the image and the poaching
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Figure 9.10: A MDS plot of poaching images from Table 9.1.
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Figure 9.11: The MDS plot results from Figure 9.10 with the colour of each point denoting

the expert visual poaching estimate.
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estimate is all the data we have. However by extracting the time information

(EXIF) from the original images, another piece of information is obtained. Using

the MDS plot and this data, the hour + minute (using val = hour + (min/60))

in which the image was taken is plotted in Figure 9.12 (a).

This plot shows that the time of day is in�uencing the position of the image in the

MDS plot. Images on the right side of the plot were taken later in the day (around

16:00 - 17:00), where those on the left in the main spread were taken around lunch

time (between 11:00 - 14:00). There is a wide spread of images taken around 15:00

spread all over the plot. It is important to note that there is an assumption that

the clocks are set correctly on the cameras. Also, these images were taken in spring

time, which is when the Sun sets early in the evening and when the clocks go an

hour backwards for daylight savings time in late March. This means that images

taken in the afternoon in early April could have the same shadow characteristics

as those taken an hour later in March.

Figure 9.13 shows the x and y positions on the MDS plot in Figure 9.10 against the

expert visual poaching estimates. There appears to be no pattern in the x axis,

however the y axis does appear to be correlated. Using the Pearson correlation

described in Section 5.2.3.2, x and y have values of 0.12 and 0.63 respectively. As

there are 64 data points we have 62 degrees of freedom (d.o.f). From the "The

Critical Values of the Correlation Coe�cient" table (Higgins, 2006) we therefore

have critical value of 0.414, meaning that a correlation coe�cient of 0.414 has a

0.001 probability of occurring by chance. This shows there is some correlation in

the y axis, which is somewhat visible in Figure 9.11 on the left hand side where the

poaching estimate increases with y. It is important to note that the critical value

would be much smaller if the same pattern holds with more data points.
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Figure 9.13: The x and y positions on the MDS plot in Figure 9.10 against the expert

visual poaching estimates.

Rather than looking at the data as a whole, as in Figure 9.13, Figure 9.14 displays

the MDS x and y positions with expert poaching estimates for a selection of

individual sites. The plots for all sites are visible in Appendix 13. These plots are

interesting as it shows that within the MDS plot there are patterns emerging for

each site. In most cases there appears to be a linear correlation between the expert

poaching estimate and one or both of the MDS axis. For example, the poaching

estimates in the Newquay images appear to be correlated with the y direction in

the MDS plot. This is similar to Trawscoed 2011 and Sta�ord 2011. Alnwick 2011

appear to have negative correlation in the y axis and positive in the x axis.

The Pearson correlations are calculated for each site and displayed in Table 9.2

along with the number of data-points. To obtain a critical value for the Pearson

correlation the minimum number of data-points required is six, therefore having

four degrees of freedom. This would result in a critical value of 0.999 occurs with a

probability of 0.001. Therefore the results in Table 9.2 are not statistically reliable

alone, however as the distribution of the images in the MDS plot are a function of

all the images, the overall correlations visible in 9.13 indicate that this correlation

holds true.
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Figure 9.14: Plots of the MDS x and y positions with expert poaching estimates for the

Alnwick 2011, Newquay, Trawscoed 2011 and Sta�ord 2011 sites individually.
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Parameter MDS Plot

x y N
Alnwick 2010 0.93 -0.84 5
Alnwick 2011 0.92 0.89 5
Chippenham -0.87 0.75 7
Cornwall -0.86 0.86 7
Newquay 0.09 0.97 6
SAC -0.36 0.38 8

Sta�ord 2010 0.83 0.58 8
Sta�ord 2011 -0.43 0.93 5
Trawscoed 2010 0.85 0.66 7
Trawscoed 2011 -0.44 0.97 6

Table 9.2: Pearson correlations results of the images from the poaching estimate sites in

the x and y axis of the MDS plot. The number of datapoints (N) is included for each

site.

With this in mind, the images can be ordered based on their x and y positions

in the plot. Figure 9.15 shows images from the four sites displayed in Figure

9.14 in order of x position, where left is the lowest value for x and right is the

higher value for x. The Alnwick sites showed a positive correlation with visual

poaching estimate and both the x and y position in the MDS plot, visible in

Figure 9.14. Therefore there is a progression from least poached on the left in

Figure 9.15 (a) to most poached on the right. The Trawscoed 2011 site did not

have such a correlation in the x axis so Figure 9.15 (b) does not have such a clear

progression.

Figure 9.16 similarly shows images from the Newquay 2010, Sta�ord 2011 and

Trawscoed 2011 sites in order of y position. The left is the lowest value for y and

right is the higher value for y. As before the images of the four sites show a clear

progression of little poaching on the left to more poached on the right.

As displayed in Figure 9.13, there is a higher correlation of poaching damage

estimation and the image position on the y axis than the x. This explains why the
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Figure 9.15: Poaching images ordered based on x position in MDS plot. From top to

bottom, (a) Alnwick 2011 site. (b) Newquay 2010 site. (c) Trawscoed 2011 site. (d)

Sta�ord 2011 site.

Figure 9.16: Poaching images ordered based on y position in MDS plot. From top to

bottom, (a) Alnwick 2011 site. (b) Newquay 2010 site. (c) Trawscoed 2011 site. (d)

Sta�ord 2011 site.
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ordered images based upon x axis in Figure 9.15 do not show the a clear progression

of poaching damage. Figure 9.16 shows a clearer progression of poaching damage

from left to right (e.g. with increasing y). There are several areas where the

progression does not agree with the expert visual poaching estimate. The Alnwick

2011 site ordered in Figure 9.16 (a) shows the images in the following order from

low to high poaching damage; 20%, 60%, 40%, 80%, 100%. Despite the order of

the 60% and 40% images, the progression seems clear. What is interesting about

this example is that the 80% and 100% have more larger deep hoof prints than

the 40% and 60% images. This could explain why the order is wrong in this case

as the underlying texture is dominant, rather than the grass itself. This is similar

to the Newquay 2010 site (see Figure 9.16 (b)) where we have the following order;

20%, 0%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%. The two images with little or no poaching (20%

and 0% on the left) are very similar but there is less grass in the 20% image.

It is unclear if this is due to poaching damage or not and it is also unclear if it

constitutes 20% damage.

Figure 9.16 (c) has a very clear progression of poaching damage (0% to 100% in

20% intervals), however when viewed in this manner the di�erences between the

40%, 60% and 80% do not appear to be visually very dissimilar. This is true of

Figure 9.16 (d) where, like Figure 9.16 (a) and (b), the progression (0%, 40%,

20%, 60%, 80%) does not agree with the expert poaching estimate.

When considering a plot in the y axis from the MDS plot as well as the ordered

images (such as Figure 9.17), the distances in the MDS plot give an indication

of texture similarity between images. This is another piece of information in the

analysis of texture and poaching estimation. When considering only the progres-

sion it is easy to see where there is an incorrect ordering, however the distances in

y axis show which images are deemed similar in terms of texture in the MDS plot.
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Figure 9.17: The Alnwick 2011 site plot of MDS y position and poaching estimate from

Figure 9.14 with images highlighted in order from Figure 9.16).
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Figure 9.17 demonstrates this in the plot where it is clear that the extreme (high

and low poached) images are very di�erent due to their separation in y value on

the MDS plot, however the middle ones are very close together. This indicates that

the texture of images with poaching damage between ∼30% and ∼70% appears

very similar where the extremes are much di�erent.

9.5 Summary

This chapter has assessed images taken of grassland with the aim of assessing

the accuracy of expert visual poaching estimation. Sample images of grassland

poaching that have been assessed by an expert and have a poaching estimate

associated with them were used in this experiment. Section 9.2 describes these

data. Section 9.3 assessed the content of the images using simple image processing

techniques to discover the features present in the images.

Texture analysis is performed in Section 9.4 and with the aid of a MDS plot dis-

covered that illumination conditions are a contributing factor to texture similarity

in some of the images. This was highlighted by plotting the time the image was

taken onto the MDS plot. Despite this, there was still a high correlation between

the y position in the MDS plot and the poaching damage estimate. This correla-

tion was exploited by extracting the y position from the MDS plot for each site

individually. The images were displayed in ascending y order. When viewing the

images in this manner, alongside the individual site plot of y and expert poaching

estimate, texture similarity can be assessed.

It was discovered that the texture similarity of images between ∼30% and ∼70%

appears similar. This makes it di�cult for an accurate estimate to be made. This
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could be attributed to the variation in visual appearance when viewing images of

the same poaching estimate from di�erent �eld sites (see Section 9.2). The work

conducted in this chapter is useful information when considering the accuracy of

visual poaching estimates and may lead to the development of a method for au-

tomating poaching estimates. Further work on close range multi-spectral infrared

imagery could be explored to create false colour composites such as the Normalised

Di�erence Vegetation Index (NDVI) (Carlson and Ripley, 1997). Simple colour

segmentation methods such as those described in Section 9.3 may yield promising

estimations of poaching damage.



Chapter 10

Summary and Conclusions

The aim of this thesis was to create a method to analyse large amounts of imagery

in a coherent manner which would be of particular interest to researchers in the

planetary science community. There have been several attempts to solve this

by creating context-based image retrieval (CBIR) systems for use by planetary

scientists (Burl et al. (2001), Hare et al. (2006), Mullins et al. (2005) and Gibbens

(2008)). CBIR systems organise and structure the images based upon a measure

of similarity. These attempts have focused on the creation of the method rather

than the analysis of the results. This is important as without a method to analyse

the results it is di�cult to determine what the resultant structure created by the

CBIR system means. This thesis has worked to address this.

This aim was addressed by creating a CBIR system which organises images based

upon texture similarity. This system was applied to images of lunar craters from

the Clementine UVVIS mosaic and an LROC high resolution shaded DEM. Once

the images were organised it was possible to examine the resultant structure and

search for patterns.

Even though the speci�c implementation of a CBIR can vary, all require the simi-

larity of images to be calculated and then the images to be organised which allow

searches or analysis of the structure to be made. Chapter 3 describes methods of
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calculating distances of objects and clustering multi-dimensional datasets. These

methods are tested using arti�cial datasets to compare the results and therefore

assess the strengths and weaknesses of these methods. Chapter 4 presents several

implementations of statistical and signal processing texture classi�cation which

use the clustering and distance calculations already described. The ability of these

classi�cation methods to accurately model the texture of an image was explored

using the CUReT database of images to assess performance. Chapter 5 discussed

two methods (MDS and Taxonomy) of visualising and assessing data based upon a

measure of similarity, where similarity was calculated using the methods discussed

in Chapter 4.

From the work conducted in Chapters 3, 4 and 5, a CBIR system was created

using the best methods explored. The VZ texton texture classi�cation method

was used with 7 ∗ 7 patches to create a statistical model of each image. These

images were compared using the Earth Movers Distance (EMD) algorithm which

is a measure of image similarity. These similarities were then plotted using the

MDS method and explored using the Pearson correlation statistic.

Chapter 6 was the �rst of three chapters which apply the CBIR system to a

planetary dataset. Images of lunar craters from Clementine UVVIS that were

previously classi�ed by Baldwin (1963) and analysed by Gibbens (2008) were

examined. The resulting MDS plot indicated that there was a pattern between the

position on the MDS plot and the latitude of the crater. This was attributed to the

illumination conditions of the Clementine UVVIS mosaic which showed shadows

in the craters closer to the poles. This is important as it demonstrated that the

texton method used to measure similarity is greatly a�ected by the shadowing in

the craters. Gibbens (2008) did not make this discovery this in his work which

demonstrated the advantages of the MDS algorithm over taxonomy analysis as a
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means of analysing the structure of a CBIR system.

Chapter 7 demonstrated a method to remove the illumination e�ects from the

craters used in Chapter 6. When the craters are simulated with a �xed illumination

angle, the resulting MDS plot showed a correlation with the MDS position and the

d/D ratio of the crater. In cases where the crater did not have the d/D ratio that

one would expect from its position in the MDS plot it was found that these smaller,

shallower craters were in areas where there were lots of other craters overlapping

in the image.

The illumination was also �xed when using the craters found in LROC images at

the Soviet Lunokhod-1 landing site in Chapter 8 (data supplied by Karachevtseva

et al. (2011)). This was because the craters were small, between 50-100 km in di-

ameter, and in close proximity to one another. The MDS plot of texture similarity

gave a high correlation with position on the MDS plot and was used to analyse

the results. It was found that, as with the results in Chapter 7, the d/D ratio

was highly correlated with the position on the MDS plot. The use of the Radial

Basis Function interpolation method allowed for the prediction of the d/D ratio

of craters that were not used in the interpolation.

This system can be applied to many di�erent types of image data and the modular

nature of each stage outlined by Gibbens (2008) (described in Section 2.4.3) give

scope for further improvements. The key improvement to the work conducted

by Gibbens (2008) was to replace the taxonomy creation stage with the MDS

method. This allowed global trends in the relationship between texture similarity

in the images to be visualised that would have been otherwise missed. This also

highlighted that illumination is the key factor when assessing texture as a physical

property and that it should be used with caution. Despite this, it was possible
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to infer properties such as d/D ratio using this system when understanding the

limitations.

A further study on the assessment of expert visual estimations of poaching damage

from photographs was described in Chapter 9 which explores the strengths and

limitations of the proposed system. When applying the CBIR system to this

challenging dataset it was found that despite issues with varying illumination in

the images, the correlation between texture and the poaching damage estimate was

still strong. A method was presented to use the CBIR system to predict poaching

damage. This was able to determine high and low poached images however the

similarity of the images that have estimates of poaching damage between ∼30%

and ∼70% appeared very similar on the MDS plot. This demonstrated the need

for researchers that wish to use machine vision techniques to analyse groups of

images to ensure that uniform illumination and viewing conditions are used. This

also shows that visual poaching estimates conducted by experts is not always

consistent between areas examined.

The work undertaken in this thesis demonstrates that the results obtained using

a CBIR system when applied to any dataset must be considered carefully. CBIR

systems which report good visual similarity may appear to be useful for scienti�c

research but it is not until the results are analysed that this can be established. The

method of analysis presented in this thesis goes some way towards addressing this.

For CBIR systems to tackle speci�c scienti�c aims, a method of feature extraction

or measure of similarity is required that is applicable to the task. This presents a

very di�erent challenge which will require future research in new directions.
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List of CUReT database samples

Figure 11.1: The CUReT dataset, numbered from top left to bottom right.

1-Felt 2-Polyester 3-Terrycloth 4-Rough Plastic 5-Leather 6-Sandpaper 7-Velvet
8-Pebbles 9-Frosted Glass 10-Plaster a 11-Plaster b 12-Rough Paper 13-Arti�cial
Grass 14-Roof Shingle 15-Aluminum Foil 16-Cork 17-Rough Tile 18-Rug a 19-
Rug b 20-Styrofoam 21-Sponge 22-Lambswool 23-Lettuce Leaf 24-Rabbit Fur
25-Quarry Tile 26-Loofa 27-Insulation 28-Crumpled Paper 29-(2 zoomed) 30-(11
zoomed) 31-(12 zoomed) 32-(14 zoomed) 33-Slate a 34-Slate b 35-Painted Spheres
36-Limestone 37-Brick a 38-Ribbed Paper 39-Human Skin 40-Straw 41-Brick b 42-
Corduroy 43-Salt Crystals 44-Linen 45-Concrete a 46-Cotton 47-Stones 48-Brown
Bread 49-Concrete b 50-Concrete c 51-Corn Husk 52-White Bread 53-Soleirolia
Plant 54-Wood a 55-Orange Peel 56-Wood b 57-Peacock Feather 58-Tree Bark
59-Cracker a 60-Cracker b 61-Moss
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Baldwin Craters Used

This appendix contains the names, classi�cation de�ned by Baldwin (1963) and
details of lunar craters used in Chapters 6 and 7. These craters were described by
Baldwin (1963) in his book The Measure of the Moon.

Name Class Lat Lon Diameter (km)

Bailly 5 -66.50 -69.10 287.0
Clavius 2 -58.80 -14.10 245
Schickard 5 -44.30 -55.30 206.0

W Humboldt 2 -27.00 80.90 189.0
Grimaldi 5 -5.50 -68.30 172.0
Maginus 3 -50.50 -6.30 194.0
Schiller 3 -51.90 -39.00 180.0
Petavius 5 -25.10 60.40 188.0
Riccioli 3 -3.30 -74.60 139.0

Hipparchus 5 -5.10 5.20 138.0
Vendelinus 5 -16.40 61.60 131.0
Ptolemaeus 5 -9.30 -1.90 164.0

Longomontanus 2 -49.60 -21.80 157.0
Newton 1 -76.70 -16.90 78.0
Sto�erus 2 -41.1 6.0 126.0

Albategnius 5 -11.70 4.30 114.0
Langrenus 1 -8.90 61.10 127.0
Cleomedes 5 27.70 56.00 125.0
Furnerius 3 -36.00 60.60 135.0
Pythagoras 1 63.50 -63.00 142.0
Purbach 5 -25.50 -2.30 115.0
Endymion 5 53.90 57.00 123.0
Neper 5 8.50 84.60 137.0
Hommel 3 -54.70 33.80 126.0

Fracastorius 5 -21.50 33.20 121.0
Phocylides 3 -52.70 -57.00 121.0
Orontius 3 -40.60 -4.60 105.0
Alphonsus 5 -13.70 -3.20 108.0
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Name Class Lat Lon Diameter (km)

Moretus 1 -70.60 -5.80 111.0
Letronne 5 -10.80 -42.50 116.0

Maurolycus 2 -42.00 14.00 114.0
Blancanus 1 -63.80 -21.40 117.0
Scheiner 2 -60.50 -27.50 110.0
Gassendi 5 -17.60 -40.10 101.0
Hevel 5 2.20 -67.60 115.0

Theophilus 1 -11.40 26.40 110.0
WilhelmI 3 -43.40 -20.40 106.0
Posidonius 5 31.80 29.90 95.0

Plato 5 51.60 -9.40 109.0
Catharina 4 -18.10 23.40 104.0

Boguslawsky 2 -72.90 43.20 97.0
Arzachel 3 -18.20 -1.90 96.0

Rosenberger 3 -55.40 43.10 95.0
Pontecoulant 5 -58.70 66.00 91.0
Manzinus 1 -67.70 26.80 98.0
Sacrobosco 3 -23.70 16.70 98.0
Casatus 2 -72.80 -29.50 108.0

Gruemberger 2 -66.90 -10.00 93.0
Cyrillus 3 -13.20 24.00 98.0
Inghirami 2 -47.50 -68.80 91.0
Copernicus 1 9.70 -20.10 93.0
Piccolomini 1 -29.70 32.20 87.0

Vlacq 1 -53.30 38.80 89.0
Anaximander 5 66.90 -51.30 67.0
Gemma Frisius 3 -34.20 13.30 87.0
Aristoteles 1 50.20 17.40 87.0
Tycho 1 -43.40 -11.10 102.0
Atlas 5 46.70 44.40 87.0

Geminus 1 34.50 56.70 85.0
Barocius 2 -44.90 16.80 81.0

Wurzelbauer 5 -33.90 -15.90 88.0
Metius 2 -40.30 43.30 87.0
Vieta 2 -29.20 -56.30 87.0

Wargentin 5 -49.60 -60.20 84.0
Schomberger 1 -76.70 24.90 85.0
Mersenius 3 -21.50 -49.20 84.0
Byrgius 3 -24.70 -65.30 87.0
Pitiscus 2 -50.40 30.90 82.0
Snellius 1 -29.30 55.70 82.0
Aliacensis 1 -30.60 5.20 79.0
Archimedes 5 29.70 -4.00 82.0
Anaximenes 5 72.50 -44.50 80.0
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Name Class Lat Lon Diameter (km)

Condorcet 5 12.10 69.60 74.0
Cuvier 1 -50.30 9.90 75.0
Fabricius 2 -42.90 42.00 78.0
Kircher 1 -67.10 -45.30 72.0
Mutus 2 -63.60 30.10 77.0
Licetus 1 -47.10 6.70 74.0
Clairaut 2 -47.70 13.90 75.0
Colombo 5 -15.10 45.80 76.0
Stevinus 1 -32.50 54.20 74.0
Legendre 3 -28.90 70.20 78.0
Hainzel 2 -41.30 -33.50 70.0
Berosus 1 33.50 69.90 74.0
Faraday 2 -42.40 8.70 69.0
Werner 1 -28.00 3.30 70.0

Gutenberg 5 -8.60 41.20 74.0
Hase 2 -29.40 62.50 83.0
Rheita 1 -37.10 47.20 70.0
Philolaus 1 72.10 -32.40 70.0
Baco 1 -51.00 19.10 69.0

Bettinus 1 -63.40 -44.80 71.0
Zach 2 -60.90 5.30 70.0
Nearch 1 -58.5 39.1 75.0

Reichenbach 1 -30.30 48.00 71.0
Lacaille 3 -23.80 1.10 67.0
Olbers 1 7.40 -75.90 74.0
Hercules 1 46.70 39.10 69.00
Eudoxus 1 44.30 16.30 67.0
Simpelius 1 -73.00 15.20 70.0
Mercurius 2 46.60 66.20 67.0
Apianus 2 -26.90 7.90 63.0
Abulfeda 1 -13.80 13.90 65.0
Segner 3 -58.90 -48.30 67.0
Jacobi 2 -56.70 11.40 68.0
Heinsius 3 -39.50 -17.70 64.0
Watt 1 -49.50 48.60 66.0
Stadius 5 10.50 -13.70 69.0
Santbech 1 -20.90 44.00 64.0
Fernelius 3 -38.10 4.90 65.0
Capuanus 5 -34.10 -26.70 59.0
Macrobius 1 21.30 46.00 64.0
Zucchius 1 -61.40 -50.30 64.0
Pictet 3 -43.60 -7.40 62.0
Lilius 1 -54.5 6.2 61.0
Miller 1 -39.30 0.80 61.0
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Name Class Lat Lon Diameter (km)

LeMonnier 5 26.60 30.60 60.0
Cavalerius 1 5.10 -66.80 57.0
Bullialdus 1 -20.70 -22.20 60.0
Guericke 5 -11.50 -14.10 63.0

Eratosthenes 1 14.50 -11.30 58.0
Short 1 -74.60 -7.30 70.0

Firmicus 5 7.30 63.40 56.0
Kaiser 3 -36.50 6.50 52.0

Agatharchides 5 -19.80 -30.90 48.0
Taruntius 5 5.60 46.50 56.0
Thebit 2 -22.00 -4.00 56.0
Saussure 2 -43.40 -3.80 54.0
Cassini 5 40.20 4.60 56.0
Aristillus 1 33.90 1.20 55.0
Wrottesley 1 -23.90 56.80 57.0
Pentland 1 -64.60 11.50 56.0
Burckhardt 1 31.10 56.50 56.0
Scoresby 1 77.70 14.10 55.0
Busching 3 -38.00 20.00 52.0
Cavendish 3 -24.50 -53.70 56.0
Franklin 2 38.80 47.70 56.0
Fourier 2 -30.30 -53.00 51.0

Frauenhofer 3 -39.50 59.10 56.0
Porter 1 -56.1 -101 51.0

Nasireddin 1 -41.00 0.20 52.0
Apollonius 5 4.50 61.10 53.0
Lindenau 1 -32.30 24.90 53.0
Beaumont 5 -18.00 28.80 53.0
Neander 2 -31.30 39.90 50.0

Anaxagoras 1 73.40 -10.10 50.0
Almanon 2 -16.80 15.20 49.0
Rost 2 -56.40 -33.70 48.0

Epigenes 5 67.50 -4.60 55.0
Cysatus 1 -66.20 -6.10 48.0
Campanus 5 -28.00 -27.80 48.0
Azophi 1 -22.10 12.70 47.0
Cardanus 2 13.20 -72.50 49.0
Bayer 1 -51.60 -35.00 47.0

Hansteen 5 -11.50 -52.00 44.0
Delambre 2 -1.90 17.50 51.0
Playfair 2 -23.50 8.40 47.0
Seleucus 1 21.00 -66.60 43.0
Billy 5 -13.80 -50.10 45.0

Agrippa 1 4.10 10.50 44.0
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Name Class Lat Lon Diameter (km)

Geber 1 -19.40 13.90 44.0
Mercator 5 -29.30 -26.10 46.0
Bernoulli 1 35.00 60.70 47.0
Parry 5 -7.90 -15.80 47.0

Stiborius 1 -34.40 32.00 43.0
Reinhold 1 3.30 -22.80 42.0
Vitello 5 -30.40 -37.50 42.0
Kies 5 -26.30 -22.50 45.0

Rothmann 1 -30.80 27.70 42.0
Newton C 1 -74.80 -14.40 35.0
Baco B 1 -49.50 16.60 43.0
Eimmart 1 24.00 64.80 46.0
Taylor 1 -5.30 16.70 42.0
Plinius 1 15.40 23.70 43.0
Abenezra 1 -21.00 11.90 42.0
Sirsalis 1 -12.50 -60.40 42.0

Newton A 1 -79.70 -19.70 64.0
Newcomb 1 29.90 43.80 41.0
Alpetragius 1 -16.00 -4.50 39.0
Tisserand 2 21.40 48.20 36.0
Isidorus 3 -8.00 33.50 42.0
Herschel 1 -5.70 -2.10 40.0
Mairan 1 41.60 -43.40 40.0
Tacitus 1 -16.20 19.00 39.0
Harpalus 1 52.60 -43.40 39.0
Barocius B 1 -44.00 18.30 39.0
Cichus 1 -33.30 -21.10 40.0

Christian Mayer 2 63.20 17.30 38.0
Marius 5 11.90 -50.80 41.0
Tralles 2 28.40 52.80 43.0
Lilius A 1 -55.40 8.80 41.0

Aristarchus 1 23.70 -47.40 40.0
Cepheus 1 40.80 45.80 39.0
Ball 2 -35.90 -8.40 41.0

Romer 1 25.40 36.40 39.0
Baco A 1 -52.80 20.20 39.0

Autolycus 1 30.70 1.50 39.0
Manilius 1 14.50 9.10 38.0
Lansberg 1 -0.30 -26.60 38.0
Bianchini 1 48.70 -34.30 38.0
Colombo A 1 -14.10 44.40 42.0

Sharp 1 45.70 -40.20 39.0
Fermat 2 -22.60 19.80 38.0

Fontenelle 5 63.40 -18.90 38.0
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Name Class Lat Lon Diameter (km)

Burg 1 45.00 28.20 39.0
Magelhaens 5 -11.90 44.10 40.00

Wurzelbauer D 1 -36.30 -17.60 38.0
Egede 5 48.70 10.60 37.0

Democritus 1 62.30 35.00 39.0
Mason 5 42.60 30.50 33.0
Schroter 5 2.60 -7.00 35.0

Condamine 5 53.40 -28.20 37.0
Liebig 1 -24.30 -48.20 37.0

Herodotus 5 23.20 -49.70 34.0
Godin 1 1.80 10.20 34.0

Gassendi A 1 -15.50 -39.70 33.0
Timocharis 1 26.70 -13.10 33.0
Halley 2 -8.00 5.70 36.0
Miller A 1 -37.70 1.80 39.0
Davy 5 -11.80 -8.10 34.0
Kant 1 -10.60 20.10 33.0

Timaeus 2 62.80 -0.50 32.0
Kepler 1 8.10 -38.00 31.0
Archytas 1 58.70 5.00 31.0
Sabine 5 1.40 20.10 30.0
Ritter 5 2.00 19.20 29.0

Calippus 1 38.90 10.70 32.0
Archytas A 1 56.0 7.3 21.0
Horrocks 1 -4.00 5.90 30.0
Reiner 1 7.00 -54.90 29.0
Lambert 1 25.80 -21.00 30.0
Madler 1 -11.00 29.80 27.0
Vitruvius 5 17.60 31.30 29.0
Clavius D 1 -58.80 -12.40 28.0
Encke 5 4.60 -36.60 28.0

Gemma Frisius D 1 -34.30 10.90 28.0
Hind 1 -7.90 7.40 29.0

Proclus 1 16.10 46.80 28.0
Triesnecker 2 4.20 3.60 26.0
Hypatia 2 -4.30 22.60 40.0
Grove 1 40.30 32.90 28.0
Euler 1 23.30 -29.20 27.0
Ross 1 11.7 21.7 24.0

Sommering 5 0.10 -7.50 28.0
Mosting 1 -0.70 -5.90 24.0
Arago 1 6.20 21.40 26.0

Ramsden 1 -32.90 -31.80 24.0
Menelaus 1 16.30 16.00 26.0
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Name Class Lat Lon Diameter (km)

Newton B 1 -81.10 -15.40 44.0
Carmichael 1 19.6 40.4 20.0
Theaetetus 1 37.0 6.0 24.0
Delisle 1 29.90 -34.60 25.0
Helicon 1 40.40 -23.10 24.0
Lalande 1 -4.40 -8.60 24.0

Schiaparelli 1 23.40 -58.80 24.0
Picard 1 14.6 54.7 22.0

Grimaldi B 1 -2.9 -69.2 22.0
Krieger 5 29.0 -45.6 22.0
Konig 1 -24.1 -24.6 23.0

Flamsteed 1 -4.5 -44.3 20.0
Bullialdus B 1 -23.4 -21.9 21.0

Conon 1 21.6 2.0 21.0
Le Verrier 1 40.3 -20.6 20.0
Pytheas 1 20.5 -20.6 20.0
Gwilt 1 53.0 -13.5 20.0
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Poaching Correlations

Figure 13.1: Plots of the MDS x and y positions with expert poaching estimates for the

Alnwick 2010 and Alnwich 2011 sites individually.
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Figure 13.2: Plots of the MDS x and y positions with expert poaching estimates for the

Chippenham 2010, Cornwall 2010, Newquay 2011 and SAC 2010 sites individually.
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Figure 13.3: Plots of the MDS x and y positions with expert poaching estimates for the

Sta�ord 2010, Sta�ord 2011, Trawscoed 2010 and 2011 sites individually.
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